CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher
reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential
purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more
lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made
in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best
judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders
(including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf
of amail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the
successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after
the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any
sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid,
however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent
or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made
on behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot
shall be given to the auctioneer immediately following the saleof such lot.
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three
(3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a
purchaser known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for
immediate payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers).
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling,
delivery and insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to
the purchase price; a minimum charge of $10.00 will be made.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment
charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs,Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at
an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses
of both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to
both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It
shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore
hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any
surplus arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser.Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachussets
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out
of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery
of lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bankwire
transfer. Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if
paid within 15 days of sale date. Extended payments which have been pre-approved and
payments over 15 days will incur a surcharge of 2%.
WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITYAND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given
for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at
Kelleher discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance
of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the
period of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved
by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to
re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to
the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental
damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in
the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The
following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue; or (iv)
lots described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing
more than ten (10) items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than
genuine by a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received
by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 are not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.
Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG)
or any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of
Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last
seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and
as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including
but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser
shall pay to Kelleher Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of
any other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all
customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof. ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered
by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding
instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising
under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or
proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such
judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by
registered mail, return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to
the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis.The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please
contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find
the Kelleher link.
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Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.
Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2015 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

First Session
Friday, April 10, 2015, at 11:00 A.M.
Lots 1-418
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

can draw upon, viewing essential ti unlock the true value within,
generally Fine appearing or better.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000

United States
General Collections
1

H/m/)
U.S., Intact “Big Daddy” Collection, Mint, Used
and Covers, 1840-1935. Starting with the Worlds First StampGreat Britain Penny Black Mint with certificate and margins intact, we move on to a most impressive holding that features
many of the United States favorites which include Unused or
Unused Appearing: 1; 2; 7; 9; 10; 11; 17; 24; 26; 26a; 35; 38;
62B; 63 (4); 64 with certificate [faulty]; 65 (4); 68 (2); 69, 70; 70d
certificate; 75 [defective]; 76; 78; 78 block of four; 86; 87; 89-91
the last item with a certificate; 92-99; 106-108 [no certificates,
the #108 looks ok]; 112-14; 116-122 the 90¢ with certificate;
125 [badly defective] 126-27; 133; 134-25; 139; 145-52;
154-55; 156-61; 163; 165; 178-79; 182-90; 205; 206-17; 209
black brown; 219; 219D; 220-21; 223-29; Complete Set of
Columbians 230-245; 234 block of four; 246-257; 259-61; 263;
267-70; 272; 274-76; 277; 279B booklet panes (2); 284;
Trans-Mississippi Set #285-293 complete; 294-99; 301c with
booklet covers and interleave; 303-8; 310; 312; various
imperfs; 323-27; 328-30; 367/373; 331-42; 343-47; var ious flat
plate coils although we are only listing those that we feel are
good: 348, 351 coil line pairs latter with certificate; 354 pair certificate; 355 pair; 357-58; 396 pair; 397-400A; 401-3; 374-81;
405-6 booklet panes; 414-22; 424-40; 441-2 line pairs; 453-55,
457 coil pairs; 448,455, 458 coil line pairs; 462-66; 469-72;
474-5; 477; 551-73; Used: #1 on cover with Bloods Local; 8A in
a pair; 9; 10-11, latter with certificate; 12; 13-16, latter with certificate; 18; 20-23; 25; 28; 29; 30-30A; 31-34; 36; 36B; 37; 39
(faulty and repaired but genuine certificate); 64 (2) each with a
certificate; 64a [maybe?] 65 strip of four with shield cancels; 67
(2); 67a; 76a; 70; 70b; 70d; 71; 72 (2); 78b cer tificate; 85 certificate; 85E; 88; 100-101; 115; 124; 136-38; 141; 143-44; 148
graded certificate; 153; 163; 166; 191; 218; 240 certificate;
272a USIR watermark with certificate; 276A; 491 certificate; J6;
J21; J59; the balance of the 20th century to 1935 is as expected, Washington Franklins, coils, commemorative sets,
White Plains souvenir sheet, 634A certificate; Airmails complete except #C1-11; C13-14; E1-3; E5-8; E10-11; J1-4; J15;
J18 certificate; J20; J24-28 [J27 certificate]; J44; J50; J52;
J55-57; J60; Q1-12; JQ1-5; QE1-4; K1-9; K13; K18; Confederate States of America complete but for #9-10; extra used strip of
three of #2b; single used of #5 carmine rose; two gutter blocks
of 10c; various officials mint and used; Ending with Newspaper
issues [as mounted] #PR4; PR10, 13-15; PR33-34; PR40-44;
PR47; PR57-60; PR63-64; PR72-75; PR77-78; PR80;
PR82-83; PR88; PR90-91; PR96 certificate; PR105-8, a most
impressive collection and although there are numerous issues
with condition and unused appearing stamps that are likely
used, there is a plethora of nice saleable items from which one

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2

H/m
U.S., Magnificent Collection. Extraordinary U.S.
collection meticulously assembled and presented in two
Scott/Schaubek National postage stamp hingeless albums with
dust covers; overflowing with Very Fine or better stamps, carefully chosen by the collector for centering and color; highlights
are numerous and include with 1898 Postmaster Provisional reprints of th 1846 Providence issues #10X1-2r; the 1851 imperforates include 9-11, 14-15, and 17; the 1857 perforated issues
include 18, 20, 22, 25-27, 28b-29, 20A, 32-33, and 35-36; the
1861 issues include unused 62B, 63 and 65, 67a, 69, 70a, 71,
75, 76, 88, 89, 95, 116, and used 70, 72, 73, and 77; 1867 grills
include 87, 90, 93, and 96-98 choice used; 1869’s include 112,
115, 118, and 120; a nice group of 1870’s Banknote issues either used or unused, including 134, 141, 144, 152-53, 155, 159,
165, 182-184, 186-191, 205-207, 209-217, and 219-229 un used complete; 1893 Columbians to the 50 cent in mint; 1894
unwatermarked issues 246-250, 252-256, and 258-60; 1895
watermarked issues 264-274, 276A, and 279-284 complete;
1898 Trans-Miss 295-291; 1901 PanAms 294-299 complete;
1902-03 regular issues complete to the 15 cent value plus $1
311; complete 323-327, 328-330, and 367-373; Washington
Franklins are outstanding throughout and include 331-341,
343-347, used #356 single (which the owner took off a package
sent to him from his mother), 374-382 complete, 392-396,
397-403, 405-420, plus a 423, 424-439, 446-447, 452-455,
457-8, 462-466, 468-476 and 479-480, 491, 498-518, 525-530,
and 531-534A, 1922 flat plates are complete 551-573 as are
the perf 10 issue 581-591; 597-606 coils complete including
599A type II coil single, 630 White Plains souvenir sheet/25;
1929 Kansas-Nebraskas 658-79, 1938 Presidentials complete
803-834, Liberty series 1030-53; Back of the book is simply outstanding with Airmails complete except the Zepps, Special Delivery complete from E1-E9; Postage due issues include J1-7,
J15-J20, J22-J26, J31-32, J34-5, J38-J42, J46-49, J52,
J55-57, and J60; the 1873 Officials are loaded with value and
include O1-2, O6-7, O12, O15-20, O22, O25-7, O29-31, and
the scarce O33-36, O38, O41, O47-56 complete, O57, O59-60,
O63-64, O66, O72-80, O84-93, and soft paper issues O97-100,
O108, O110, O114-120 complete, and O121-2, O124, and
O126; Ducks are complete up to the 1981 issue, missing only
the RW2, many well centered choice stamps present throughout as this collection was painstakingly assembled with much
love and care; give yourself extra time to view this impressive lot
- you’ll be glad you did.
Estimate $25,000 - 35,000

3

HH/H/m U.S., Vast & Valuable Mint & Used Collection.
Housed in seven volumes and a box, with better used 15, 30A,
36, 37, 71, 72, 77, 78b, 98, 99, 100, 119-121, 154-155, 312,
better mint is the high light with 24, 35, 63, 65, 73, 76, 112-114,
146, 147, 182, 183, 189, 208, 217, 218, 221-229, 230-240,
257-260, 268-274, 285-290, 294-299, 300-310, 323-327,
328-330, 369, 397-403, White Plains sheet, marvelous Wash-
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ington Franklins, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, C1-C6, C10A, C18,
E1-E6, E8-E11, K1, K3-K7, K9-K11, K16, then there are five albums of plate blocks including 537, 618, 649-650, 714-715,
C31, plus a cigar box with all sorts of material, this lot should be
closely inspected as there are many items with shiny gum because of improper storage, but the depth and breadth of this
collection should more than make up for it, come on down and
set a spell and enjoy!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
4

H/m
U.S., Desirable Collection. Neatly housed in a
Lindner hingeless album; highlights include a choice used 5
cent 1847 issue, Scott #1, unused Columbians to the 50 cent
value 230-240; 254-258, 273-274, and a choice 279 imprint and
plate # strip/3; 1898 Trans-Mississippis complete to the 50 cent
value 285-291; 1901 Pan Americans complete 294-299;
1902-03 regular issues up to the 15 cent Clay (with PF certificate); complete sets of 323-327 and 328-330; a nice selection
of Washington Franklins include 331-340, 376-381, 414-416,
418-420, 437-439, 494-497 line pairs, and 525-528B; plus
397-400 and 401-403; 1922 flats up to the 50c value 551-573;
Along with C1-C6 and a choice C18; while there are mostly
choice lightly hinged stamps, we have spotted a nice selection
of pristine never hinged stamps; a wonderful collection for any
dealer or collector looking to expand upon.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

5

m
U.S., Excellent Used Collection, 1861-1920. An
nearly complete collection neatly mounted on blank pages;
highlights include 1861-66 Issues complete less the 5¢ buff &
90¢ blue, the 1867 E. grills complete less the 1¢, the F. grills
missing only the 5¢, 15¢ & 24¢ (the 90¢ is repaired but quite attractive), the 1869 Pictorials complete to the 30¢ (plus a mint
1¢and an unused 1¢ reprint #123), the Bank Note Issues complete less the grills & Special Printings, the 1890 issue complete, and the Columbians & Trans-Miss. to the 50¢. The First
Bureaus include the $1 type I unwatermarked and the $1 type I
& $2 watermarked, and the 1902 issue is complete to the $5,
while the 20th century Commemoratives are complete including the 1909 Lincoln bluish paper. Naturally the highest catalog
items have small faults, but they are nearly all quite unobtrusive, and there are plenty of F-VF stamps cataloging up to $200
and more; plus, there are many, many VF-XF little gems scattered throughout. A really outstanding lot for collector or dealer
alike. Scott value is about $19,500. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

6

2

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-2002. Intact
property presented in four Scott albums with dustcases, offered
as received from consignor and loaded with many desirable
sets, part sets and singles, better noted (used unless otherwise
denoted) include 10, 38, 63, 68-69, 73, 77-78, 93 x2, 113 &
115-18, followed by National Bank examples without grill
(145-49, 153 & 155), American Bank (189 & 208), and then by
1893 Columbian Exposition stamps, including 239-40 & 242
mint and Bureau issues and 1898-1901 Trans-Mississippi (287
& 290, mint). The 20th century also contains useful stamps
such as 1901 (298-99), 1910-13 (391, used), and several
Washington-Franklin issues, including mint and used stamps.
Airmail section with 1918 (C2 mint & C3 NH), 1930 Graf Zeppelin (C13-15, mint), 1933 (C18); Duck stamps issued in the
1942-2000 period, plus some Special Delivery, Parcel Post,
Postage Dues & Official stamps that deserve your attention.
Newspapers & Periodicals include PR1, PR3 & PR4 unused,
no gum as issued. A great opportunity for a dealer, with many
stamps or sets that can be offered individually and some
modern material that can be used as postage, F.-V.F. Scott
$14,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

7

H
U.S., Mint Collection, The Doctors Classy Remainder, 1851-1940. The balance of a formidable collection
which we offered last December in Florida, a truly quality conscious collector that selected stamp by stamp for eye-appeal,
includes: 11; 24; 26; 65 pair; 183; 206; 209; 210; 219; 220; 221;
223; 246 plate number imprint strip of three; 248 (2); 249-50;
259; 266-68; 270 plate # single; 272; 279 & 279B plate number
imprint strips of three; 282; 300-4; 308-9; 314 pair; 319; 320;
331-37; 339; 343-47; 358; 374-76; 381-82; 405-6; 414-16;
383-84; 425; 427-29; 431-32; 434-35; 435a; 455 coil pair;
462-65; 471 (2); 474; 481-83 pairs; 484; 498-504; 506-18;
526-27; 528A-B; 529-30; 531-32; 534; 534A; 535-36; 538;
541(2); 551-73; 575-77 pairs; 578; 581-91; 595; 622-23;
692-701; 803-32; 1053; Commemoratives: 230-32; 234-36;
239; 285-86; 288; 294-99; 323-25; 328-30; 367-8 latter a pair;
370-73; 397-400A; 401; 548-50; 610-12; 614-21; 658-79; plus
most others to 921; C1-2; C4-6; C7-12; C16-24; E1; E6; E8;
E10; E11 (2); E12; Q1-6; Q12; QE1-4; JQ3; JQ5, the quality is
mostly very fine or better with the vast majority being never
hinged, the twist- the good doctor bought some of his stamps
from unscrupulous traders and there are some re perforated
and regummed mixed throughout, however there are a large
number of perfectly nice and some extremely fine to superb
gems that can be mined from this holding, even some of the
lower value stamps are in such nice quality they can be offered
individually, careful analysis will pay off, a few certificates
accompany this delightful collection. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

8

HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1970.
Mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album, better used includes
1, 17, 71, 75, 76, 77, 100, 112-120, 151, 155, 166, 191, 218,
240, 292, 397-404, C1-C6, E1-E7, mint includes 230-237,
246-255, 264-270, 300-307, 369, excellent Washington Franklins, a sturdy collection that will be beneficial to the winning bidder, some condition and/or identification issues present, should
be previewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

9

H
U.S., Large Collection, 1852-1975. Hundreds of
stamps mounted in a Scott American Album, condition is mixed
with a variety of faults, later less valuable items more likely to be
sound, some specious items, mostly coils, are not counted, a
worthwhile amount of postage is present, also not counted;
highlights include: 15; 24; 29; 68; 75; 96; 119; 148; 185, 189;
209; 218; 237-9, 275, 288-90, 294-97; 300-2; 304; 306-8;
323-7, 328-30; various Washington Franklins; perf 12, 10, 11;
coils, 548-50; 614-623; 658-79; 692-701; back of book includes
airmails, special delivery, a respectable group of officials and
cut squares and a few duck stamps, worth a good look, vast majority unused, 1890 and up mostly o.g., some never hinged,
Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $15,000 plus.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

10

HH/H/m U.S., Terrific Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1950.
Several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott album, better used
includes 1, 9 pair, 15, 30A, 36, 37, 67, 68-72, 76-76, 77, 78,
112-117, 119-121, 217-218, 219-229, 323-327, 328-330,
398-403, mint & used Washington Franklins galore, C1-C6,
E1-E9, mint has 133, 230-233, 235, 237, 239, 285-289,
295-296, 298, C18, O15-O24, mint and used cut square collection, revenue collection with reds and greens and wines, mint
ducks with RW2-RW7, RW10-RW12, used RW1, then CSA
and telegraph stamps, a cornucopia of salable material, some
condition issues, a few mint stuck down, otherwise F.-V.F., with
many outstanding examples to retail.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

11

H/m
U.S., Colossal Collection, 1851-1936. Mounted
in a Scott National album, better used includes 30A, 32, 33, 38,
73, 76, 77, 78, 113-117, 119, 145-152, 155, 165-166, 397-404,
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mint includes 230-240, 285-287, 290, 294-296, 299, 323-327,
328-330, great array of Washington Franklins, 614-616,
617-619, 620-621, Kansas Nebraska overprints complete,
C1-C6, C18, Q1-Q9, Q11, also includes E1-E15, officials, postage dues, a useful powerful collection, please set aside some
time to review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
12

13

14

15

H/m
U.S., Mostly Used Collection, 1847-1944. In
old-time Scott album, better noted (used unless denoted) include 1847 (1, used), 1852 (9, used), 1861 (68-69 & 71),
1862-66 (77-78), 1867-58 (86-87, 90, 93 & 95-96), 1869 (112 &
115-17), plus National Bank & American Bank examples, followed by 1893 Columbians (1¢ to 10¢). The 20th century section with useful regulars such as 1907 (328-30, mint), 1920
(548-50, mint), some airmails and officials that deserve your
awareness (O15-24, used) (O83-93, used). We also noted
Postage Dues (J1-7), perforated revenues issued in the
1860s-70s period, and some modern stamps in an envelope
that can be used as postage. A real collector’s collection that
needs time to view, F.-V.F. Scott $11,259.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H
U.S., Plate Block Collection, 1895-1941. Exciting
collection that includes 279, 408-409, 525, 527-530, 531, 534,
535, 538, 540, 541 with plate #, 551-554, 575-577, 582-583,
632-634, 635-642, 658-660, 663, 665, 667-668, 669-671,
692-701, 704-715, C7-C9, C10, C11, C16-C17, C19, C20-C22,
C24, C25-C31, Q1-Q2, Q3 block, JQ1, QE1-QE4, PS11-PS13,
S1-S3, each plate block affixed to backing paper by a peelable
label which can be coaxed off with lighter fluid to be NH, invest a
few hours and make a score, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1950. Meaty
collection on White Ace pages in two binders, mint includes
240, 285, 287-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, 581-591,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue
complete, Q1-Q9, Q11, C1-C6, C13, C15, C18, used 238-239,
an awful lot of single lots can be drawn from this beauty, an interesting lot to view and one that should not be passed over too
quickly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H
U.S., Mighty Mint Collection, 1932-2000.
Housed in four albums, with several hundred singles blocks,
plate blocks, coils and souvenir sheets, includes 632-642, Kansas Nebraska complete with many NH, 692-701, Farleys with
center line blocks of four and plate blocks, Prexies complete
with 832b with PF certificate, Liberty series complete, and a ton
of face with all the high values, some in multiples, it doesn’t get
any better than this, jump on the band wagon, this is a definite
winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

16

HH
U.S., Plate Number Coil Group. Over 400 strips
of three and five, includes officials, better includes 1891 strip of
3 P#1, 1895 strip of 11 P#1, 1900 strip of 5 P#3, 1908 strip of 5
P#1, P#2, O135 strip of 5 P#1, useful duplication even on the
better PNCs, take a few good minutes to peruse this lovely collection, like shooting fish in a barrel, Very Fine. Scott $6,100.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

17

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1960. Meaty
lot of a few hundred that includes better mint 286, 548-550 (x8),
614-616 (x13), 617-619 (x8), 620-621 (x9), huge se lection of
mint 2¢ Reds and airmails, C3, K6, and a nice group of used including 230-237, 285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 397-400A, few
condition issues, overall a stimulating accrual well worth consideration, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

18

HH/H
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1960. A few
hundred mounted on pages, better used includes 12, 36, 70-72,
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115-119, 155, 191, 218, 397-404, excellent Washington Franklins, C1-C6, mint has 76, 524, 547, C10a, CSA, great lot to
serve as a foundation for expansion, mixed condition, come on
down and have a look for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
19

m
U.S., Classy Classics Collection, 1851-1875.
Tasty little group of 20+ stamps for your perusal, includes used
10, 15, 17 (x2), 24 (x2), 33, 67, 69, 72 (x2), 77, 78, 83, 87, 98,
112, 119, huge catalog value, may be some condition issues,
please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

20

H/m/)
U.S., Immense Collection of Mint & Used. Tens
of thousands of stamps and covers in 46 albums, mostly Scott,
the owner put in decades of work assembling this collection,
with very mixed results, there are volumes filled with packet material but there are better items throughout, for instance Famous American plate blocks complete, National Parks perfed
and imperf plate blocks complete, album of U.S. possessions,
and an album of postage dues with plate blocks of J61, J64,
J68, J69, J70, J71, J85, and J88, also includes topical material
and postage, a tough lot to figure, but our low price should entice some intrepid bidder, mixed condition, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

21

H/m
U.S., Specialized Used Collection, 1890-1920.
Fascinating collection of a few hundred used stamps (and a few
mint), virtually all of which were chosen for being somewhat unusual; that would include cancels (primarily), double transfers,
shades, large margins, multiples, vignette shifts (1¢ & 2¢
Pan-Americans), and more; mostly lower value stamps with
something “special” about them. We note a few better things
like a mint 2¢ rose carmine type IV #279Bc, a used block of 4 of
the 3¢ Louisiana Purchase and a Very Fine used 2¢ Lincoln bluish paper. All-in-all, quite a remarkable lot. Scott value as “normal” is over $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

22

H/m/)
U.S., Delightful Mint & Used Collection,
1863-1990. Housed in seven Harris United States Liberty albums and a sheet file, with better mint such as 219, 225, 231,
232, 240, 246, 255, 285, 286, 294-296, 304, 308, 323-324, 326,
548-550, 571, Prominent Americans complete, used includes
230-239, 285-288 & 290, 294-297 & 299, 323-327, 328-330,
397-400A, 404, C1-C5, CSA, with plenty of postage with values
20¢ and up, plus a box of miscellaneous covers, this lot should
be carefully inspected as many of the mint are NH, an attractive
lot at an inexpensive price, what more can you ask for!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

23

HH/H
U.S., Meaty Mint Collection, 1893-1970. Selection of better material, includes 230 (x7), 231 (x6), 233 (x4), 234
(x5), 235 (x2), 236 (x4), 237 (x4), 238, 285 (x7), 287, 288 (x4),
289, 290, 295-297, 299, plus 297 block of four (x2), 550 block of
four, 620 block of four (x2) plus block of six, then some premium
duck stamps with RW1 (x5 including plate number single, RW2
(x2), RW5, RW7, some condition issues and no gum, many NH,
a grand addition to any stock, inspection should give the true
value of this lot, overall F.-V.F. Scott $6,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

24

m
U.S., Bodacious Used Collection, 1857-1960.
Wonderful all used collection in two volumes, includes 35, 36,
69, 70, 71, 77, 78, 112-119, 121-122, 145-154, 182-191,
219-229, 230-240, 285-291, 294-299, 300-311, 323-327,
328-330, excellent Washington Franklins, 658-668, 669-679,
appears complete to 1987, C1-C6, C18, nice officials, in short a
gratifying lot, may be some condition issues, offered as received, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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25

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1955.
Mounted in a Scott National album, better used includes 68, 69,
70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 113-117, 323-327, 328-330, 397-404,
C1-C6, mint has 230-237, 548-550, Prexies complete, C1, C4,
C6, C18, with parcel posts, special deliveries, postage dues,
scattered revenues, a collection that will yield multiples of our
low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

26

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1880-1998. A few
hundred stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in two White
Ace albums, with parallel mint and used collections of ducks
and airmails, better mint includes RW1, RW3-RW7,
RW45-RW55, better used includes C1-C6, RW2, RW6, some
interesting material present so a long look is necessary, happy
hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

27

28

29

HH/H
U.S., Monster Mint Coil Collection. Several hundred coil pairs and strips up to six, includes line pairs, plate
number strips, PNC, and imperfs, with items such as 1054,
10558, 1056, 1057 and 1402 with plate numbers, full roles of
500 1057, 1299 (x2), imperf pairs include 1519a (x6 pairs),
1297a strip of four, 1305Ej (pair plus three strips of four), 1625a
strip of six, 1891a (x11 pairs and 5 strips of four, 1894a (strips of
4, 5 and 6), offered intact as it arrived to us, unchecked for
better plate numbers, huge catalog value and potential, be sure
to scoop this one up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m U.S., Unusual Mint & Used Collection,
1851-1950. An eclectic collection from an eccentric collector,
residing in nine albums, each page is one of a kind, starts with
3¢ issues with some interesting cancels on #65, with plenty of
1¢-3¢ Banknotes and Bureaus, then 1901 issue, 1922 issue,
complete mint Kansas Nebraska with many used examples,
volume of Washington Franklin, one whole volume is Prexies
with mint, used and precancelled singles, strips, blocks and a
complete set of mint plate blocks, Liberty Issue is well represented also with a complete set of plate blocks, airmails have
used C1-C6, then used singles and mint plate blocks, and a few
BOB, mostly modestly priced material but a lot of it, you’ll need
some patience to plow through it, but the effort should be well
rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m/)
U.S., Old Time Collection Mint, Used & Covers,
1861-1967. A few thousand stamps, plate blocks and covers
residing in ten volumes, each page was arranged by the owner
with many interesting covers, unusual frankings on pieces, and
blocks and plate blocks, there is way too much material to plow
through, but just a taste includes mint with 548-550, 614-616,
617-619, 620-621, Washington Bicentennial, Famous Americans singles and blocks, C4-C6, C18, used includes C1-C3, officials, Q1-Q12, First Flight Graf Zeppelin cover, with plenty of
postage, a great lot to break down, spend a few minutes with it
and see for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

300-311, 323-327, 328-330, 397-404, Washington Franklins,
658-668, 669-679, C1-C6, C18, E1-E11, J1-J7, Shanghais
mint K4, K6-K14, K18, used K1-K2, K5, plus newspapers, parcel posts, revenues, used ducks RW1-RW11, mint
RW12-RW13, then generally used to RW37, Christmas seals
and United Nations, plus a Penny Black, ready to break down,
chock full of value and potential, a few condition and/or identification issues, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
32

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1898-2008. Mounted in
three volumes, includes 286, 288, 372, 373, 548-550, 610-612,
614-616, 617-619, 620-621, White Plains sheet, 658-668,
669-679, 692-701, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete,
recalled Legends of the West sheet, C1, C4-C6, C18, E9-E10,
Q1-Q7, Q9, Q11, 1941 Wines issue, fresh and clean, a great
foundation for a expanded collection, or to break up for single
sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

33

HH/H/m U.S., Collection on Pages, 1851-1950. Over
three hundred stamps mounted on pages, mostly used and
chosen for centering and/or cancel, better used includes 68
with star in circle, 73 with blue circle of wedges, 93 with “(Paid)
All”, 113 with “(Paid) All”, 149 with NYFM, 162 with red geometric, 240, C1-C3, C6, Q10-Q12, mint 620-621, C18, should yield
plenty of overall potential, F.-V.F. Scott $5,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

34

m
U.S., Robust Collection on Pages, 1851-1950.
Over 350 used stamps, better includes 32, 33, 35, 77, 115-117,
119, 155, 230-237, 240, 285-291, 327, 330, E1, Q12, a great
way to start a collection or break up for retail, a must see, don’t
miss out, F.-V.F. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

35

m/)
U.S., Fabulous Fancy Cancel Collection. A comprehensive collection of fancy cancels consisting of over 130
stamps and 11 covers, with many Skinner Eno or Cole listed
stamps, includes cancels such as red five point star in circle
(S-E ST-D 28), numeral “3" (S-E NS-C7), shield (S-E PS-O 18),
floral geometric (S-E GE-R 18), ”US" in Shield (S-E PT-C 12),
outline six point star (S-E STX-28), Negative “XII” (Cole
NYC-50), “MAR” (Cole ML-217), along with NYFM, numerals,
letters, ellipses, stars, crossroads, cog wheels and targets, covers include blue Wells Fargo on #65, cogwheel on 65, circular
geometric of Stillwater MN (S-E GE-C4), many if these items
could be lotted individually, inspection is invited, there is a tremendous amount of retail value here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

36

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1990. Presented in three volumes, mint includes Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, Prominent American complete, C18,
K1-K3, used includes O15-O24, O72-O82, O83-O93, revenues, a toothsome inviting lot that would be perfect for the
Internet dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

30

HH/H
U.S., Better Plate Block Collection, 1926-2000.
Beautiful collection residing in two Scott albums with slip cases,
better includes 563, 614-615, 628, 627-628, 637-642, 696, 2¢
reds, National Parks, Famous Americans, 785-794, 859-893,
909-921, Prexies and Liberty issues to the $1, Prominent Americans and later to the $5, C9, C11, C12, C17, C19, C21,
C25-C31, C46, many other high values, viewing is necessary
as many are NH, a lot that will please the most demanding
collectors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

37

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1976. Scott
album with some useful 19th century used stamps: 10, 11, 25,
26, 63, 65, 73, 88, 93 & 114, followed by Banknotes 1870s-80s,
and then by some small Banknotes, 1893 Columbians (6¢, 8¢ &
10¢, NH). Also an unchecked selection of Washington-Franklins issued 1908-19 period, including many fresh and colorful
examples, plus many regular sets and airmail, special delivery
and parcel posts, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

31

HH/H/m U.S., Scrumptious Mint & Used Collection,
1847-1950. A few hundred stamps mounted on Scott pages, includes used 1, 10, 14, 15, 32, 33, 35, 36, 38, 69, 70, 71, 72,
112-117, 119, 145-155, 165-166, 230-240, 285-291, 294-299,

38

HH/H
U.S., Coils & Better Mint Material, 1893-1930.
Excellent selection with mint 387, 390 pair (x2), 441 line pair,
486 pair (x2), 488 line pair, 496 pair (x2), with loads of Washington Franklins, and a few miscellaneous, much is NH, few if any
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condition issues, a great opportunity to acquire choice material
inexpensively, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
39

m
U.S., Used Collection, 1893-1940. Small collection on pages, includes 230-239, 264-275, 279-284, 285-290,
294-299, 308-311, 323-330, 333-341, with many Washington
Franklins, 397-403, 524, Offsets, 614-619, C1-C6, Q1-Q12, inexpensive refill for your stock, F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

40

m
U.S., Used Useful Collection, 1857-1950.
Mounted in two volumes, includes used Bank Notes,
Columbians, Trans Miss, airmails, postage dues, a few nice
cancels on the earlies, check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

41

Ha
U.S., 20th Century Blocks & Plate Blocks. A collection balance mounted on pages of mostly commemorative
plate blocks with some duplication, highlights include 614-616,
617-619, 704-15 and more, some work required to salvage
considerable value, glazed o.g. or stuck down to mounts; some
faults mostly reduced selvedge, V.G./Very Fine. Scott $3,100+.
Estimate $300 - 400

42

HH/Ha U.S., Plate Block Holding. 26 different plate
blocks, includes 551, 618, 629, 638-641, 645, 649, 651, 681,
695-700, C8, C11(double top), C17, C19, C23, C29-C30, quite
a useful group, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

43

HH/H
U.S., Plate Block Holding, 1897-1961. Lot of 10
on auction pages, with 279B, 300, 375 (x2), 426, 528B, 667
(x2), J86, J88, most appear NH, may be a few condition issues,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

44

H
U.S., Essay & Proof Collection. Great lot includes
71-E2, lot of 1862 Lowenberg Essays, 184-E5, orange 1857 5¢
essay, needs further research, some possible condition issues,
please take a moment to evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

45

HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1930-2000. Several hundred stamps in three albums, on pages and in glassines, values
up to 50¢, some better material scattered throughout, a useful
lot that inspection will only enhance, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

46

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1945.
Housed in a Scott hingeless album, used includes 68, 36, 76,
77, 233-238, 287-288, 327, 328-330, 397-403, Q1-Q12, mint
includes C5-C6, a nice beginner’s collection, have a quick
glance and you’ll be bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

47

HH/H/) U.S., Small But Sweet Mint Collection. Fresh
clean selection, includes mint 328-330 hinged, 548-550 NH,
617-619 NH, 620-621 NH with a first day cover with set, nine
card proofs of Officials with 2¢ Navy, 3¢ Executive and 6¢ State,
and a folder with Canal Zone 120-135 and C15-C20, one or two
condition issues, a nice group for a dealer’s stock, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,000+.
Estimate $250 - 350

48

HH/H
U.S., Mint 20th Century Collection. An investment portfolio from the 1980’s, mostly NH, includes 301, 399,
411 coil strip of four, 483 block of four, 501 block of four,
548-549, 558, 567, 614-615, 617-618, 623, C20-C22,
C25-C31, QE1-QE4, and to make it even more appetizing a
group of plate blocks, blocks and singles of the baseball issue
855, don’t let this one slip away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

49

HH/H
U.S., Balance of Mint Consignment. Great concise balance of better items, includes 206, 264, 507, 509, 517,
518, 1890a, two plate blocks 1295, may be minor condition issues, inspection can only help, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

50

HH/H
U.S., Coil and Line Pairs Collection, 1908-1950.
Approximately 150 mint pairs and line pairs in display cards, includes 441, 448 (x2), 489, 488, 492 L.P., 493, 600 (x3), 603,
656 L.P. (x5), 723 L.P., with a selection of flat plate printing pairs
that are included for reference purposes, if any are genuine you
will have windfall, close examination is suggested, pull up a
chair, and take some quality time with this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

51

m
U.S., Fancy Cancel Collection, 1861-88. A concise group of 38 #65, 7 #210, 9 #212, and 30 #183, includes
geometrics, colored, negative numerals and letters, a nice selection of material, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

52

HH/H
U.S., Plate Number Singles Collection, 1913-45.
Well over 500 stamps in a stock book, with Prexies up to 832
and includes 832g, 2¢ reds, Washington Bicentennials, 3¢ violets, National Parks, and Famous Americans, nice fresh overall
lot, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Specialized Collections by Issue
53

m
U.S., 1851 3¢ Varieties Collection (11, 11A). 30+
varieties and special cancels on the 1851 3¢ Washington issue,
includes shades with red rose, orange red and claret, two green
town cancels, two green grid cancels, shade study lot, 11A includes plum shade, a double transfer and a recut variety, three
examples submitted as the “pinkish” shade and denied, and
five examples from plate 2L top row, a few condition issues,
some rare material present, the potential for the savvy bidder is
enormous, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

54

H/m
U.S., 1851-60 Issues. Small specialized, primarily
used collection comprising (used unless noted) Imperforate 1¢
type II: single & horizontal pair, the pair (1-2L2) containing the
big crack; 1¢ type IV: six singles (one with stitch watermark) & a
horizontal pair (35-36L1L); 3¢ type I/II (11, none orange brown);
12¢ black (1); and Perforated 1¢ type V: single & horizontal
pair; 3¢ type I: 4 singles & a horizontal pair; 3¢ type III: 25 singles (1 unused, 1 tied on piece by green town cancel, 1 with
stitch watermark), a pair & two strips of 3 (one unused); 10¢
type III (1), 10¢ type V (3) and 12¢ plate 1 (1); condition includes
a few hidden flaws, as one would expect, but is generally F-VF
or better with a good number of VF-XF stamps present. A great
lot for the specialist with many double transfers identified. Scott
value over $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

55

H
U.S., 1861-67 Issues. Excellent collection comprising (used unless noted) ungrilled 1¢ (6), 3¢ (65 including
and unused strip of 5), 10¢ (2, one unused)), 12¢ (12), 24¢ (21
including two steel blue), 30¢ (3), 5¢ brown (2) and 15¢ (2 plus a
Specimen), E. grill 3¢ (5), 10¢ (1), 12¢ (3) and F. grill 3¢ (13),
10¢ (pair), 12¢ (3) and 15¢ (2); most were acquired for their
cancellation interest, but there are also a few constant plate
flaws; few small faults, especially on the higher values, but otherwise generally F-VF. An outstanding lot. Scott value is about
$15,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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56

H/m
U.S., 1863-67 2¢ Black Jack. Small mounted collection of 25 #73 (one VF unused) and 12 #93 (including an unused single & pair); includes some nice lesser double transfers
and many nice fancy cancels; centering is mixed, as always, but
otherwise condition is just about all F-VF. A very nice lot. Scott
value is $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800

57

H/m
U.S., 1869 Pictorial Issue. Small collection comprising (used unless noted) 1¢ (8, one unused), 6¢ (7), 10¢ (8),
12¢ (12, one unused and one used with a 3¢ on cover front only
from New York to Paris), 15¢ type I (1) and 15¢ type II (2); most
were collected for their cancellation interest included a few colored; some with small faults, but overall generally Fine. Scott
value is about $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

58

H/m
U.S., 1869 2¢ Pictorial. Small collection of 22
stamps (one unused) including a strip of 3, many unusual cancels, including blue & red, and a nice pre-printing paper crease,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

59

m
U.S., 1869 3¢ Pictorial. Mounted collection of 90
used stamps, primarily of fancy or colored cancels (including a
nice Hiogo Japan - $600 - small thin), but also including marginal markings, strips of 3 & 4, shades, and grill & plate flaws;
also including three essays (114-E6d) and two small
uncirculated Fractional Currency Bank Notes featuring the
same locomotive vignette; condition is generally F-VF. A great
little lot. Scott value is about $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

60

61

H
U.S., 1870-88 Bank Note Issues. Specialized collection of more than 300 stamps including (used unless noted)
National (no grills) 1¢ (11), 6¢ (10, one canceled Yokohama),
7¢ (3), 12¢ (3) and one each 24¢, 30¢ & 90¢; Continental 1¢
(23), 5¢ (17), 6¢ (11), 10¢ (15), 15¢ (3) & 30¢ (3), 90¢ (1) and
American 1¢ (25), 5¢ (16), 6¢ (2), 10¢ (9), 15¢ (5) & 30¢ (4); the
re-engraved values include 2¢ (20), 6¢ (4) & 10¢ (23); primarily
assembled for cancellation interest (including a “Dont USM”,
but also including marginal markings, small multiples and double transfers; some small faults, but generally F-VF. An exceptional lot with much to offer the specialist. Scott $7,900.
Estimate $350 - 500
H
U.S., 1870-79 2¢ Bank Note Issues. Small specialized collection comprising Continental ungrilled 2¢ red
brown (17 including a pair), American 2¢ brown (23 including a
pair and two green cancels), 2¢ vermilion (16 including a pair)
and American 2¢ vermilion (33 including two pairs); few hidden
flaws, but mostly F-VF or better. A wonderful lot.
Estimate $200 - 300

62

m
U.S., 1870-81 3¢ Green Bank Note Issues.
Mounted collection of about 150 used stamps (no grills) with the
biggest single collecting area being cancels including a Pittsburgh shield machine cancel, Beloit Wis. “KKK”, Pittsburgh
skull & crossbones and myriad other pictorials, geometrics, letters, numbers and colored cancels; in addition to the cancels,
there are dozens of double transfers & plate scratches, marginal markings, multiples, jumbos, etc., even a double paper
#184. This is a truly exceptional lot for a 3¢ specialist.
Estimate $250 - 350
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63

m
U.S., 1870-79 6¢ Issue, Various Shades (148,
159, 186). A fabulous accumulation of 6¢ Lincoln Banknote issues including 148 (168 examples), 159 (85 examples), and
186 (80 examples), excellent group for the Lincoln or Banknote
specialist with a wide variety of shades to study; various faults,
Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

64

m
U.S., 1870 & 1873, 30¢ black (154/165). Several
with red or blue cancellations, nice appearing group of 30 cent
Hamilton’s, including Scott #154 x (5) and #165 x (6); a few
faults here and there but overall an extremely fresh group,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,340.
Estimate $200 - 300

65

H/m
U.S., 1883 2¢ Red Brown. Extensive specialized
collection of about 1000 nearly all used stamps neatly mounted
on blank pages; includes one mint corner margin single plus a
pair & single on experimental laid paper and a single on experimental honeycomb watermark paper; among the used are a
fairly complete “Calender” (280 of a possible 366 dates), dozens of carefully identified double transfers and constant plate
flaws as well as innumerable fancy or unusual cancels, “captured” marginal markings,“Jumbos”, multiples, etc., etc.; also
included are about 100 2¢ green #213, similarly collected, but
without the double transfers. A marvelous lot for the true
specialist.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

66

H
U.S., 1893 Columbian Exposition Issue. Specialized collection comprising (used unless noted) 1¢ (7, one
mint), 2¢ (64, three mint, plus several broken hats (one mint)),
3¢ (an unused imprint pair), 4¢ (2, one mint), 5¢ (6), 6¢ (12, two
mint), 8¢ (14, two mint, one unused), 10¢ (18, one mint)), 15¢
(11, two mint, one unused), 30¢ & 50¢ (2 each); includes lots of
nice cancels and dozens of double transfers, most of them
plated; few small faults, but generally F-VF with most of the mint
having slight gum problems but looking VF-XF. A very worthwhile lot with a good number of exceptional stamps. Scott approximately $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

67

HH/H
U.S., 1898-1907 Trans Mississippi Expo Holding. An exquisite lot for the retail dealer, includes 285 (x7 including 2 inscription and one plate number), 286 with plate
number, 287, 288, 289, 290, then plate number and inscription
pairs with 285 (x4), 286 (x8), 287, 288, a 285 bottom strip of five,
a 285 block of twenty, and finally as a bonus a 328 NH plate #
and inscription strip of three, much of the material is NH, making
for a pleasant viewing, few if any condition issues, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,825.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

68

H/m
U.S., 1908-21 Washington-Franklins. A tremendous, mainly used specialized collection of many hundreds; includes a basic nearly complete used collection, lacking only the
bluish papers, the 5¢ errors and the rarer coils; the basic collection is then augmented with dozens additional stamps collected
for cancels (primarily), double transfers, shades, large margins,
multiples, vending machine perforations (mainly used singles),
etc.—there’s even one page labeled “Horrible Copies” which
proudly displays about 35 poorly centered stamps. Highlights
include used $1 #342 (3), perf 8½ coils #390-396 plus a 3mm
pair of 3¢ #394, $2 values #479, 523 & 547 and $5 #480 & 524
(single & block) and mint 2¢ types IV & Va in NH top plate blocks
of 6, and much, much more; condition is virtually all clean and
F-VF with numerous little XF gems scattered throughout. A
marvelous lot. Scott value is over $6,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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77

H/m
U.S., Officials, Specialized Collection. Mainly
used collection of about 280 mainly lower value stamps collected either for cancel (mostly), double transfers or “captured”
marginal markings; highlights include a used 1¢ Agriculture, a
mint 10¢ Interior block of 4, three used 90¢ Interior, a mint 24¢
Treasury (average), a mint 6¢ Treasury on soft paper (average), a 24¢ War imprint & plate no. strip of 6, and a 30¢ War on
soft paper; Also includes a complete set of State Dept. card
proofs and a set of State Dollar Value facsimiles; overall condition is generally F-VF or better with a good number of VF-XF
stamps scattered throughout. A useful lot for the specialist.
Scott value, with no premiums for cancels, is about $4,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

78

m
U.S., Officials, Used Collection. Collection of 64
different 1873 Issues comprising Agriculture 1¢, 3¢, 6¢, 12¢, Interior complete, Justice 2¢, 3¢, 6¢, 10¢, 12¢, Navy 1¢-6¢, 12¢,
24¢, Post Office complete, State 1¢-10¢ (1¢ mint), 15¢, Treasury & War complete; few small flaws, but generally F-VF or
better. Scott $2,640.
Estimate $500 - 750

79

H/m
U.S., Newspaper Stamps, 1875-97.
Small
mounted collection of 15 stamps including mint PR5 (2), PR6,
PR7 (2 shades), PR123 & PR125 and used PR18, PR68 &
PR86, plus card proofs PR5P4-PR7P4; just about all F-VF.
Scott approximately $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

80

H
U.S., Precancels, Enormous Extravaganza.
Thousands of precancels residing in seventeen volumes and
two baggies, with Washington Franklins, 1922 issue, Prexies,
Liberty series, postage dues, commemoratives, a few pages of
foreign precancels, this is the lot for all you fans, an overall appealing collection sure to command a premium price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

69

HH/H/m U.S., Airmail & Duck Collection, Mint & Used.
Mint includes C1-C2, C4-C6, C13-C15, C18, airmail plate
blocks to 1979, then a lot of used or no gum ducks, great lot at a
great price, may be some condition issues, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

70

HH/Ha U.S., Airmail Special Delivery, 1936, 16¢ Red &
Blue (CE2). Over 140 plate blocks with various top lines, rare
and a one of a kind collection, F.-V.F. Durland $4,986.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

71

HH/H/m U.S., Postage Due, Mint & Used Lot. Includes
used J2, J5, J6,and J15 with red cross cancel, J18 with string of
pearls cancel, J24 with “5" cancel, J15 with ”Due/3" in circle
cancel, J16 with “Due/2" in circle cancel, mint includes J22,
J66a, J75 block of four, J77 block of four (x2), J79-J86 set, an
attractive lot that should bring multiples of our low estimate,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $200 - 300

72

HH/H
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Mint Collection. Includes QE4 (x4 blocks of four), E8, E9, E13, J24, J25, J75, J92
wide spacing, O5, RW2, RW6, RW9, RW12, RW15, RW16,
should result in an excellent return on your investment, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

73

U.S., Locals Reference Collection. Over 250 reference locals, although there may be a few genuine examples,
with quite a few S.A. Taylor fantasies include C&W Bridge Dispatch, Hourly Express Post, Roadman’s Penny Post, Smith’s
City Post, Union Dispatch, Winan’s City Post, all mounted in a
stock book, some duplication and mixed condition as to be expected, take some time to investigate thoroughly, this is one
collection not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

74

H/m
U.S., Wells, Fargo & Co. Locals, 1861-64. Small
collection of six stamps and 13 forgeries, the stamps comprising 143L3 (unused & used), 143L7 (unused & used) & 143L8-9
(unused); very mixed condition, the unused 143L3 & 7 being
Very Fine, the used 143L3 being defective but with a genuine
“pony” cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

81

HH/H
U.S., Precancel Collection, 1938-80. Mostly
blocks, plate blocks and coils, excellent catalog value per
Durland, includes 1284 PB precancelled Akron OH, 1606, 1608
and 1610 PB’s precancelled, a group with great potential for the
intrepid bidder with the correct knowledge, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

75

S
U.S., Officials Overprinted Specimen. Collection
of 21 different comprising the 1¢ & 2¢ values from all departments less the 2¢ Post Office & Treasury, plus the 3¢ Justice
and 3¢ & 7¢ State; also including a duplicate 2¢ Agriculture and
the 1¢ Executive & 1¢ State with small dotted “i” in “Specimen”. Other than the two small dotted “i”s, which are average,
nearly everything else is fresh and F-VF. A marvelous group of
these scarce Special Printings. Scott $2,428.
Estimate $600 - 800

82

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Pane Collection By Plate Number,
1938-64. Several hundred booklet panes organized by Scott
number and then by plate number in three stock books, includes 804b, 806b, 807a, 1035a, 1036a, 1213a, 1278b, C25a,
C39a, C51a, C64b, a once in a lifetime opportunity for the booklet specialist or dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $5,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

83

HH
U.S., Complete Booklets, 1914 97¢ (BK42). Exceptional holding of 37 of this booklet, includes 18 position “A”,
8 position “C”, 3 position “D”, 4 position “H”, and 4 position “J”, a
lot of this size won’t be coming around any time soon, jump on it
before it escapes, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,995.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

84

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Pane Accumulation, 1917, 2¢
Rose, Type I (499e). 900+ booklet panes of 6, a positional and
plate number study, 400+ with plate numbers, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, Fine to Very Fine, total Scott & Durland catalog
value $5,100, with no premium for never hinged, excellent lot
for the specialist., F.-V.F. Scott $1,900. Durland $3,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

85

HH
U.S., Complete Booklet Group, 1914-2000. Nice
lot of booklets, total face $1,315.33, includes BK69, BK81,

76

H/(H)
U.S., Officials, 1873-1879 Issues (O1//O126).
Small collection, o.g., without gum or regummed, impressive
Official balance consisting of over 70 different values of the
1873 and 1879 Official stamps, including Agriculture O1-2, 4;
Interior O15, O17-21, 23; Justice O25-26, 30; Navy O35, 37,
40, 42; Post Office O47-52, 54, 56; State O57-58, 60; Treasury
O72-79; War O85-88, 90-93; 1879 soft papers Interior
O96-100, 102; Justice O106-7, Post Office O108; Treasury
O109-111; War O114-120; and Postal Savings issues
O121-126; an excellent assortment for any dealer or collector
looking for expansion; several stamps are not counted in the
value as they are perforated proofs including O11 and O67-71;
a few with small faults which are few and far between; an impressive group with a Scott catalog value well in excess of
$8,000, a very pleasing group, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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BK92, BK93, BK107, BK110, fresh and clean, with many high
values in duplicate, latch on to this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
86

HH
U.S., Postal Insurance Booklets (QI2). Approximately 600 complete booklets, with both types of front covers,
your chance to corner the market, make sure you examine,
Very Fine. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

87

HH
U.S., Complete Booklets, 13¢ Liberty Bell. This
beauty includes 175 BK127, 270 BK128 and 8 BK129 complete
booklets, offered intact as it arrived to us, with over 950.00 face,
sure to elicit aggressive bidding, Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $600 - 800

88

HH
U.S., Complete Booklets, Fishing Flies (BK189).
Over 100 complete booklets, most identified as to plate number
and colored bars on tab, with many premium booklets including
eleven A31224 plain tabs booklets, also included are three
pages of charts on the BK189 color bars and plate numbers, a
golden opportunity for the booklet specialist, Very Fine. Scott
$3,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

89

HH
U.S., Booklets, 1977 $1 Booklet 13¢ & 9¢ Pane
(BK131). Approximately 800 complete booklets, unchecked
for perf 10 variety although there are eight BK132 present, with
800.00 in face this should be automatic for the booklet specialist, please examine for its full potential, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

90

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Pane Accumulation, 1914, 1¢
Green (424d). 440+ booklet panes of 6, a positional and plate
number study, approximately 150 with plate numbers, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, Fine to Very Fine, total Scott & Durland
catalog value exceeds $3,900, with no premium for never
hinged, excellent lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Durland $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

91

HH
U.S., Test Booklets, 1962. Consists of complete
TDB9 and 14 complete TDB12 plus an extra set of covers,
scarce items especially in this quantity, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $790.
Estimate $300 - 400

92

HH
U.S., Complete Booklet Balance. Consists of
three different booklets, ninety five BK119, one hundred and
one BK115 and ten 300 pane packs of 1278a, total face 552.00,
nice fresh material, a chance to land good stock at a good price,
F.-V.F. Scott $5,790.
Estimate $300 - 400

93

HH
U.S., Booklet Panes, Vertically Imperf and
Miscut Collection. Sixteen complete booklets of 1893b each
with one imperf pane (Scott catalog value $960.00), also included are twenty three complete booklets with miscut panes
with items such as BK122 with partial plate numbers, three
BKC22 with dramatic miscut panes, an exquisite lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

94

(H)
U.S., Revenues, Valuable Accumulation of
R684a Unexploded Booklets (R684a). Wonderful offering of
50 complete unexploded booklets of Scott #R684a, each booklet containing a single pane of 4 stamps; no gum as issued, this
remarkable holding is in Post Office fresh condition, without
gum as issued, F.-V.F. Scott $60,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

95

HHa
U.S., Documentary Revenue, 1962, 10¢ Violet
Blue & Bright Green (R733). 8 full panes of 50, o.g., never
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hinged, some nicely centered singles within the sheets, mostly
Very Fine. Scott $580 as singles/plates only.
Estimate $150 - 200
96

HH/H
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, 1935-2004. Nice collection, o.g., mostly never hinged, select group of 65 different
values neatly presented on Scott National album pages, including RW2-3, 6-8, 10-19, 21-24, and 26-71, several are attractive
numerous plate number singles, an extremely fresh and choice
group of these popular stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $4,707.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

97

HH/H
U.S., Federal & State Duck Stamps Collection.
Holding of ducks with great potential, federals include plate
blocks from RW41-RW71, two souvenir sheets of RW74b and
RW75b, singles from RW45-RW57, RW64, self adhesives
RW65-RW74, total face $1725.00, plus a counter book of mint
New Hampshire state ducks with Scott catalog of $2414.00 not
counting a few moisture affected stamps, and a book of used
New Hampshire state ducks plus fishing, deer hunting, and others, take the time to properly ascertain this lots true value,
should be enormous, F.-V.F. Scott $4,082 federal only.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

98

HH/H
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps Assortment,
1934-88. An attractive holding mostly in mint condition, including RW1, RW2 x2, RW3 x2, RW4 x2, RW6, RW7 x2, RW8,
RW9, RW10, RW11, RW12, RW13 x2, RW14 x2, RW16, RW17
& RW19, plus several plate blocks of four: RW40, RW41 x2,
RW44, RW45, RW46, RW47, RW52 & RW54. Excellent for collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

99

HH
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, Mint Lot, 1965-80.
Includes RW32 (x4), RW35 (x16), RW38 (x14), RW47 (x6) plus
plate blocks (x2), nice lot, please take a gander, Very Fine.
Scott $2,291.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

100

m
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, Used Accumulation, 1934-86. Useful lot of 125+ stamps, includes RW1, RW2,
RW3 (x2), RW4 (x5), RW5 (x2), RW6 (x3), RW8 (x4), F.-V.F.
Scott $3,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750

101

H
U.S., Federal Duck Stamps, Hand Painted Duck
Plates. For all the duck stamp enthusiasts here we offer these
collateral items- there are ten different plates from the W.S.
George Co., and six different three dimensional duck plates
from Rhodes studios, truly works of art, these will brighten up
any home office or man cave, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

102

HH/H
U.S., Savings and War Savings Booklet Panes.
Group includes PS11b (x10), PS11b electric eye markings,
PS12 (x2), PS12b with electric eye marks, WS7b (x3), WS8b,
all appear to be NH, a nice lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. Scott
$890.
Estimate $400 - 600

103

m
U.S., Souvenir Pages, Lot of Better Items,
1980-2000. 15 different, with several key issues present, includes SP300, SP303-SP306, SP308 (folded), SP552a,
SP674a, SP795-SP799, SP1079A & SP1152, Very Fine. Scott
$1,360.
Estimate $300 - 400

104

H
U.S., Numismatic Souvenir Cards, Collection of
Better Items, 1969-1990. Includes NSC1, NSC2 (x6), NSC3
(x4), NSC4 (x9), plus 1966 Sipex Miner vignette by U.S. Bank
Note (x31), an extraordinary opportunity at a small price, Very
Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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later issues never hinged; most with faults, especially early issues, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $5,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

Assortments
105

106

107

m
U.S., Comprehensive Selection of Used Classics With Duplication, 1855-80, highlights include 14, 67,
72(2), 99, 100, 120(3) and 122, a valuable and useful group,
various cancels; faults, V.G.-Fine. Scott $15,500+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H
U.S., Plethora of Mint Definitives. 100+ stamps
on old auction cards, an amazing array of mint material, includes 26, 65, 183, 189, 227, 273- 274, 305 block of four, excellent group of Washington Franklins with 547 (x2), 572, a lot with
enormous potential, please view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
U.S., Selection of Unused Singles Selected for
Quality. A pleasing handful of items which starts with some
proofs #44P4; 68P3; 76P3; 166P4; and includes #56; 112; 210
[the largest example we have had the pleasure to hold in our
hands!]; 238; 287; 301; 304-6; 308(2); 310; 312; 315 pair; C3;
E3; E7; O65; O68; Q7 (2); some issues with perforations
(reperfing) and gum (re-gumming) but overall an opportunity to
find such a nice quality selection intact as a lot, review a breeze,
generally Very Fine with many better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

114

H/m/)
U.S., Mystery Box, 1845-1950. Succulent little lot
that includes 9 illustrated ad covers, mint UO6, UO20 & UO36,
mint postal card lot with UX3, UX5, UX8, 634A multiple on large
piece, nice group of stamps with mint 233, Q3, 216 (x2), early
Xmas seals, M & M, locals and a few saving stamps, eclectic
and desirable, some mixed condition, make sure to take a long
look at this one!!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

115

HH/H
U.S., Choice Mint Selection, 1880-1932. Keen
group of 50+ stamps on display cards, includes mint 213 (x3),
219 (x4), 220 (x2), 247, 248 (x2), 267 (x5), 328 (x3), 329 (x2),
C18 (x2), E5, E6, J24, plenty of premium stamps present, make
sure you have sufficient time to examine all, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,950.
Estimate $500 - 750

116

HH/H
U.S.,
Convention
of
Commemoratives,
1893-1940, approx 50 items, all mint, all fresh and attractive, includes 230 (x3 plus block of four), 231, 232, 233, 238, 239, 295
single plus block of four, 330, 368 single and pair, 397, 399 (x3),
nice group of Edison coils, may be some flaws, a lot that will repay the winner bidder handsomely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

117

H
U.S., Errors Selection. Nineteen items individually purchased by an advanced collector but never made it into
the album, includes mostly in pairs: #1059Ac;1338K; 1402a;
1610b; 1811a; 1897ae; 2111a; 2116a; 2263a; 2453a; 2457a;
3082a; C83a, excellent selection and all appears to be mint
never hinged, ready for re-sale or for adding to your album, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

108

H
U.S., Interesting Consignment Balance. Consisting of 20 unused appearing items that look unused, but may
have cancels removed and a couple are misidentified; including
Scott #’s 7, 8A, 15, 20, 25, 143, 145, 147, 156-7, 178, 184,
186-188, 207-8, E4 and E11; a couple small faults present here
or there; inspection a must, mostly Fine-Very Five appearing
stamps. Scott $16,860 owner’s value.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

109

m
U.S., Selection of Used Singles Selected for
Quality. A handful of pretty little gems which includes # 12; 14
[PF Certificate]; 17; 30; 30A; 35 (2); 63; 68; 69 (3); 70; 70a; 76
(2); 77; 78; 91; 116; 120; 182; 287; 296; 310; 311; a rare opportunity to find such a nice quality selection intact as a lot, review a
breeze, generally Very Fine or better. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

118

HH/H/m U.S., Errors, Freaks and Oddities. Group of 79
items, includes misperfs, imperfs, misregistereds, with errors
going back to 1960’s, includes 1618d, 1856d, 1891a, 1895d,
2115d, 2136a, a wonderful lot for the dealer to break up, this is a
fascinating group that you must investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

110

HH/H
U.S., Perforation Shifts on Plate Blocks. Fifty
five items, mostly plate blocks but also includes coils, singles
and booklet panes, going back to 1958, a tough collection to acquire, inspection is strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

119

HH/H
U.S., Gutter Snipe Hoard, 1932-60. Over 100
items blocks include 705, 706, 710, 714, 719, 728, 811, 812,
817, 829, 1290, 1543-1546, C53, superb array of material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

120

HH
U.S., Mint Balance of Consignment, 1976-2005.
Includes 1992 Columbus souvenir sets (x2), inverted Jenny collector’s issue, Bicentennial Souvenir Sheet Set (x13), presentation books and sets, should be more than enough to exceed our
low estimate, a great lot to take a chance on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

121

H/m
U. S., Back-of-the-Book Assortment, 1863-1930.
On black stock sheet, includes mint PR114-PR125, RC14 (x3),
used RC17, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

122

HH/H
U.S., Booklet Pane Lot. 25+ booklet panes on
auction pages, includes 319g, miscut 807a, 554c with/ plate
numbers (x16), killer lot for the booklet specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

123

H/m/)
U.S., Mishmash Mint and Used, 1870-1913. Lot
includes 32 used VF Bank Notes with better cancels, an offset,
etc., then a page housing all mint 114 pictorials with three mint
and three color trials, four parcel posts and two 295, a bargain at
twice the price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

111

112

113

HH/H
U.S., Selection of Premium Items. Including 289;
331-34; 337; 338 oxidized; 375-77; 380; 400A; 405; 407; 415;
425; m428; 429 oxidized; 433 oxidized; 434(2); 435; 516; 528A;
595; Q11; JQ2; JQ5. Several have been expertly reperforated,
coils included but in our opinion not genuine and therefore not
part of the catalog listing or value, five certificates accompany,
Very Fine or better appearance. Scott $3,500 plus.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H
U.S., Mint Duplicates from a Quality Conscious
Collector, 1893-1930s. Arranged on stockcards in small
packet, better items include 230 (3); 231; 239 unused no gum;
294 (3); 298 (2); 300 (2); 304 (2); 309; 311; 330; 346 pair; 396;
420; 457-58; 569; 701; C4(2); C10a; C16 Plate Block; K5;
QE1-4 singles and blocks; a useful selection with many never
hinged present, examination will be quick and easy, generally
F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H
U.S., Postage Due Assortment (J1//J101). Over
140 postage due stamps with duplication, o.g. or unused, some
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124

m
U.S., Used Classics Assortment, 1852-1890.
Group of twenty, including 9 x3; 10; 11 x3; 29; 67 buff; 153 &
229, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

telegraph stamps booklets, mint documentary revenues, and
all forms of oddball stuff, bid and prepare to have some fun,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
132

HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Philatelic Mayhem,
1873-1950. Thousands of stamps, plate blocks and sheets
somewhat disorganized, presented in a large carton, mint and
used material, a quick glance revealed a couple of hundred
used 833 and 834’s, revenues, possessions, plate number
singles, several hundred precancels in a bag, postage dues,
mint sheets, and what else there is will be revealed by close inspection, mixed condition, will be a bonanza with a careful
examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

133

HHa
U.S., Postage Due, 1931, ½¢ scarlet and 1959,
1¢ carmine rose & black (J79a, J89). Full panes of 100, accumulation including J79 (12); J89 (56), some nicely centered singles within the sheets; few perf separations, mostly Very Fine.
Scott $3,230 as singles/plates only.
Estimate $300 - 400

134

HH/H
U.S., Mint Coil Accumulation, 1912-66. A few
hundred singles, pairs, line pairs and strips in a stock book,
Washington Franklins need identification, quite a few 1922 flat
plates, Prexies, probably a few sleepers, an intriguing lot is
view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

135

H/m
U.S., Balance of Consignment. Stuffed in four
large cartons, with Xmas seal collection, tons of used material,
first day and cacheted event covers, mint face, commemorative
panels, Bicentennial collection, a detailed inspection should reveal plenty more, be prepared to give this lot sufficient time to
properly evaluate its worth, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

136

H/m/)
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation. Three binders
with commercial covers, used postal envelopes, dedication
covers and first days sent or postmarked in the 1870s-1970s
period, including some Presidentials; extra binder with bank
checks with revenue stamps, receipts and some unchecked
agreements; cigar box with used picture postcards, including
some leather cards; three liberty stamp albums by Harris with
some stamps issued in the 1940s; scrap book with a fair number of covers sent from France to Dayton, Ohio in the 1939-41
period, plus several USPS books issued in relation to the U.S.
stamps commemorating the bicentennial. We also noted a collection mounted on White Ace album pages with some nice airmails that deserve your attention. Careful review should reward
the audacious dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

137

H/m/)
U.S., Consignor Caboose Lot. Intriguing lot,
loads of stamps but the value is in the covers, with 1st man on
moon covers, 1st voyage of the SS Manhattan, first day and
cacheted event covers, more than enough to mine hidden
gems for, but at a reasonable price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

138

H/m/)
U.S., Grandma’s Accumulation, 1880-1980.
Nice grouping of counter books with singles and plate blocks,
some first day covers, postal stationery, a mixed bag to dig
through and enjoy, condition is mixed, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Accumulations
125

126

127

HH/H
U.S., Overrun Countries, 1943-44, Massive
Holding (909-921). Full panes of 50, 909 (60); 910 (9); 911
(16); 912 (5); 913 (599); 914 (5); 915 (6); 916 (10); 918 (10); 919
(169); 920 (6) & 921 (324) a total of 60,950 stamps, face value
alone is over $3,000.00, unchecked for reversed/inverted
flags or quality for grading, mostly Very Fine. Brookman
$27,594.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
H/m/)
U.S., Diverse and Valuable Grouping,
1851-1970. In twelve volumes, includes stock book of Canal
Zone, Scott hingeless with mint C13, decent revenues, another
Scott album with used Bank Notes, 397-404, mint 323-327, collection in album with used 112-115, 117, stock book with used
classics, couple of hundred 2¢ Nebraska, Hawaii, stock book
back-of-the-book, and a book of a few covers with material such
as Fort Fetterman W.T. cover, CSA cover, essay 184 E-B used
on cover, RF stamp tied on cover, C18 on flight cover, plenty
more to plunder, mixed condition, inspection strongly urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
m
U.S., Bank Note Bonanza. Over 800 used Bank
Notes, intact as received, unchecked for varieties or cancels,
includes 205 (x70), 209 (x80), 211 (x80), 214 (x23), 215 (x40),
216 (x100), and 217 (x11), some mixed condition, excellent lot
for the specialist, a very useful lot chock full of potential, F.-V.F.
Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

128

HH/H
U.S., Mint Imperf Holding, 1912-35. A few hundred singles, pairs, blocks, arrow blocks, and gutter blocks residing in a stock book, includes 408, 409, 482, 483, 531, 532,
534, 575, 576, 577, as well as many Farleys, a few private perfs
and a few coil pairs, enormous potential for the Washington
Franklin specialist, a thorough review is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

129

H/m
U.S., Miscellaneous Balance of a Huge Specialized Collection. Small, extremely eclectic balance contained
in three small stockbooks and on several lose album pages; includes a nice group of used Postage Dues & Parcel Post Dues,
several nice 1861-69 cards proofs, a group of lower value Official Specimens, a little Fractional Currency, some used Hawaii,
a F-VF NH 2¢ Norse-American plate block, a collection of guide
lines & split arrows on straight edged stamps, etc., etc. Lots of
value scattered throughout.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

130

131

10

HH/Ha U.S., Overrun Countries, 1943-44, Massive Plate
Block Holding (909-921). Sets (4); 909 (96); 910 (56); 911
(70); 912 (135); 913 (79); 914 (105); 915 (129); 916 (104); 917
(218); 918 (217); 919 (436); 920 (60), o.g., mostly never hinged,
unchecked for any printing reversals/varieties; some faulty,
generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,933.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)
U.S., The Best Oddball Lot Ever, 1861-1960.
One of the most interesting lots we have ever offered, this has
some really unusual material so be prepared to dig in, includes
Canal Zone 117b hand cut booklet pane (cat value 160.00), Hawaii mint postal cards UX8-UX9, U.S. complete booklets BK54,
BK82, complete sheets of officials, 1959 postage dues in singles and plate blocks, coils and panes with plate numbers, coil
line pairs, covers, mint and used postal stationery, cut squares,

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Dealers Stocks
139

H/m
U.S., Intact Vintage Holding, Mint & Used,
1847-1930s. On period manilla stock sheets, incredible array
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UNITED STATES: Dealers Stocks and Face Value Lots
of items and value, unused highlights include: 3; 24 (4); 26 (5);
35; 36; 63 (2); 65 (5); 68 (4); 69; 73 (4); 76; 88; 93 (2); 94 (2); 95
(2); 96; 112 (4); 113 93); 114 (2); 115-17; used highlights: 1 (2)appears to have had cancels removed); 2; 9 (3); 10/11(around
fifty examples, a few #10); 17; 25/26 (quite a few need to be
checked for type); 28; 35; 36/38 various; 63 (30+); 65 (50+ including possible pink/rose pinks); 68 (10); 69 (8); 70/78 (30+)many better present; 71 (5); 72 (2); 73 (10); 75; 76 (10); 86 (2);
87 (3); 90 (10) one appears unused; 91 (4); 92; 93 (9); 94 (20);
96 (5); 98 (2); 99-101; 112 (3); 113 (24); 114 (many); 115 (18);
116 (10); 117 (12); 118; 119 (3); 120 (5); 121 (2); 122; 123;
[124;126-28; 130 possible re-issues]; from there unused and
used with a nice showing of Banknotes; gets stronger in the
small Banknotes and Bureaus; 1902 series with many values,
decent Washington Franklins {we note mint #480; 524; 547 (4)
etc.}; #551/73 and later regular issues with some values in
quantity and nicer quality, overall this is a vast burgeoning
stockbook jam-packed with value, the quality is
all-over-the-map and includes unused appearing (which we
took into account in our estimate) regummed, faulty and the like
but also many better varieties (which were unchecked) and the
occasional plum quality-wise to be had, definitely a thorough
viewing will be rewarded as our estimate is conservative and
the catalog value and retail value is enormous!
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
140

141

142

143

144

HH
U.S., Enormous Stock of Choice Complete
Booklets & Panes. A tantalizing holding of over 790 complete
booklets and 1,000 plus panes, all mint fresh, with better material such as BK55 (x10), BK56 (x10), BK57, BK63, BK68 (x8),
BK69, BK70 (x2), BK79 (x31), BK111 (x8), BKC12 (x3), few
condition issues, with huge catalog and face value, viewing is
advised for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here,
F.-V.F. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
m
U.S., Giant Revenue Dealer Stock, 1860s-1940s.
Holding in glassines with duplication, and housed in 21 file
boxes with tens of thousands of stamps. We noted General Issues, Documentary, Stock Transfer & Wine examples. A rough
guess of the catalog value is about $60,000. Condition is a little
mixed on some, as to be expected. Needs to be inspected,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH
U.S., Mint NH Dealer Stock. Fantastic dealer lot of
material between #370 to #699, all are in quantities of eight,
better includes 370, 372, 555, 559,620-621, 623, 647-658,
654-656, many well centered, fresh clean stock direct to you, a
restocking in a box, please take a look at this beauty, F.-V.F.
Scott $4,627 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m U.S., Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1857-1990.
Thousands of stamps in five counter books, much better than
your usual stock, used includes 24 (x2), 287-290, 294-299,
400A, mint with 256, 285, 397, 398, 537 (x41), 548-550 blocks
of six, 550 (x14), 566 (x5), 617-619 plate blocks of six, 619 (x8),
Farleys Parks blocks of four, C1 (x4), Cuba mint J3 (x6), Hawaii
used 44 (x9), O1 (x39), O4 (x5), and this is but the tip of the iceberg, huge catalog value, a slam dunk winner, don’t miss this
one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
U.S., Mint Coil and Line Pairs Dealer Stock,
1914-80. Magnificent holding, includes better items such as
604 line pair (x25), 606 line pair (x25), 656 pair (x10), 844 line
pair (x6), 846 line pair (x8), 847 pair (x4), intact stock offered as
it was delivered, a great working lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Scott $5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

145

HH
U.S., Dealer Stock of Year Sets, 1970-2000. Excellent array of mostly year sets with a few booklets and plate
blocks thrown in, face is approximately $1,000, all identified and
priced for retail or to use as face, F.-V.F. Scott $4,400
(Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

146

m
U.S., Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1940. Includes 83,
88, 178, 228, 258, 284, 287-290, 327, 330, 400, 400A, 547,
E1-E9, mixed condition, a sweet little lot that will make great lot
on the Internet, F.-V.F. Scott $3,936 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

147

m
U.S., Massive Used Assortment, 1940s-1990s.
Thousands upon thousands of stamps, presented and organized in eight three-ring binders and stock book with duplication
and some express mail stamps issued in the 1980s-1990s period. Not much here, but take a look, perhaps you can find
something, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Face Value Lots
148

HH/H
U.S., Higher Value Face Lot, 1980-2000. An excellent value in a clean face lot, mostly 20¢ to 44¢, includes singles, plate blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets, total face
$7,300, this should solve your postage costs for a long while
and eliminate those time wasting trips to the post office, check it
out, then line up to bid, Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

149

HH/H
U.S., Massive Mint Face Lot, 1932-2013. Presented in nine volumes, with singles, coils, booklets, strips and
souvenir sheets, mostly values from 10¢ to 59¢ with plenty of
forever stamps, high values up to $13.95, useful duplication,
should help hold off any trips to the post office for months, abate
those postage costs, buy this lot!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

150

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot. Twenty six volumes with singles, plate blocks, coils, booklets, souvenir and full sheets, with
values from 3¢ to 9.75, but the majority 13¢ and up, dig around
long enough and items like a mint C18 will pop up, there is some
used mixed in but not counted, alleviate your postage costs and
have some fun digging through these books for hidden gems,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

151

HH
U.S., Trans Mississippi Centennial Souvenir
Sheets. Excellent lot of high value face, includes 499 of #3209
Trans Mississippi set sheets, and 99 of #3210 $1 sheets, total
face $1,896, ready to help alleviate your postage costs, Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

152

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot. Housed in several manila
envelopes with 1¢ to 42¢ values, including singles, blocks and
sheets. Set aside some time to properly evaluate. Face value is
approximately $2,668, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

153

HHa
U.S., Mint Sheet Face Lot, 1954-2000. Full sheets
housed in two large mint sheet albums, mostly 10¢ to 32¢ values, total face $1,912.00, includes E18 sheet plus some airmails and better sheets, take a break from going to the post
office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

154

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2004. In seven
well-filled White Ace albums, neatly arranged in chronological
order, including singles, blocks of four, sheets and booklets,
and including values up to $16.50. Total face value in excess
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UNITED STATES: Postal Stationery
$1,000. Recommended for the dealer in order to cut postage
costs, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
155

156

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1925-2008.
In nine
three-ring binders, couple of stock books and several hand files
for stamp blocks. We noted some highlights such as 1933 baby
zeppelin (C18), 1933 APS Convention issue, 1934 National
Parks, 1938 Prexies set, plus many commemoratives issued in
the 1940-69 period. We noted sheets, blocks of four, singles
and booklets, and including values up to $5.00. Total face value
in excess $1,000. Worth viewing, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
U.S., Pleasing Face Value Lot. Several hundred
stamps mounted in three Scott green albums, first album has
used until 1973, then mint after that, the other albums have mint
singles, plate blocks and strips, booklets and full sheets, mostly
10¢ to 9.95 values, in excess of 1,200.00, a useful lot that eases
shipping costs while providing some entertainment, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

157

HH
U.S., Souvenir Sheet Face Lot. All 32¢ values in
full sheets, includes Bugs Bunny, Pacific 97, Classic Aircraft,
American Dolls and Sylvester, stop wasting time making trips to
the post office, a great way to save time and money, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

158

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1935-98. Nicely mounted in
ten White Ace binders, with plate blocks, souvenir sheets, miniature sheets, large multiples and booklets, including many useful stamps in the 20¢ to 32¢ range. Total face value in excess
$1,000. Be smart, save money on your mail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

159

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Plate Block Collection,
1956-1990. Hundreds of plate blocks and souvenir sheets in
two Scott albums, mostly values 18¢ and up, pick up some postage ad get happy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

160

HH/H
U.S., Higher Value Face Lot, 1980-2000. Mostly
10¢ to 20¢, includes singles, plate blocks and strips, total face
$900.00, mostly stuck to glassine sheets and photograph display pages, with a little elbow grease you’ll have some decent
postage, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

161

HHa
U.S., Face Value Lot of High Value Plate Blocks,
1965-81. Swift little lot, with plate blocks 1295 (x8), 1341 (x2),
1611 (x10), 1611 (x10), 1612 (x10) and 16112 (6), $420.00
face, happy bidding, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

from San Francisco to Germany, U198 mint and used with
Wells Fargo imprint, plus eleven fancy cancels on cut squares,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
165

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Plimpton Issue Part 1,
1874-86. Mounted on pages, includes 43 cut squares and 25
entires, cut squares include U109, U128, U129, U132,
U136-U137, U139, U150, U160, entires have W155, U159,
U116a ad cover for explosive bullet, U163 with beer brewery
ad, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

166

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Plimpton Issue Part 3,
1876-84. Mounted on pages, includes 25 cut squares and 18
entires, mint cut squares include U224-U226, U240, U244, mint
entires include U219, used includes U219 with Centennial Fair
cancel, two U222 to Hawaii from San Francisco, U222 paste up,
some scarce material present, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $350 - 500

167

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Plimpton Issue Part 4,
1883-86. Mounted on pages, includes 45 cut squares and 13
entires, mint cut squares include U266, U270, U273, U286,
used has U270 with 2000 APS certificate, U273, used entires
have a Muscoda WI Maltese cross, U277 with Lead City DAK
c.d.s., U277 with Silver City NM c.d.s., U279 with Cherry Lake
FL c.d.s. and wheel of fortune cancel, mint U278 with Northern
Pacific Express imprint, plus nine fancy cancels on cut squares,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $250 - 350

168

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Plimpton Issue,
1887-1894. Mounted on pages, includes 74 cut squares and 27
entires, used cut squares include U336, U337, U337a, U338,
U388a, U339, U399a, U340, U341, U343, U344, U345, U346,
U347, U361, mint entire U338a, U339a, used entires include illustrated The Standard Carbon Co ad cover, Syrup of Figs ad
cover, Northern Pacific Express Co, registered U325b with 240
from Muscatine IA to Milwaukee WI, a fruitful lot, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

169

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Columbian Issue, 1893
(U348-U351). Heavenly selection of the four Expo envelopes,
with fifteen 1¢, nine 2¢, forty five 5¢, and seventeen 10¢, unchecked for dies or varieties, great array of shades, also includes Specimens of two 1¢, eight 2¢, four 5¢ and a 10¢, not
counted in catalog total, a tremendous lot for the specialist,
please review and then bid, bid, bid!!! F.-V.F. Scott $1,720.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

170

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Columbian Issue, 1893.
Mounted on pages, includes 7 cut squares and 38 entires, used
entires include U348 uprated with 294 to Washington DC, U348
& 232 with label from Porto Festival San Francisco, U348 and
230 from Argentine KS to UT, and a U351 with 1893 World’s
Fair Station cancel, a great collection for the Columbian specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

171

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Columbian & Washington Bicentennial, 1893-1932.
Mostly mint material,
Columbians include eight 1¢, 21 2¢ including two Wells Fargo
imprints, four 5¢, and a decent array of the Bicentennials, excellent material, Very Fine. Scott $470.
Estimate $150 - 200

172

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Hartford & Mercantile
Issue, 1903-16. Mounted on pages, includes 48 cut squares
and 38 entires, mint cut squares include U406a, U407a, used
entires include U379 uprated with 323 & 325 to Austria, U395
uprated with 323 to Austria, U393 from Los Gatos CA to Toronto
Canada, U406b from Valdez AK to New York, a wonderful selection, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400

Postal Stationery
162

163

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Black Jack Selection.
Includes mint W47, U50 (x2), U54, U56 (x3), W57 (x3) and used
U56 (x3), a lot perfect for the specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Scott $553.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Reay Issue, 1870-71.
Mounted on pages, includes 29 cut squares and six entires, cut
squares include U74, U78, U86, U86a, U87, U88, U91-U93,
U95, U98-U100, U102, U105, entires includes U80, U82-U83,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

164

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Plimpton Issue Part 2,
1874-86. Mounted on pages, includes 32 cut squares and 14
entires, cut squares include U176, U180, U183, U186, U188,
U201, U204, U205, U207, U210, U211, U214 (x2), U216, U174
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173

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Middle West Supply &
International Envelope Issue, 1915-32. Mounted on pages,
includes 95 cut squares and 7 mint and 1 used entire, mint cut
squares include U420a, U429b, U436b, U477, U481b (x2),
U491b, U495a, U500, U501, U508, nice run of these modern
classics, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

174

H)
U.S., Postal Stationery, War Dept., 1875, 2¢ Red
on Orange (UO49). Approximately 100 entires, UPSS WD die
11, size 10, F.-V.F. Scott $8,000. UPSS WD63.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

175

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Enticing 20th Century
Mint Stock. 850+ entires, better includes U446 (x34), U450
(x8), U451 (x8), U471 (x57), U472 (x7), U496 (x29), U499
(x13), U525a, and a whole lot more, very few condition issues,
the vast majority are fresh & clean, useful duplication, a sure fire
money maker at our low estimate, Very Fine. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

176

177

178

179

180

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Bodacious Mint Collection, 1860-1932. Approximately 300 19th and early 20th century envelopes, better includes U27, U34 (x2), U36 (x2), W47,
W53, W57, U114, U115a, U221, U293, U351 (x9), U391, U393
(x2), U394, with many more cataloging in the $10-$30 range,
very few condition issues, an inexpensive way to restock, come
down early and have a look, F.-V.F. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
U.S., Postal Stationery, With Airmail, Official
and Possession Issues, 1899-1958. Mounted on pages, includes 87 cut squares and 22 entires, mint cut squares include
UC9, UC29, UO15, UO20, UO26, UO34, UO35, UO42, UO47,
UO48, UO49, UO50, UO57, UO61, UO64, mint entires include
UO20, UO48, UO49, Cuba U5, Philippines U26, also Puerto
Rico mint stamps 215-214, 215-216, J3, a diverse group with
excellent catalog value, inspection will only make it look better,
F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
)
U.S., Postal Stationery Collection. Approximately 1,300 items in fourteen cover albums, including some
addressed to Europe destinations. We also noted some
uprated postal cards and postal envelopes that deserve your attention. Most items used in the 1880s-1920s period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
U.S., Postal Stationery Errors, Freaks & Oddities, Outstanding 20th Century Collection. Over 100 error
envelopes from the 1920 surcharged issue, with such items as
double surcharge U458d (x29), U460c (x5), double surcharge
one strike at left of envelope, surcharges on albino envelopes,
triple surcharge with one upside down at lower left, surcharged
upside down at bottom left, double surcharge with one upside
down strike on reverse (x3), double surcharge with second
strike diagonal at upper left corner, indicia inside of envelope,
and an incredible entire with piece of scrap paper tied by surcharge, a few with condition issues, some moderate duplication, enormous potential present, plan on spending sufficient
time on this holding to properly ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Used Entires,
1850s-1920s. Collection of about 60 including U2 (2), U3,
U18a (front only, San Francisco-New York, 1860), U19, U27,
U50, U54, W77 (used with 1¢ #206 to Austria), U218-219 (2
each) and seven Grant Letter Sheets, five of them Europe with
stamps added, plus two without stamps: one to Canada and
one to Germany that somehow escaped postage due; the rest
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are more common 1¢-3¢ values with fancy or unusual cancels.
A most interesting lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
181

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Used Entires. Includes
over 70 used entires, besides a group of Texas town cancels
there is a 1907 New England Stamp Co corner ad, a Roessler
cover, Victoria NM cancel, U163 uprated with 160, U349 with
E3, and a Chicago Suppplemental cancel, huge catalog present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

182

H)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint Entires, 1854-1903.
Collection of 36 different low-value entires plus 7 Grant Letter
Sheets and three Specimen envelopes; includes U9, U88 (plus
a used full corner - $190), W137, W155 and U219; the Grant
Letter Sheets include several minor plate varieties.
Estimate $300 - 400

183

H)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint Entires & Cut
Squares. Includes over 80 entires, many better with a Hawaii
U2 and a circa 1876 Anheuser Busch illustrated ad envelope,
plus two mint cut squares U500 and U501, well worth inspection, will pay dividends, F.-V.F. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

184

H)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Mint Entires, 1887-1945.
Includes over 125 entires between U311 and UC8, unchecked
for varieties but lot does include a U386:T1865, excellent lot to
comb for those hidden gems, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

185

)
U.S., Postal Stationery Advertising Covers,
1860s-1910s. Collection of 21 entires beginning with a U10
(all-over back illustration for Pomeroy & Marshall Hides, Mobile
Ala.), all but three are illustrated; a Very Fine and unusual
group.
Estimate $200 - 300

186

)
U.S., Postal Stationery, Fancy Cancels on Entires and Cut Squares. Includes seven entires and over sixty
cut squares, with stars, Maltese Crosses, letters, numbers,
“Packet Boat”, geometrics, a lot of material for a little money,
check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

187

H/m
U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Square Collection,
1861-1960. A unique collection that will please any collector or
dealer, includes selection of albinos, Columbian issue, air post
issues and official envelopes, some interesting material present, very few condition issues, come on down and take a look
see at this group, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700. Estimate $400 - 600

188

H
U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Squares, 1864-1907.
Includes 120+ mint cut squares, better includes U210, U351,
UO9 with 2003 PSE certificate, plus eleven mint between
U60-U338, some scarce material here, be sure to inspect,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $300 - 400

Postal Cards
189

)
U.S., Postal Cards, Used Collection. About 450
cards including about 35 Paid Reply cards (intact or message/reply separate) mounted on blank pages and all collected for interesting and/or unusual usages including lots
of small towns, fancy cancels, uprated overseas destinations
and illustrated advertising; includes, among others UX1 (8),
UX3 (9), UX5 (40), UX6 (17), UX7 (31), UX11 (7), UX13 (4),
UX14 (39, one printed view of Lookout Mtn. Tenn. on reverse),
UX15 (2), UX16 (11, one used Ponce P.R. to Holland), etc.; the
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Paid Reply cards include 7 Don Storm cards and non-FDC usages of UY16r (2), UY17, UY18 & UY19r. A marvelous lot that
took a lifetime to assemble.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
190

191

192

)
U.S., Postal Card Collection, 1873-2000. Voluminous collection in five albums, includes mint includes UX1,
UX3, UX3 reversed watermark, UX5, UX7, UX10, UX13, UX14,
UX15, UX20, UX21, UX33b, UX35, UX41a, UX47, both types,
UX72a, then virtually complete, a pleasing lot for the collector or
dealer alike, many extras included, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
)
U.S., Postal Cards, Meaty Mint & Used Collection. Selection of over 300 postal cards, better mint unless
noted includes UX1 preprinted, UX3 preprinted, UX5 (x4), UX6
(x4), UX8, UX9, UX10 (x2), UX11 (x10), UX12 (x10), UX13 (x2),
UX14 (x4), UX15 (x4), plus many better advertising cards including illustrated, many fraternal ads, radio cards, a few trivial
faults but overall clean and fresh, huge potential, view this one
early, F.-V.F. Scott $4,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
U.S., Postal Cards, Ultimate Unmatchable
Postal Buddy Collection. Six volumes of Postal Buddy cards
for the post offices’ pilot program to offer one stop address
changes and instant printing, includes many early cards and
first day of issue cards from post office and non-postal locations, also much ephemera and reprinted material on the early
cards, enormous catalog value and a wealth of information
makes this an intriguing lot for the specialist, be sure to set
aside enough time to properly ascertain this lot’s true value,
Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

193

H)
U.S., Postal Cards, Mint Collection, 1873-1911.
32 cards comprising UX1 (2), UX3 (2), UX7, UX8 (2), UX9 (2),
UX11 (5), UX12 (2), UX13, UX14 (3), UX15, UX16 (2), UX18
(2), UX19, UX20, UX22 (2), UX24 (2) and UY2; the UX 20 has a
corner crease, otherwise all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,065.
Estimate $500 - 750

194

)
U.S., Postal Card Sets, 1980-2000. A hoard of
postal card sets, includes Star Wars, Marvel Super Heroes,
Legends of Baseball, Looney Tunes, Disney, some light duplication, take a gander, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

195

)
U.S., Postal Cards With Better Advertising. Outstanding group of early cards, with four illustrated UX27 cards,
includes two different for Stetson Hats, a color ad for the film
“The Rhine”, and an all over ad for a black face band called the
New Orleans Nineteen Thirty, UX1 with ad for Rescue Hook &
Ladder promenade concert, illustrated card of bi-plane for A.M.
Creighton women’s shoes, and a full color ad front and back for
Valentine & Co, all choice premium cards, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

196

H/m)
U.S., Postal Cards, Small Assortment. Miscellaneous group of about 45 mostly mint cards including (mint unless noted) UX1 Big Hole variety (slight mounting thinning on
reverse), UX3 (unused), UX6, UX11, UX14 with 2-color illustrated ad (used), UX16, UX21 (light crease), UX23, UX24 (2),
UX33 (6 including S45-29gg), UX56 var. (S75a), UY6 (folded)
and UY14 (3 with back-dated First Day favor cancels); overall, a
very useful lot.
Estimate $200 - 300

197

H/m)
U.S., Postal Card Varieties, 1873-1907. Mounted
collection of about 165 cards illustrating various constant plate
varieties (many plated) or minor printing flaws; comprises (used
unless noted) UX3 (38, 2 mint, 3 unused), UX5 (17), UX7 (21),
UX8 (1), UX9 (17 - one mint, 3 unused), UX12 (4), UX14 (32,
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one mint), UX16 (8, 3 mint), UX18 (23, one unused) and UX19
(6, one unused); all clean and F-VF. A great lot for the specialist.
Scott as normal $580.
Estimate $200 - 300
198

H)
U.S., Postal Cards, Mint Lot, 1879-1920. With
UX6, UX9-UX11, UX14, UX16, UX18, UX22-UX24,
UX26-UX28, UX33, UX38, and a group of 20 UY29, fresh, clean
and attractive, Very Fine. Scott $448.
Estimate $150 - 200

199

)
U.S., Postal Card Hoard, 1952. Group of 50
UX39a, 90 UX42, and 18 error UX27 with green line in indicia,
an excellent stock for you inventory, Very Fine. Scott $800+.
Estimate $150 - 200

200

)
U.S., Postal Reply Cards, Mint & Used Selection. Well over 120 mint and used unsevered and severed reply cards, better mint unless noted includes UY1 (x10), UY2
(x5), UY4 (x2), UY5 (x2),UY9 (x3), plus loads of better used and
preprinted, a golden opportunity to acquire some excellent
stock, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

201

)
U.S., Postal Paid Reply Card Collection,
1892-2007. Mounted in a Scott albums, mint includes UY1 (x3),
UY2 (x2), UY3, UY4 (x2), UY5, UY6, UY10, UY15 (x2), with
many first day examples, plus a group of air mail postal cards,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Postal History Collections by Subject
Formed by a passionate lifetime collector spanning seven
decades, these collections contain covers individually acquired
and we are offering them by subject as it would be impossible to
duplicate the expertise and time spent amassing such holdings,
these can readily be the basis of a new exhibit collection or broken
done for retail. Viewing is strongly recommended as there are
many interesting and unusual items seldom encountered.
202

)
U.S., Stampless Covers. 110+ stampless covers,
better includes Portsmouth OH oval, blue Philadelphia 2¢ drop
letter, red Providence 2¢ drop letter, large red Newport RI oval,
manuscript Hendersonville TN (listed but unpriced in ASCC),
Mobile AL red “Way 11", Cape Island NJ, Bradford NH straight
line, Hadley MA straight line, Farmington CT straight line, many
with fine to very fine strikes, some with contents, nice range of
rates and auxiliary markings, a bonanza for the stampless
dealer or collector, owner’s retail $3,800, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

203

)
U.S., Stampless Covers, 1810s-50s. Mounted
collection of about 50 domestic covers, all with something the
owner considered “special”, e.g. small towns, fancy rate markings, unusual usages, two each Baltimore Railroad and Hudson
Riv. Mail, several free franks and Steamboats including a pretty
Buffalo “Steamboat”, etc.; condition includes a few faults but is
generally clean and F-VF. A very interesting lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

204

)
U.S., Stampless Covers - New York. 120+ covers, with such markings as Pittsford dotted oval, red Ballston
double oval, Cooperstown arc, red Cooperstown moon, 1790
New-York straight line, red White Hall straight line, Lewiston
arc, Little Falls straight line and Triangle in triangle, with many
other better, great selection of rates and markings, strikes
range from fine to very fine, a marvelous opportunity, owner’s
retail $5,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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205

206

207

208

209

)
U.S., Stampless Covers - Virginia. 55+ covers,
with Wheeling, Boydton, Liberty, Pittsylvania C.H., red
Warrenton in octagon, red Martins-Burg oval, decent range of
rates and auxiliary markings, many with contents, please inspect, many strong strikes, owner’s retail $1,900, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S., 1851-56 Three-Cent Issue Covers.
Mounted collection of 35 covers and one front including two
#10; lots of small towns and interesting usages; among the latter are two covers to Canada, the first a sheet margin strip of 3
clarets used with a nice #9 and manuscript “North Hampton
Dep. NH” cancel, the other two singles with a #7 tied by red Jersey Shore Pa. c.d.s.’s on a 3¢ entire; also an illustrated Temperance cover (damaged), a Steamboat Piota and much more;
generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
)
U.S., 1857-61 Three-Cent Issue Covers.
Mounted collection of about 65 covers including seven type I
and a few type IV; among the type III are four all-over advertising covers and fancy postmarks of New London N.H., Poplar
Ridge N.Y., Woodville Pa. (2 singles to Nashville); also lots of
other small towns as well as an 1861 folded letter regarding the
need to return an unsatisfactory slave and two covers purported
to have stamps applied by a Snow stamp affixing machine; condition is generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $600 - 800
)
U.S., 1861-66 Issue Covers. Mounted collection
of 21 covers, 18 of them franked with 1¢ #63 comprising 10 single frankings (4 Carriers), two double frankings, and six used
with the 3¢ rose (two with 3x 3¢); also including a cover with a
single 10¢ #68 used Sonora Cal. to Meriden N.H. and two covers with single 15¢ #77, one to France, the other to Germany;
condition is just a little mixed, but mostly F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
U.S., 1861-67 Three-Cent Rose Covers.
Mounted collection of about 120 covers comprising fancy cancels (including about 20 New York City), small towns, unusual
usages, advertising covers, four imprint singles, etc., etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. Nothing rare, but nonetheless, a tremendous lot for the specialist.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

210

)
U.S., 1867 Tree-Cent Rose, F. Grill Covers. Collection of 14 covers, 13 of which are single frankings with unusual postmarks (one an advertising cover); the 14th is used
with two 10¢ F. grills paying the 20¢ registration fee on a cover
from Wytheville Va. to Bristol Tenn. handstamped “Registered”
in circle with manuscript “No 20”; few minor faults, generally
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

211

)
U.S., 1867 Two-Cent Black Jack Covers. Small
mounted collection of seven covers and a front comprising two
single frankings: one an 1867 folded letter to Italy (file fold
through stamp), the other on an Augusta Me. Adjutant General’s corner card cover; three covers with a single used with a
single 1¢ #63; two singles on an 1865 folded letter New Orleans
to Germany; two singles used with a pair of 3¢ #65 on cover Buffalo to Canada; a pair used with a pair of 10¢ #68 on an 1867
cover front only Raritan N.J. to England, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

212

)
U.S., 1869 Pictorial Issue Covers. Mounted collection of 28 covers comprising 1¢ + 2¢ Leavenworth City,
Kans, to Mendocino, Calif.; 2¢ (five single frankings & two double - one domestic, the other to France via England (faulty)) and
3¢ (18 single frankings and one on a 3¢ entire); loaded with
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fancy cancels and small towns plus several merchant’s corner
cards; generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
213

)
U.S., 1870-81 Three-Cent Green Bank Note Issue Covers. Mounted collection of about 85 covers; all with
fancy or unusual cancellations or usages, including five illustrated advertising covers; few small faults, but overall clean and
F-VF.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

214

)
U.S., 1870-87 Bank Note Issue Covers. Mounted
collection of 67 covers comprising 2¢ Jackson (#146/157 - 8,
#178/183 - 14), 6¢ Lincoln (9 including #208 used with 1¢ 206
on 3¢ entire to Norway), 7¢ #149 (1), 5¢ Taylor (9), 5¢ Garfield
(#205 - 4, #216 - 7 including an all-over hand-illustrated cover to
England), 4¢ Jackson #211/215 (3), 3¢ #214 (2), 10¢ Jefferson
#161/209 (9) and 15¢ #152/163 (2 including one used with 6¢
#148 tp Ireland); few minor faults but otherwise just about all
clean and F-VF.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

215

)
U.S., 1870-87 One-Cent Blue Bank Note Issue
Covers. About 35 covers mostly mounted on blank pages;
mostly unusual postmarks or usages including a Postage Due
use, a Wyoming Territory, two to England and eight illustrated
advertising; generally clean and F-VF. Estimate $350 - 500

216

)
U.S., 1883 Two-Cent Red Brown Covers.
Mounted collection of 36 covers franked with #210; includes a
nice range of unusual cancels and usages including 8 illustrated advertising covers; generally clean and F-VF.
Estimate $250 - 350

217

)
U.S., 1890 Regular Issue Covers. Mounted collection of about 55 covers; mostly 1¢ & 2¢ with the 1¢ being primarily overseas usages with other stamps (11) including some
very unusual combinations, while the 2¢ are mainly small towns
or advertising covers; included are four 5¢ single usages, three
8¢ and a 10¢; condition is just about all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500

218

)
U.S., 1893 Columbian Exposition Covers.
Mounted collection of about 75 covers with lots of unusual postmarks and better usages; half of the covers are used Columbian entires U348-350 comprising 1¢ (7, 4 are uprated), 2¢ (26
including 4 uprated, 2 Wells Fargo (1 mint) & 2 advertising) and
5¢ (4, 2 illustrated); the stamped covers comprise 1¢ (6), 2¢ (24
- 3 illustrated, four 20th century philatelic usages), 5¢ (4), 6¢ (2),
8¢ (3) and 1¢-5¢ & 5¢ + 8¢ on registered covers to Europe with
New York exchange office registry labels;;also included are 9
Columbian Exposition postal cards (UX10, 7 mint, 1 used to
Germany), a 1¢ postal card UX10 with an illustrated ad for
Shepp’s World’s Fair Photographed, and four engraved Exposition Admission Tickets. All-in-all, a marvelous lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

219

)
U.S., 1893 Columbian World’s Fair Station Cancels. Group of 12 covers, three with the duplex handstamp: 1.)
1¢ & 5¢ Columbian to England; 2.) 5¢ Columbian to Italy (both
with moderate to heavy opening tears); and 3.) an unaddressed
2¢ Postal Card (UX6) with the handstamp applied by favor; next
there are seven Columbian entires bearing the machine cancel:
two 1¢ (one undated 3rd class mail), 2¢ (2, one mailed from
New York with the World’s Fair machine cancel used as a receiver on reverse), 5¢ (2, both to Austria, one with small opening tear) and one 10¢, and unaddressed favor cancel; and
lastly, two Postal Cards to England with the machine cancel,
one a UX6, the other a UX10 Souvenir picture postcard (series
1, design 2), missing a 1¢ adhesive. Fine lot.
Estimate $400 - 600
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220

)
U.S., 1894-98 First Bureau Issue Covers.
Mounted collection of about 75 covers, about 15 of which bear
values higher than 2¢; includes more than 30 illustrated advertising covers, as well as a nice variety of registered covers,
small town cancels and overseas usages; just about all clean
and F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750

221

)
U.S., 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition Covers. Mounted collection of 22 covers or cards franked with
Trans-Miss. stamps comprising 1¢ (7 including a Mekeel’s
Spanish-American War patriotic), 2¢ (4 including a plate no.
and imprint pair), 4¢ (a stamp dealer Spanish-American War
patriotic), 5¢ (3), 8¢ (2), 10¢ (2) and three Official Souvenir
postcards (UX14, two mint). An outstanding lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

222

)
U.S., 1902-08 Regular Issue Covers. Mounted
collection of about 120 covers or picture postcards as follows:
1¢ (65), 2¢ (35, mostly #319)), 3¢ (2), 4¢ (2), 5¢ (7), 6¢ (1), 8¢
(4) & 10¢ (3); virtually all are interesting or unusual usages (lots
of advertising) or postal markings. A fascinating lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

223

)
U.S., 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition Covers. Mounted collection of about 15 covers and 25 picture postcards; among the covers are 5 slogan cancels, two illustrated
advertising covers, a 1¢, 2¢ & 3¢ (323-325) on a 10¢ Columbian
entire to England and a 1¢ tied by World’s Fair Station cancel on
a World’s Fair envelope; the cards include 10 mint Samuel
Cupples Official souvenir postcards (silver) and other Official
cards, three World’s Fair Station cancels (one 1¢ #323, the others regular issues). A great lot, just about all F-VF.
Estimate $400 - 600

224

)
U.S., 1908-20 Washington-Franklins. Collection
of more than 60 covers, mostly 1¢ & 2¢, with lots of advertising,
small town cancel, unusual usages and vending machine coils
(9 covers - 6 Schermack type III (one #534A) & 3 Mail-O-Meter
(2 type I #384, one type IV #409); a very pleasant lot for a Washington-Franklin specialized.
Estimate $250 - 350

225

226

16

)
U.S., 1954-63 Liberty Issue Usages on Registered Bank Mail Tags. 500 tags from various East Coast
banks, most franked with blocks of the high value of the Liberty
Issue 1048-1052, a treasure trove for the specialist of this era,
tremendous retail/resale potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
)
U.S., Advertising Covers - Hotel Illustrated &
Collateral, 1887-1952. An impressive collection of about 650
covers, all with an illustration of the hotel on the front (a few exceptions where an illustration on the back is particularly attractive). The 650 covers represent about 575 different U.S. hotels,
several hotels having two or more covers of differing designs.
The unusual feature of the collection is that the collector made
and attempt to find matching Letterheads, Postcards, Matchbook Covers & Baggage Labels featuring illustrations of the
same hotels. Of the 575 hotels, about 375 have at least one
matching item. Over about 7 years, only 10 sets of matching
cover, postcard, label and matchbook were pieced together,
and none of those 10 has a letterhead. In total there are about
35 letterheads, 370 postcards, 100 matchbook covers and 60
labels. Also included are about 80 of the collateral items with no
matching cover, the illustrated labels being especially difficult to
locate, due to their fragility. As for condition, it is, with very few
exceptions, clean and F-VF. Seven of the 10 “sets” and the “A”
hotels with at least one matching collateral item are neatly dis-
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played in a binder; the balance is arranged alphabetically in
boxes. A truly fascinating lot. Over 1300 items in all. Estimate
$2,500 - 3,500
227

)
U.S., Advertising Covers - Stamp Dealers. Well
over 150 covers plus some philatelic ephemera, an attractive
array of material, better includes Hawaii UX2 to Texas concerning stamp exchanges, two Holton stamp dealer ads on
Mulready style covers, #221 two pairs on 1892 registered cover
from Karl C. Miner, strip of five and single #210 on registered
cover from L.W. Durbin and many more, a unique chance to
trace the evolution of the philatelic trade in the U.S. from the
19th century to present and a sure fire winner for your pocket
book. A few mixed condition, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

228

)
U.S., Advertising Covers, 1898-1950. 14 covers,
better includes illustrated Vermont Episcopal Institute, illustrated American Family Soap, illustrated Mother’s Crushed
Oats, nice fresh clean group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

229

)
U.S., Alaska Covers, 1906-72. Collection of 20
picture postcards (4 unused), 1906-11, and 11 covers
(1928-72); town cancels include Coal Creek (1956), Eek
(1972), Fort Yukon (1959), Hyder (1955), McCarthy (1928) and
St. Michaels (1907 picture postcard to Wales), as well as Barrow (2, one being dogsled mail), Juneau (3), Ketchikan (3),
Nome, Palmer, Seward (2), Skagway (2) and Valdez, plus a
postal card written in Petersburg, Alaska (1907) uprated with a
1¢ #300 tied by Seattle & Skagway R.R.O. duplex and two covers from Wrangle to Pawtucket R.I. (1934 & 1937) carried on
the S.S. Princess Norah on the Vancouver-Skagway R.P.O.,
entering the mails at Vancouver B.C.; all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300

230

)
U.S., Christmas Seal Covers. 24 different tied on
picture postcards or covers (mostly the former) comprising
1908 (both types, type II not tied), 1909-1917, 1919-1925,
1932, 1935, 1943, 1947 & 1950; also includes a second 1910
seal used in 1911 and two private seals: 1932 Wisconsin (not
tied) & 1935 San Antonio Grace Lutheran Sanatorium; plus a
1923 “Christmas Seals Stamp Out Tuberculosis” slogan cancel. Surprisingly difficult material to find. Estimate $150 - 200

231

)
U.S., Civil War Patriotic Covers. Collection of 11
different, three franked with 3¢ 1857, the rest with 3¢ 1861;
eight are Flags, the others are a Handshake, a patriotic label
(Flag & Eagle) and an orange envelope with a hand-ruled red &
blue border; included is a somewhat worn crossed flags cover
from Sedalia Mo. to South Wales franked with seven 3¢ rose
(an eighth has fallen off), it is backstamped Bangor (Wales);
also included (though not counted in the 11) is a Burst Secession balloon cover with a 3¢ rose pink tied by a fake red grids
with a matching fake Middletown Ct. c.d.s. (per 1982 PFC); additionally, there is a mint patriotic envelope and four small
Charles Magnus prints, two of them hand colored. Condition is
just about all F-VF. A very nice lot.
Estimate $350 - 500

232

)
U.S., Civil War Postal History. Group of about 40
Union covers, most franked with 3¢ rose #65; included are a 18
covers from occupied Southern cities including Beaufort, New
Berne, Port Royal & Washington S.C., Martinsburgh &
Parkersburg (West) Va. (both soldiers’ Due); also a Banks’ Division c.d.s. on soldier’s Due letter, a Key Largo Fla. and several
wartime corner cards: Union Sanitary Commission (2), Christian Commission (4), Official Business envelopes for Office of
Boeard of Claims for Slaves Enlisted in U.S. Service; Bureau of
Refugees, Freedmen & Abandoned Land; Draft Rendezvous,
Louisville Ky.; Surgeon General’s Office; Provost Marshal Gen-
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eral’s Dept./Bureau (2); Head-Quarters (3 different.), Adjutant
General’s Office; military addresses, etc. Also included are
Sanitary Commission stamps and proofs as follows: WV11,
WV11P4, WV12P6a block of 4 & WV14 (2, one faulty). Condition is typical for the period with some faults, but overall, mostly
F-VF. An intriguing lot.
Estimate $600 - 800
233

234

240

)
U.S., Dead Letter Office Covers, 1860s-1966.
Mounted collection of about 35 covers, all but five with Dead
Letter Office markings (those 5 with “Advertised” and/or “Unclaimed”); 21 are U.S. originations including 8 D.L.O. envelopes (one with “Due 6 Cents” imprint, one with 5¢ Columbian to
Sweden, one with 5¢ Trans-Miss. to Germany), among the 14
foreign originations (1891-1911 + one 1966) are one Austria,
one Germany & one France, the rest are Great Britain. A fascinating group of this under-appreciated area of philately.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
U.S., Forwarding Agents Covers, 1879-1912.
Small collection of 14 covers from the U.S. to Europe with a nice
variety of Forwarder’s handstamps including (London unless
noted) American Exchange in Europe, American Exchange
(Paris), American Express, Baring Bros., Brown Shipley & Co.,
Drexel Harjes & Co (Paris), Morgan Hayes & Co.(Paris), and
William Watson & Co.; also includes a 1912 cover with a U.S.
Embassy, New York corner card to a Security Co. in Hartford Ct.
franked only with a violet “United States Govt./ Despatch
Agency/ I.P. Roosa/ U.S. Despatch Agt./ Official Business.”
penalty handstamp.
Estimate $300 - 400

241

)
U.S., Fancy Cancels - “Boston Negatives”. Collection of 45 covers with various 1¢-3¢ Bank Note issues (one
5¢ and a few stamped envelopes & postal cards), comprising
the following cancels (numbers in parentheses are different.
types): letters A (2), B, C, D (3), E (3), F, H (2), J, K (3 + a duplicate), L, M, N (2), S, X and numerals 1 (2), 2 (2 + duplicate), 4
(5), 5 (3), 7 (2), 8, 10, 11, 12, 15 & 19, plus 16 off-cover examples—10 letters & 6 numerals; includes an illustrated advertising cover and six covers to England. A marvelous lot of these
popular postmarks.
Estimate $350 - 500

)
U.S., Locals, Blood & Co., Collection Balance,
1847-61. About 85 covers, including two stampless, 13 Blood’s
entires and the following numbers: 15L12 (1), 15L13 (20),
15L14 (26), 15L15 (6), 15L16 (1), 15L117 (4) and 15L18 (13);
also includes a cover with an Aug 1861 Blood’s c.d.s. franked
with a demonetized 3¢ #26 (damaged) from Philadelphia to
Harrisburg, Pa., plus a few off-cover stamps and a little reference material including copies of some; condition is a little
mixed but generally Fine, viewing recommended.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

242

)
U.S., Locals & Carriers Covers. Collection of 12
stamped covers (2 are fronts), 13 stampless and about 30
stamps; the best items include (covers unless noted) LO2 with
#11, 1LB7 with #26, 3LB2 tied by red crayon on reduced cover,
20L8 (on U10), 20L4 & 20L7 (cut to shape on two covers, each
tied by handstamp), 75L1 & 75L5 (2 of each, one on cover, one
on front, all cut to shape and not tied), a Hussey forgery of
110L1a, 136L7 on piece with #11, tied by blue star handstamps,
file crease through stamp; the stampless covers are Blood’s
(2), Boyd’s, Hale (5), Hussey’s “Instant Special Message” (top &
bottom flaps missing), New York City Despatch Post (3) and
Swart’s; the stamps are mostly lower priced or forgeries/reprints. An interesting lot.
Estimate $400 - 600

243

)
U.S., Machine Cancels, 1890s-1920s. Collection
of about 225 covers or cards, mostly mounted, though somewhat disorganized; includes identified cancels and receivers
from American, Barr-Fyke, Barry, Columbia, Cummins,
Doremus, Groth-Constantine, Hampden, International, Leavitt,
Multipost, Perfection, Pneumatic and Time-Cummins machines; also includes varieties, such as split or inverted daters.
There are no flag cancels. A fascinating lot with a good number
of scarce markings.
Estimate $600 - 800

244

)
U.S., Meter Cover Assortment, 1930s-1980s.
Hundreds of large-size covers in a small box, and mostly depicting commercial corner cards. We noted many slogan meter
postmarks promoting brands, safe driving, athletic wear, smoking, dairy industries, mayonnaise, spark plugs, take someone
to church, bread, rotary conventions or anniversaries, mufflers,
buy U.S. war bonds, mail your Christmas gifts, come to NY
World’s Fair 1964-65, think well.speak well.do well…for Saint
Paul, paint up with Luminall, your best food is milk, sprinkler
system, and many other. A good lot for the internet seller or the
metered mail collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

245

)
U.S., Naval Cover Collection, 1930-45. Over 400
covers, includes fleet days, Navy days, memorials, shakedown
cruises, commissioneds, with destroyers, cruisers and some
submarines, about one third cacheted, a fresh clean lot that can
be expanded or broken up for retail sales, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

235

)
U.S., Fancy Cancels - New York City. About 65
covers or postal cards and 10 off-cover stamps from the 1870s
& ‘80s, the covers franked mainly with 2¢ & 3¢ Bank Notes; included is an excellent variety of letters and numerals as well as
a nice group of 12 different Bank Note period geometrics very
similar to N.Y.F.M. cancels but all on domestic mail; a fabulous
lot, nearly all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750

236

)
U.S., First Flight Cover Collection, 1930-85.
Several hundred covers in six albums and a box, most
cacheted including Fluegel, Colonial, Cachet Craft, with some
first day ducks, a few jet first flights, great lot to root through,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

237

)
U.S., Foreign Destinations covers, 1887-1936.
48 covers, besides Germany, France, Belgium, Holland and
England there is India, Nova Scotia and Norway, a few mixed
condition, you cannot go wrong at the price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

238

)
U.S., Forwarding Agents - B.F. Stevens. Group
of eight covers, 1869-1904, six from the U.S. and two from England, to Stevens in London for forwarding, seven with the
“United States/ Despatch Agent/ B.F. Stevens/ London” double
oval handstamp (1904 without “B.F. Stevens”) in red (1869,
1877 & 1878) or violet; most addressees were aboard ships;
noted forwarding from London to Paris (1869), Southampton
(1895), to Messina (Italy, 1878), to the U.S. Consul at
Queenstown (Ireland, 1894) and at Smyrna (Turkey, 1896) and
to Taorima, then to Florence (Italy, 1904). A F-VF group.
Estimate $300 - 400

239

franked with a 1d red #3; also included is a handsome illustrated
1870 “Harnden Express/Baltimore” Bill of Lading.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
U.S., Forwarding Agents - Harnden & Co. Group
of five folded letters; four with red Harnden’s/Boston oval: 1841
Boston to England (2, one of them with 1d red #3 added when
Harnden’s “Pd. 11” handstamp was mis-read as 1d); 1841 New
York to France; and 1842 Fall River Mass. to Tuscany (oval
quite weak); the 5th cover is 1848 Liverpool to London with
Harnden & Co. illustrated steamship, “No. 6 Cook St.” oval,
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246

)
U.S., Naval Cacheted Covers, 1934-40. 21 covers, includes USS Goff, USS Chicago, USS Cuttlefish, USS
New Orleans, USS Honolulu, USS Salt Lake City, many better
cachets, please inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

247

)
U.S., New York Foreign Mail. Small mounted collection of 14 covers with N.Y.F.M. cancels; comprises (Weiss
numbers) GE-EP3, 7¢ #149 to Germany; GE-S8, 6¢ #148 to
England; ST-4P2, 3¢ #158 (2) both 1875 to England; TR-C1,
10¢ #150, to France (1872); TR-C1A, 6¢ #150 to England
(1871); TR-G37 TR-G25A, 3¢ #147 pair to England (1872);
TR-G37, 6¢ #148 to England (1872); TR-W1, 3¢ #147 pair to
London, forwarded to Bognor with a G.B. 1d rose #33 (1872);
TR-W4C, 1¢ #156 on postal card (UX3) to Germany (1874);
TR-W9 (2), 3¢ #158 pairs to England and to Scotland (1873);
TR-W17 (2), 1¢ #156 on 1¢ postal card (UX5) to England and to
Paris (both 1876); and last, an unidentified grid on 1877 cover
to England, which probably originated in Chicago (Cole
GEC-12?), as the New York postmark is a transit-type duplex
with barred ellipse; condition includes a few minor faults but is
generally F-VF. This would make an outstanding starter lot for
someone wanting to get into the N.Y.F.M. field.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

248

)
U.S., Official Covers, 1870s-1910s. Collection of
about 45 covers including 7 bearing low value Official stamps
(one 1989 with O132 & O140), 18 unused/used stamped envelopes (again, all low values), about 20 used Official Business
Penalty envelopes and 3 Congressional printed Free Franks
(1897-1902 from a nice range of departments. Estimate $250
- 350

249

H)
U.S., Official Covers, War Dept., 1875, 3¢ Red on
Blue (UO54). UPSS WD die 12, size 7, approximately 2,000
entires, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

250

)
U.S., Picture Postcards, Phenomenal Collection. One of the best postcard collections we have ever offered, over 600 cards, most are greeting, but with dozens of
small collection within it, besides Halloweens, Santas, a leather
golfer, real photo hill racing in Wilkes Barre PA, 1909 baseball
team with scorecard, real photo Hotel Hamilton Laredo TX,
there are Atlantic City, Lincolns, Patriotics, dutch children,
movie stars, leathers, embroidered, Expositions, loads and
loads of premium cards, if you were thinking of expanding into
postcards this is the lot for you, huge potential for the winning
bidder, good luck and good bidding, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

251

)
U.S., Picture Postcard Collection. Approximately 200 picture post cards, from classic to chromes, better
includes three Santas, one with a cat dressed as Old Nick, Race
Course Fairgrounds Kendallville IN, Parade Junction City KS,
Northern Pacific R.R. station North Yakima WA, six different
chromes of Green Bay Packers and Lambeau Field, three postcards of the San Francisco earthquake, and much more, mixed
condition, if you are into postcards, check this beauty out,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

252

18

)
U.S., Picture Postcards. 30+ postcards, about
half views and half holidays and greetings, most views are midwest or south, includes real photos, we note a fire engine, San
Francisco earthquake view, real photo of McClure OH baseball
team, five black related and a white Santa Claus, mixed condition but with plenty of premium cards, make sure you put this on
your list, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $100 - 150
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253

)
U.S.,
Post
Office
Auxiliary Markings,
1880-1930s. Mostly mounted collection of about 135 covers or
postcards, several from overseas, with a huge variety of primarily routing and handling markings; also includes lots of other unusual handstamp such as “Unmailable” (5 Glitter mail) and
Nixie Service Mail Division (7). Naturally, since each Post Office
often had to supply its own handstamps, virtually every marking
is different. A truly fascinating lot that would take many years to
duplicate.
Estimate $400 - 600

254

)
U.S., Post Office Auxiliary Markings, 1940s-90s.
The modern counterpart of the preceding lot; about 95 covers
with a huge variety of routing, handling, instructional or explanatory markings including mail damaged, delayed or returned for
any number of reasons—even recovered stolen mail. Three of
the more interesting covers are 1.) a 1941 cover with a Linn’s
Weekly corner card to the Philippines handstamped “Return to
Sender, Service Suspended”. The cover is accompanied by a
letter from George Linn in which he bemoans the state of the
business, in part “We just hardly have enough business to keep
the plant going.” 2.) a cover mailed in Jun 1946 from California
to Harbin China with the handstamp “Mail route to destination
blockaded, return to sender”; and 3.) a 1970 cover returned to
sender with the handstamp “Fwd Order Lost Due To Hurricane
Camille.” Like the previous lot, virtually every marking is
different. Another fascinating lot.
Estimate $350 - 500

255

H/m/)
U.S., Post Office Seals, 1885-1969. Interesting
collection of 21 covers and more than 150 stamps; among the
more interesting covers are 1.) a 1923 registered cover from
Holland to New York that was handstamped “Supposed Liable
for Customs Duties”, opened for inspection and resealed using
5 New York exchange office registration labels and an OX21;
2.) a 1912 cover from Montreal to Boston, opened by mistake,
resealed with 3 OX14 and forwarded to Cape Breton, N.S. and
finally returned to Montreal; 3.) a 1920 registered cover from
Finland to Pasadena Calif., handstamped “Supposed Liable for
Customs Duties”, opened for inspection and resealed using 3
OX18 (one damaged); 4.) a 1917 illustrated advertising cover
for Dr. Ross’ Life Pills, sent from New York to Mexico during
WWI, “opened by censor 18” (manuscript on reverse) and resealed with a strip of 3 OX18; 5.) a 1922 cover from England to
San Diego with multiple handstamps including “Advertised/
Due 1 Cent”, “Unclaimed”, “Sent Dead Letter Office” and “Rebut”; apparently being damaged during its journey, the envelope was repaired with 2 OX18; and 6.) an 1885 cover from
Brynmawr Pa. to New York franked with a 2¢ #210,
handstamped “Received Unsealed, N.Y.P.O. 4th Div.” and
sealed with an OX2 (damaged in opening). The stamps, which
include heavy duplication for shades and minor plate varieties,
also include two India plate proofs of OX1 and an imperf block of
42 of OX6.
Estimate $400 - 600

256

)
U.S., Postage Due Covers, 1890s-1980s.
Mounted collection of about 75 covers, nearly all bearing U.S.
Postage Due stamps; about 20 bear J1/J22 (all but two bear 1¢,
2¢ or 3¢), another 35 are 1895-1930, most of which are incoming foreign mail (including a 1905 picture postcard from
Martinique); also included six covers with U.S. Postage Due
meters (3 on incoming foreign mail) and 10 underpaid U.S. covers going overseas, 9 of them with foreign Postage Dues); there
is also a 1935 Postage Due Bill with $3.35 in Dues applied. An
excellent lot with a tremendous variety of usages and markings.
Estimate $500 - 750

257

)
U.S., Postage Due Stamp Usages & Markings,
1911-52. 21 covers, includes two parcel pieces, with 10¢ special delivery stamps and documentary revenue stamps paying
the war time postal tax, J78 on business reply envelope, J69
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tied, five J62 on 1927 cover from Jamaica, incoming from Russia, Hungary and England, many usual usages, well worth
inspecting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
258

259

)
U.S., Postage Due Markings, 1890s-1980s.
Mounted collection of about 55 covers bearing Postage Due
markings (no Postage Due stamps), 20 of which are pre-1920;
includes a wide range of “Held For Postage” and similar auxiliary handstamps. A marvelous lot. A very nice showing of this
under-appreciated collecting area. Also includes a group of articles and booklets related to the subject including two publications by the Machine Cancel Society.
Estimate $250 - 350
)
U.S., Presidential Inaugural Covers: Richard
Nixon. Many hundreds of cacheted covers, maximum cards
and real photo postcards of the Nixon family, huge retail value
into the thousands of dollars, the postcards are lightly tacked together but upon coaxing separated, for the Nixonphiles in all of
us, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

260

)
U.S., Presidential Inaugural Covers: Reagan,
Carter & Ford, 1974-81. About 300 covers, includes some
Bush Vice-presidentials (with Reagan), a pretty large stock of
Colorano Silk for Reagan, includes a letter from Gerald Ford as
Congressman in 1950 which is signed “Jerry”, Very Fine.
Brookman $2,500+.
Estimate $300 - 400

261

)
U.S., Railroad Covers, 1860s-1940s. Collection
of about 130 covers or cards, 90% of which are 1870s-1910s;
includes a tremendous variety of R.P.O. cancels, receivers,
Stations and “Train Late” markings; also a few Railroad corner
cards & stationery and a few collateral photographs. An outstanding basis for further study or exhibition.
Estimate $600 - 800

262

)
U.S., Registered Mail, 1870s-1990s. More than
70 covers, about half of which are 1940s-90s; the earlier period
includes 13 Exchange Office labels, 11 from New York (one to
“Jeruselim, Turky”) and two from Boston; the bulk of the
pre-1940 material is Washington-Franklins and 1922 Fourth
Bureaus; both the pre- and post-1940 covers are loaded with
unusual frankings, small towns, etc.; a very interesting lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

263

264

)
U.S., Rural Free Delivery Covers, 1899-1980s.
Collection of about 60 covers or cards, 50 of which are no later
than 1914 including an 1897 New York “Collection & Distribution Wagon No. 1”, a 1899 “Detroit & Algonac Rural Free Delivery Steamboat” cover (reduced), two cutouts from the Shriver
experimental period in Carroll County, Md. and a 1901 Marshall, Wis. “R.F.D.” cancel on a wrapper to England; these are
followed by a wide variety of “R.F.D.” cancels; the later covers
feature auxiliary markings, mainly “Not for Route…”, etc.; also
included are a few collateral pieces, such as two different
R.F.D. Carrier’s Christmas greeting cards and two illustrated
advertising covers, one picturing an R.F.D. Horse, Wagon and
Postman, the other and ad for a “Rural Delivery Mails Box”. A
truly fascinating lot that could easily form the basis of an
award-winning exhibit and is certainly worth more than the sum
of its parts; accompanied by several relevant clippings and
articles.
Estimate $600 - 800
)
U.S., Sea Post Covers, 1892-1941. Mounted collection of about 65 covers including 19 U.S.-German Transatlantic Sea Post, 1892-1914, 13 U.S.-British Transatlantic Sea
Post, 1905-17 (including 5 “U.S. Sea Post/Reg.”), and 8 United
States Transatlantic Sea Post, 1893-17 (including 10 off-cover
stamps with Sea Post cancels); the rest are later Sea Post can-
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cels including 6 Transpacific Sea Post, 1925-41. A marvelous
lot.
Estimate $600 - 800
265

)
U.S., Slogan and Flag Cancels, 1890s-1920s.
Mostly mounted collection of about 20 slogans (mainly Fairs &
Celebrations) and about 65 Flags; includes rare 1898
“OSTON, MAS” mismatched dial halves, Cuero Texas Turkey Run, etc.; a marvelous lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

266

)
U.S., Spanish American War Patriotic Covers.
16 covers, includes “On to Havana”, “Remember the Maine”,
“Our Country” with ad for National Music Co., American flag on
ad cover for John Carter & Co stationers, shield & flags from US
and Cuba, “If you don’t Catch Him in 10 Days” Uncle Sam chasing Spaniard, “Defending the Colors”,a few with contents, be
sure to inspect this group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

267

)
U.S., Spanish American War Postal History,
1898-1900. Collection of 19 covers including 7 Patriotics, 8 Military cancels (Cuba, Puerto Rico (No. 1 & 2) and Manila (5) and
Jefferson Barracks); also includes a 1905 postal card sent to
the Secretary of War from a woman asking the secretary to inform her whether or not her son, stationed in the Philippines, is
still alive as she hasn’t heard from him in more than a year.
Estimate $150 - 200

268

)
U.S., Special Delivery Covers, 1892-1979.
Mounted collection of about 65 covers including four without
Special Delivery stamps; approximately half are post-1940 including several FDCs; includes E1 (2), E5 (7), E5a (2), E6 (6),
E8 (2) and E9 (1); the early part of the collection also emphasizes the “clock” time stamps used on Special Delivery covers
with examples from Boston, Brooklyn, Buffalo, St. Louis, Washington D.C. and Butler Pa.; virtually all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $350 - 500

269

)
U.S., Special Delivery Postal History Selection.
Collection of 75+ mostly legal size covers, many with special
delivery stamps, includes 833 cacheted first day cover, F1 on
cover and a mint U60, some 80¢ rates, a few condition issues
but generally a nice clean fresh to the market lot, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

270

U.S., Stock Certificates Grouping, 1843-62. Interesting group of eight, housed in a file for stamp sheets, including 1843-44 two Ulster County Bank stock certificates;
1847 two Ohio & Missouri Mining Company certificates; 1847
Mutual Safety Insurance Company investment certificate; two
1855 Washington State Company shares certificates, 1862
Bank Commonwealth (State of Virginia) shares certificate. We
also noted a couple of linen wrap/ labels for cloth bundles,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

271

)
U.S., Territorial Covers, 1878-1907. Small collection of 23 covers or cards comprising the following Territories:
Arizona (1), Dakota (2), Indian (5, New Mexico (5), Oklahoma
(2), Utah (3), Washington (10 & Wyoming (4); mostly smaller
towns, all F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300

272

)
U.S.,
Transatlantic
Stampless
Covers,
1766-1875. Mounted collection of 23 incoming covers, nearly
all from the British Isles with an excellent range of rates and
markings; includes a 1766 folded letter from Glasgow to Turners Warehouse Va. that was carried by private ship (no postal
markings), a folded letter London to Montreal, Canada via New
York (1838), a folded letter Lima, Peru to New York with “Paid To/ Panama” and “Steamship/10” handstamps (1857), two Civil
War period covers from Latin America with “U.S. Notes/ 56” &
and “U.S. Notes/ 63” depreciated currency handstamps, two
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covers with New York “U.S. Currency Due” circular datestamps,
one “Due 14” from France (1874), the other “Due 3” from Venezuela (1875); and a cover from Cuba to New York with scarce
“Baltimore/ Am. Pkt” circular datestamp; also includes an 1840
cover from Kingston, Upper Canada to Bridgewater 4 Corners
N.Y.; A marvelous lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
273

)
U.S., Transatlantic Stampless Covers, 1834-78.
Mounted collection of 40 outgoing covers U.S. to Europe,
nearly all to England or France with a tremendous range of
rates and markings; includes an 1857 front only from Kirkland
N.Y. to Ireland with the rare Dublin “American Mail” half-circle
handstamp; also includes 4 covers with no U.S. markings (one
to Madeira), 3 covers originating in Cuba with New York markings, one hand carried cover (1849 Boston-London) and two
foreign without apparent U.S. transit: Jamaica-London (1849)
and Mexico-Bordeaux (1861); condition is just about all clean
and F-VF. A fascinating lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

274

)
U.S., Virginia Town Cancels, 1860s-1910s.
About 85 covers or cards featuring mainly small towns from
Aqua to Wytheville with very little duplication; 1860s are mainly
manuscript postmarks, namely Hagen, Healing Springs, Johnson Springs, Rockridge Baths, Swoopes Depot; later manuscript postmarks include Bell’s Valley (1876), Churchwood
(‘86), Ellendale (‘84), Haymakertown (‘88), Ready Springs (‘90)
& White Gate (‘85); also includes several illustrated advertising
covers; virtually all clean and F-VF. A great lot.
Estimate $250 - 350

275

)
U.S., Wells Fargo & Co. Covers, 1860s-80s.
Small mounted collection of 13 covers, all but one being
stamped envelopes Wells Fargo franks, comprising Angels,
Marysville and Virginia City to San Francisco (3); San Francisco
to Fresno, to Santa Cruz and to New York, the last with fancy
San Francisco “72” duplex (Cole YD-22); two mint entires
(U223, U312); and four Mexican franks (one mint); the last is an
1884 cover New York to San Francisco franked with a 3¢ Bank
Note tied by New York duplex and bearing a large blue scalloped oval “Wells Fargo & Co., 84 Broadway, New York”
handstamp; just about all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $250 350

276

)
U.S., Western Express Covers, 1860s-70s.
Mounted group of seven covers, all but one being 3¢ entires,
comprising Bamber & Co. (3, one mint), “Langton’s Pioneer Express, San Juan”, red handstamped oval and matching “Paid”
with blue Wells Fargo Downieville oval to San Francisco
(opened roughly at right through indicium), Hinkley & Co., Denver City in combination with Central Overland California & Pikes
Peak with 3¢ #26 tied by Leavenworth City (K.T.) c.d.s. to Wisconsin - faulty; and Pacific Union (2, one cancelled San Francisco, the other Wells Fargo, Nevada City to San Francisco).
Estimate $300 - 400

277

20

)
U.S., World War I Postal History, 1915-22.
Mounted collection of about 90 covers and cards with a wide variety of usages including Soldiers’ Mail, Censors, Camp &
Branch Cancels, Patriotic covers & cancels, etc.; also three
P.O.W. or Internment Camps: 1916 Belgian Military Refugee at
Camp Zeist, Holland, writing to a friend in the U.S. requesting
used U.S. stamps for his collection in exchange for photo cards
of the camp; 1918 German U.S. P.O.W. postcard from a German P.O.W. at Fort Oglethorpe in Chicago; and a 1919 British
P.O.W. letter sheet (in English) from an internee at Camp
Dorchester in England to a friend in the U.S. requesting that he
bring two solid gold wedding rings and a secondhand rubber
raincoat “…if you ever get back to Germany”. All-in-all, a mar-

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

velous, very diverse and interesting lot with several pertinent
articles on A.E.F. markings and such.
Estimate $600 - 800
278

)
U.S., World War II Censored & APO Cover Collection, 1939-45. Several hundred covers, many identified
from which country they originated, includes Hawaii, Egypt,
Alaska, New Guinea, New Caledonia, Morocco, Japan, Ryukyu
Islands, great array of censor marks, various seals and labels,
some with contents, a winner for the WWII enthusiast, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

279

)
U.S., World War II Postal History, 1942-48.
Mounted collection of about 125 covers and cards with a wide
variety of usages including many scarce APOs, censors, Patriotic covers & Cancels, V-Mail, POW & Internment camps; etc.;
too varied to even describe. An eclectic and truly fascinating lot
with inspection highly recommended.
Estimate $500 - 750

280

)
U.S., World War II Patriotic Covers, 1939-45.
Well over 100 covers, many with full color or graphic designs,
includes “This Is the Enemy” with Hitler’s face above a mother
stabbed with a bayonet and her crying child, black & white photo
of the Arizona burning, “Deliver Us from Evil” with half dressed
and naked women with Nazi officers, “Stamp ‘em Out” with Hitler Mussolini and Tojo being stepped on, many other cartoons
of Hitler, some with patriotic labels and seals tied, a must collection for the WW2 collector, a real opportunity to purchase an
intact lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

281

)
U.S., World’s Fairs & Expositions Covers,
1876-1920s. About 95 covers or cards from the following Expositions: 1876 Centennial (2), 1883 Southern (1), 1899 National
Export (2), 1901 Pan-American (16), 1905 Lewis & Clark (5),
1907 Jamestown (19), 1909 Alaska-Yukon (16), 1915 Panama-California (11) and 1915 Panama-Pacific (16), plus 7
other miscellaneous Fair’s slogan cancels (including a 1906
Minnesota State Fair Grounds Station, St. Paul); represented
are the appropriate commemorative stamps on cover, various
slogan cancels, a few station cancels and a multitude of souvenir postcards. A terrific lot.
Estimate $600 - 800

Postal History General Collections and
Balances
282

)
U.S., Miscellaneous Balance of a Massive
Postal History Consignment. A medium size carton containing several hundred, mostly mounted covers (and some
stamps) representing an eclectic range of collecting interests;
includes such areas as New York Supplementary Mail, 20th
century Fancy Cancels, “Received” and “Transit” markings,
U.S. Military Missions Abroad, modern Local Posts, U.S. Naval
Ship covers, Paquebots, late 19th & early 20th century incoming Foreign Mail and unusual usages & markings of all kinds.
This one should keep the lucky winner happy for many months.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

283

H/m/)
U.S., Loose Balance of Large Cover Consignment. Varied selection of about 250 loose late 19th century to
early 20th century covers and cards collected primarily for their
postmarks or usages; the largest single group seems to be
small towns, followed by R.P.O.s and used stamped envelopes,
many to overseas destinations; there are also several 20th century Stamp Exhibition covers, a few advertising covers and a little bit of this and a little bit of that. A most interesting lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
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UNITED STATES: First Day Cover Collections
284

)
U.S., Cover Collection, 1928-60. 800+ including
first flight covers in several binders, includes CAM’s, first fights,
plus miscellaneous covers, picture post cards, and a small
group of PRC stamps and ephemera, a great lot worth several
times our low estimate, do not hesitate over this one, some
mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

285

)
U.S., Postal History Conglomerate, 1860-1990.
Several hundred covers and cards, with ad covers, registered,
first days, stampless, first flights, RPOs, inaugural, postal stationery, possessions, better includes negative “OK” cancel on
card, Kenosha WI smiling face, several Indian Territory covers,
a steal at our low estimate, jump on this one before it gets away,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

286

)
U.S., Prexie and Modern Cover Holding. Twenty
five covers, includes E20 registered airmail with 7¢ Prexie, 2¢
Prexie with 1¢ postage due, 7 & 24¢ Prexies on registered
cover to Switzerland, 50 & 4¢ Prexies on well traveled cover,
#900 and 901 to Ecuador, returned postcard with handstamp
“Returned to United States/Attn: Port Postal Officer/Port of Embarkation Army Post Office”, Hitler WW2 patriotic, and a 1948
15¢ rate to Germany, interesting material that could prove
useful, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

287

288

289

291

292

U.S., Official Signers Medals by the Franklin
Mint. Fifty six silver rounds in display case, each marked “Sterling”(.925) on edge, over 40 oz, buy it now while prices are still
low, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

293

U.S., Selection of Silver Stamp and Coin Medals. Includes gold on silver proofs of America’s Greatest
Stamps, Coins of the US in Miniature, U.S. Postal History medal
with eleven rounds, and the International Society of Postmasters’ Greatest Stamps, all in their own binders, great for display
or for melt, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

U.S. and Foreign
294

)
U.S., Balance of Cover Consignment. Tasty selection of six covers, includes large CSA #12c pen cancelled
with blue cds, ladies embossed cover with manuscript Weld
ME, 68 tied on cover to 18th Mich Vol in Nashville, and a illustrated ad cover for druggist addressed to Prussia with numerous cancels, mixed condition, should be inspected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
U.S. and Foreign, Postal History Assortment.
An interesting holding with value concentrated in the U.S. material, including a late 1850s Nesbitt envelope to Prussia, franked
with mixed franking and “TOO LATE” straight-line marking;
three 1928 First Flight via Graf Zeppelin covers; 1929 early catapult cover to Germany; 30¢ (228) & 10¢ x2 (226) tied on cover
fragment to Germany. We also noted German postcard franked
with 2m (C38), addressed NY and transported by the Graf Zeppelin. At first sight it doesn’t look too appealing, but on further
examination there are several easy-to-sell items throughout,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

295

)
U.S., Classy Cover Balance. Group of eight covers, includes #68 tied by Sacramento CA leaf cancel to CT, 6¢
Bank Note to London, Philadelphia PA Druggist ad cover, real
photo postcard of Chief Shoppenagon, and two 20th century
fancy cancels, Beavers from Beaver Pond OH, and Indian Chief
Head from Grayling on the Ausable MI, eclectic but useful lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

H/)
U.S. and Foreign, Never Hinged Assortment &
Covers. Including U.S. 1925 (617 x9, 618 x14 & 619 x10);
United States Offices in China (Shanghai) 1919 (K1-16,
NH). We also noted worldwide picture postcards sent in the
1900s-50s period, plus Eritrea 1922 (58-64) & Hong Kong
KGV never hinged stamps unchecked in detail. Well worth a
careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

296

)
U.S. and Foreign, Philatelic Kitchen Sink,
1840-1950. Everything and anything may be found in this powerful little lot, includes advertising covers, many illustrated, first
day covers, Columbian Expo cards, stampless, locals, fancy
cancels, Blackjacks, 1869s including a 117 on official business
cover to USS Franklin, Hawaii stamps, illustrated ship documents, and much more, hundreds of items waiting to be lotted, a
chance to grab some unusual material, don’t pass up this
winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

297

)
U.S. and Foreign, Cover Festival, 1861-2000.
Several hundred covers in two medium boxes, better U.S. includes #207 from Shanghai, strip of three #223 from Shanghai,
#11 worn plate, railroad cancels Danville & Buffalo, Green River
W.T and Saint Albans & Troy, fancy cancels, Hawaii postal
cards, picture postcards including real photo and Santas, better
foreign includes 1916 Jamaica with bi-plane red cross label
tied, 1935 Europa catapult cover, with first flights, naval, censored, first days, and ad covers, mixed condition, a great lot for
the collector with time to hunt for the hidden treasures buried
amongst the hundreds, viewing will prove useful, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

298

HH/H
U.S. and Foreign, Great Face Lot. With singles,
plate blocks and full sheets, mostly 10¢ and up values, mint set
of Prexies, and two volumes of United Nations with flag sheets,
will ease your postage costs and give you something to root
through, happy hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
U.S., Cover Lot, 1898-1950. 21 covers, better includes Spanish American War patriotic with Roosevelt, 234 on
cover to Germany, 285 on cover to Austria, 285 and 287 on
1920 cover to France, some nice frankings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

First Day Cover Collections
290

Medals

)
U.S., First Day Cover Dealer Stock, 1923-2002.
Over 4,000 first day covers, housed in nine bankers boxes,
starts with 1923 610 addressed to Nickles, also 620, 622, 623,
628, 642, National Parks complete, Army Navy complete, Prexies complete with hundreds of duplicates including 833 & 834,
six 855 baseball centennial, Famous Americans complete (x2),
Overrun Countries with extras, C21, C25-C31 with many
dupes, and plenty of airmails and special deliveries, cachets
start in the 1930’s, with better cachets such as Mellone,
Linprint, Nicolet, retail values up to 500.00, a can’t miss opportunity, F.-V.F. 24,000 retail (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
)
U.S., Modern Official First Day Covers. 70+ covers, with 20 hand painted cachets by Powell, Beck & Pugh
among others, scarce material that should attract some aggressive bidding, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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UNITED STATES: U.S. Possessions
299

300

301

302

HH/H/m U.S. and Canada, Mint & Used Collection,
1861-1960. U.S. is presented in five albums and in a envelope,
better mint includes 232, 233, 236, 237, 285, 288-289,
294-296, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, C1-C3, Canada in a Scott volume that has used 27, 40, 45, 84, 103, mint
has 54, 56, 81, 125-130, C2, E3, a decent beginners collection
or break it up for the Internet, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH/H/m U.S. and Possessions, Delightful Collection,
1847-1960. Housed in four Scott albums, better mint includes
26, 212, 214, 230-240, 285-289, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330,
397-400, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies with coils complete, Liberty issue,
Prominent Americans issue, C1-C6, C18, E1-E3, F1, Q1-Q9,
better used has 70, 77, 112-115, 117, 119, 165, 229, useful
mint & used Washington Franklins, Shanghai Offices used K1,
K2, K10, mint K7, K18, CSA 1 used, third volume has revenues
including R113, R124, R146, reds and greens, and the fourth
volume has possessions with Canal Zone mint 120-135,
C15-C20, Cuba E2, Hawaii mint 31, 32, 35, Philippines
383-396, an intriguing array of desirable material, ready to
break down into individual lots, great potential, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/)
U.S. and Possessions, Stamps & Covers Accumulation. Diverse lot with used postal cards (UX5 x30, UX7
x19; UX8 x3, UX9 x4) and several registry return receipts that
deserve your attention. We also noted Canal Zone 120-35;
Philippines 340-53, several checks datelined in the 1870s-80s
period, and many 11¢ & 13¢ aerogrammes sent to Korea in the
1960s. There is also many different numismatic cards, including a good number with first day cancels. A good lot to hunt
through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
U.S. and Possessions, Mint Postal Stationery
Entires & Cut Squares, includes 22 mint & used entires and 15
cut squares, mint Canal Zone entires U6, used U4, Mint Cuba
U2, U8, mint Hawaii entires have U1, U2, U10-U13, UX1, UX3,
UX5, UX8, UX9, used U2, Philippines mint UX1, then mint cut
squares Philippines U9-U11, U16, U35-U39, and Puerto Rico
U1-U2, U11, U14, profitable lot for the internet, F.-V.F. Scott
$650.
Estimate $150 - 200

C1-C17, C21-C53, CO1-CO7, J1-J2, J4-J29, O1-O2, O4-O7,
O9, used includes 47-48, CO8-O12, J3, O3, all mounted on
White Ace pages, you won’t find a collection like this again any
time soon, be sure to set aside sufficient time to inspect and enjoy, F.-V.F. Scott $7,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
306

HH/H
Canal Zone, Plate Block Collection, 1939-76.
Over 30 years in the making, incredible holding of Canal Zone
plate blocks that were collected by number and position, includes 96, 100, 105-114, 115-116, 117, 118-119, 136-140,
141, 142-145, 147-151, C6-C13, C21-C31, C32, C33, C34,
C35, C36-C41, C45-C47, C48-C53, J19, J23, with moderate
and useful duplication, you be waiting a while before you see a
group like this again, inspection is urged, bidding is mandatory,
good luck, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

307

HH/H
Canal Zone, Booklet Pane Selection. Includes
twelve 71e, 73a, 84d, twenty five 106a, thirteen 117a, mostly
NH, clean lot that is sure to elate the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,945.
Estimate $500 - 750

308

HH
Canal Zone, Complete Booklet Stock. Includes
eleven booklets 117a, thirteen 163a, thirty C48a, thirty four
C49a, thirteen C50a unstapled, all fresh as the day they were
printed, great lot for the Canal Zone or booklet dealer, F.-V.F.
Scott $2,210.
Estimate $400 - 600

309

H/m
Canal Zone, Postal Stationery, 1904-76. A lot
with tons of potential, includes mint unless noted U1, U2, U4
used, U5 used, U6, U7, U8-U9, U12, U15, UC1 used, UC2,
UX1, UX2 used, UX3, UX4, UX7, UX8, a fine lot for the specialist, a seldom seen opportunity to acquire such a selection of
better material, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500

310

HH/H
Canal Zone, Booklet & Pane Collection,
1904-76. Keen little grouping of these tough to find items,
twelve panes and six complete booklets, includes panes 71e
(x2), 73a, 84d, 101a, 106a, 115c, 117a, complete booklets
117a (x2), 163a, C48a (x2) and C49a, plenty of value present,
don’t overlook it, F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $250 - 350

311

HH/H/m Canal Zone, Variety Selection, 1904-76. 45
stamps mounted on quadrille pages, includes mint unless
noted 14 var, 17b, 18b, 62a, 91c, C5a, there are some scarce
material present, which Scott has undervalued, a chance to
pick up item to fill those holes in your collection, or sell separately, a useful group and well worth viewing, F.-V.F. Scott
$700.
Estimate $200 - 300

312

HH/H
Cuba, Marvelous Mint Collection, 1899. With
eighteen stamps and ten postal stationery items, includes
221-226, with 224 and 224a pair, 225 Cupa error, E1, J1-J4,
U1-U6, U8, UX1-UX2, this should elicit some aggressive bidding, a lot with plenty of cachet, please inspect, o.g., hinged or
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

313

HH/H
Guam, Collection, 1899.
Fourteen stamps
mounted, includes 1-11, E1, plus 2a and 11a, an excellent selection of this US Possession, should be inspected to appreciate its potential, o.g., hinged or never hinged, a couple no gum,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

314

H)
Hawaii, Postal Stationery Collection, 1884-97.
Thirty three entires, four cut squares and four paid reply cards,
with many scarce items, postal envelopes include U1, U1a,
U1b, U2, U2a, U2b, U2c, U4-U5, U10-U13, UE1, postal cards
UX1, UX2, UX2a, UX3-UX8, UX8a, UX9, UX9a, UY1, UY3, cut
squares include U6, U7, U8, U9, U14, could be the start of an

U.S. Possessions
303

304

)
U.S. Possessions, Trust Territories, Etc.,
1900-79. Collection of about 75 covers or picture postcards
comprising the following: Canton Island (12, 1937-77), Caroline
Islands (8, 1951-69), Cuba (1, 1904), Diego Garcia (2,
1975-78), Danish West Indies (two 1906 picture postcards
franked with 5b #31), Guam (7, 1911-79), Johnston Island (2,
1969), Mariana Islands (4, 1969-78), Marshall Islands (5,
1961-69), Midway Islands (4, 1941-42), Philippines (10,
1900-08), Puerto Rico (8, 1900-23), Samoa (5, 1906-66), Wake
Island (4, 1939-51). A most unusual lot.
Estimate $350 - 500
HH/H
U.S. Possessions, Selection. A lot made up of
five items, with Cuba E1, Canal Zone 58, U15, Philippines 220
block of four, and Puerto Rico U10 cut square, hard to find material here, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

305

HH/H/m Canal Zone, Incomparable Collection, 1904-76.
A once in the lifetime collection, needing only a few stamps for
completion, unused includes 4-14, 16-46, 49-81, 84-165,

22
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UNITED STATES: U.S. Possessions to U.N.
exhibition, it has the potential of being a very profitable procurement, Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
315

H)
Hawaii, Mint Postal Stationery, 1882-94. 20 different plus a duplicate as follows: U1 (2 sizes), U2b, U2c, U3-5,
UX1-2, UX3 (2), UX4-6, UX8-9, UX9a & UY1-4 (all folded).
Scott $2,440.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

316

H
Hawaii, Mostly Mint Collection, 1861-1899.
Mounted on pages with album format, including 1869 (29, unused, no gum), 1864-71 (30-34, including 6¢ & 18¢ unused, no
gum), 1875 (35-36, including 12¢ unused, no gum), 1882
(37-41, including 10¢ & 15¢ unused, no gum), 1893 (53-56,
58-59 & 61-64, mint), 1893 (65-66, 67-68 & 70-73, mint),
1883-86 (42-46 & 49, mint), 1890-91 (52 & 52C, mint), 1894
(74-79, mint), 1899 (80-82), plus 1896 Officials. We also noted
a couple of imperforates with Specimen overprints (11SA &
50SA) and $1 internal revenue stamp. Very fresh holding that
deserves to be viewed, F.-V.F. Scott $3,476.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

317

m/)
Hawaii, Covers, 1879-1975. Small mounted collection of 44 covers comprising three Bank Note issues: 6¢
#33 pair Honolulu to U.S. (1879), 5¢ #39 Paauilo to England
(1892), 10¢ #44 Honolulu to England (1888) and six pictorial
issue including 5¢ #76 Paia to Scotland (1897) and 5¢ # 76 Honolulu to San Francisco (1897) marked for 10¢ postage due
with pair of U.S. J41 tied on reverse; also includes 27
1901-1948 covers or cards with U.S. stamps (including 5¢ entire U394 Lahaina to Germany and a 1906 picture postcard from
Pahala to Malta) and another 8, each with a different 1975 cancel; also includes a collection of about 50 used 2¢ brown #75,
about half of which have been plated including at least 15
double transfers. An excellent lot.
Estimate $600 - 800

318

H/m
Hawaii, Handsome Collection, 1861-96. Includes 9-11, 13, 15-17, 21, 23, 28-29, 30-34, 35-36, 37-40,
42-45, 46-48, 52, 52c, 53-59, 60-61, 62, 64, 66, 67-68, plus
some revenues, the King Kamehamehas and numerals are for
reference only, a great lot with many extras, should not be ignored by you Hawaiiphiles, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

319

)
Hawaii, Used Postal Stationery, 1882-98. Eight
entires and five postal cards as follows: U2c Lihue-Kaena
(1898), U5 (3): Honolulu to Funchal, Madeira (Oct 1884), Germany (1886) & England (1890), U11 & two U13, all Honolulu to
Germany in 1894 and U12 Honolulu to U.S. (1896) UX3 Honolulu-England (1884), UX5 Honolulu-Hilo (1894, small edge
tear), UX8a Napoopoo-Kealakua Bay (1895) & UX8a (2): Honolulu-England (1897), Kealia-England (1898); all clean and
F-VF. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

320

321

322

m
Hawaii, Used Assortment, 1864-99. Approximately 460 stamps in stock pages, including 30 x7, 31 x6, 33 x9,
34 x3, 35 x25, 39 x12, 42 x18, 43 x21, 52 x23, 57 x26, 59 x7, 74
x60, 75 x56, 76 x32, 80 x20, 81 x46 & 82 x20, plus O1 & O2 x2,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,178.
Estimate $300 - 400
m
Hawaii, Town & Fancy Cancels Assortment,
1866-99. Interesting holding with approximately 165 stamps in
stock pages, including 35 x2, 43 x20, 44 x3, 76 x32, 81 x43, O3,
O5 & O6, plus UX1 cut square. Our estimate is based on
straight used Scott’s price, and not taking into consideration the
scarcity of each postmark or cancellation, so viewing is highly
recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
H
Hawaii, Mostly Mint Assortment, 1864-99. Seventy stamps mounted in a stock page with duplication, including
30, 37 x9, 38, 42 x3, 54 x2, 56 x2, 57, 59, 66, 74-75, 76 x2, 77
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x4, 78, 80 x3, 81 x7, including block of four. We also noted cut
square (UX1), F.-V.F. Scott $477.
Estimate $200 - 300
323

P
Philippines, Cigarette Tax Proofs. 69 different
proofs and trial colors on various papers, usual small hole
punches, extremely scarce, Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400

324

H
Philippines, Premium Collection, 1899-1944. 47
stamps mounted on pages, some tough to find stamps are
present, includes 212, 213-225, 217A, 226-238, E1, J1-J7, excellent lot to serve as the foundation of a larger collection, or to
break up, a few condition issues, a useful and valuable collection not to be missed!!! F.-V.F. Scott $4,700.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

325

H
Philippines, Postal Stationery Collection,
1899-1938. A wonderful selection filled with scarce items, includes envelopes U1-U13, U15, U17, U19-U20, U22, U26-U27,
W1, W3, UX1-UX2, UX5-UX7, UX10, UX12, UX15, UY1-UY3,
UZ2-UZ3, cut squares U7, U14, U16, U18, U21, U23, U24, U25
and U29, with quite a few full corners, a rare opportunity to
gather these difficult to find items, viewing will not require much
time and will be well rewarded, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

326

)
Philippines, Covers Accumulation, 1920s-90s.
We noted a good number of covers sent to Chicago in the
1920s-1930s period, including some uprated postal envelopes,
plus five airmail covers sent to the U.S. and showing “VIA
CLIPPER” handstamps, 1937 First Flight cover Manila-Macao-Hong Kong, and several binders with 1970s-90s
first day covers. Have a good look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

327

H
Puerto Rico, Sharp Collection, 1898-1900. Fifteen stamps and fourteen postal entires plus a cut square, includes 210-214, 210a, 211a, 213a, J1-J3, J1a-J3a, entires
U1-U4, U11, U14-U18, W1, UX1-UX3, and cut square U10, uncommon to find this many varieties at one time, should prove to
be a favorite with the bidders, inspection urged, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750

United Nations
328

HH/H
United Nations, Comprehensive Collection,
1951-2011. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and postal
stationery mounted in eighteen albums and in a box, enormous
array of material, with many presentation book and sets, with a
collection of singles and imprint blocks of four, catalog value is
many times our estimate, if you were thinking now is the time to
collect United Nations, then start with this hoard, there will be
not regrets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

329

HH/H
United Nations, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. We noted blocks of six and miniature sheets issued in
the 1980s-90s period, and mounted in stock pages. We also
noted many promotional folders and brochures, plus some
loose album pages with issues from the 1970s. A last minute arrival that may pay to inspect closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

330

HH
United Nations, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation, 1951-70. A clean holding on stock pages, mint sheet
files and 3 stock books as well as unchecked-in-detail material
in glassines. Includes sets, sheets, imprint blocks and multiples
for the New York Office. Viewing recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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HH/H
United Nations, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1951-2006. Beautifully presented in five Schaubek albums, virtually complete in the 1951-99 period, and including
Offices in Geneva & Offices in Vienna collection. We also noted
an album with 1980-99 Flags issue in sheets. A nice clean lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

332

HH/H/) United Nations, Mint Collection, 1951-73. Highly
complete for the period, and housed in two Scott albums with
sets, blocks of six, souvenir sheets and first day covers. There
is also a stock book with never hinged duplicates. We also
noted as a bonus a United States collection in a Scott album,
including some banknotes, Washington-Franklin issues and
airmails. An interesting group worth exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

items, including coils, surcharges, imperfs and War Tax; a few
highlights include (NH unless noted) 2¢ green booklet pane of 6
(2 LH), 3¢ brown lathework block of 8, 4¢ olive bister (7), 5¢ indigo VF, 7¢ red brown 40% lathework block of six, 8¢ blue plate
block of 6 (Fine), 10¢ plum (5) and the following blocks of 4: 5¢
violet, 7¢ yellow ocher, 7¢ red brown (4), 10¢ blue and $1 (2).
The coils include many strips & paste-ups as well as 1¢ green
Toronto Experimental coil pair & strip of 4; also included are a
2¢ on 3¢ die II (139c, LH), MR3a (5, 2 LH), MR4b (without gum
as issued), MR6 and MR7a (2 LH pairs). Condition is virtually all
Very Fine or better including numerous Gems scattered
throughout. Marked retail prices total well over $43,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
340

H/m/)
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of Large Queens,
1868-76. Two counter books containing 63 items including
(mint unless noted) 1¢ yellow #23i (1st printing) unused, 3¢ red
#25 (2 with Greene Foundation certificates), 5¢ olive green
#26iv on cover to Scotland, 6¢ dark brown #27 unused, 12½¢
blue plate proof #28P, 15¢ deep blue #30e (2) and 3¢ laid paper
#33 used; condition is somewhat mixed on this one. Marked retail prices total $26,850.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

341

H
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1898 Xmas
through 1908 Quebec Tercentenary Issues. One counter
book containing 44 items including (mint unless noted) 1898
Xmas (4 NH); 1899 2¢ on 3¢ Numeral narrow spacing strip of 3
(88i) NH; 1903-08 Edward VII 1¢ (5 NH), 2¢ booklet pane with
reinforced separation, 5¢ (1), 7¢ (2 NH), 10¢ (1 NH); and Quebec Tercentenary ½¢, 1¢ & 2¢ (2 each NH), 5¢ used block of 4,
7¢ (1 NH), 15¢ (1) and 20¢ (2, one NH). Marked retail prices total about $12,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

342

H
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of 1927-91 Issues. Two
counter books containing about 90 items including mint NH
1928-29 12¢ Quebec Bridge (156) plate block of 6, 1930-31 &
1933 Coils (178-183, 205-207) strips of 4, 1933 Grain Conference broken “X” in block of 4 and strip of 3, 1938 High Values
(241-245), 1942-43 War Effort (6), 1946 Peace (5 plus a set of
blocks of 4). Also numerous coils, booklet panes, plate varieties
and XF Gems scattered throughout. Marked retail prices total
well over $14,000. A terrific lot.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

343

H
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of 1870-97 Small
Queens. Two counter books containing about 55 items including (mint NH unless noted) ½¢ black (4), a 1¢ yellow (9 plus
used on an illustrated advertising card), 2¢ green (2), 3¢ copper
red #37b, unused, without gum, Greene Foundation certificate), 3¢ red perf 11½x12 #37e with Greene Foundation certificate, and much more including many “jumbos”, both mint and
used, and a few nice covers. Marked retail prices total about
$15,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

344

H
Canada, 1¢ 1898 Imperial Penny Postage, 110
plated singles (85-86). 100 different positions with 10 duplicates, all but five of which are mounted, one stamp to a page,
below a corresponding diagram from Whitney L. Bradley’s The
Canadian Map Stamp of 1898 - A Plating Study; all are o.g. and
about 75% are never hinged. Scott value, counting all as blue
(though there is a wide range of shades) and 80 as never
hinged, is $7,600. A marvelous lot. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

345

HH/H
Canada, Choice Mint Collection, 1897-1960. A
few hundred in glassines and identified, with better mint including 60, 72, 100, 131-134, 135, 136 pair, 160-161, 178-183,
195-201, 203 (x8), 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, C4 (x7), E1, E3

British Commonwealth
Country Collections and Accumulations
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m
Australian States: New South Wales, Used Assortment, 1850s-1900s. On stock cards with many useful
stamps such as 2, 5, 6x2, 9, 13, 16x2, 17b, 18, 23, 24 x5, 25 x2,
27 x3, 28-31, 39, 41-42 x2, 61-68 & 76. Unchecked-in-detail,
and ideal for the plate student or specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

334

m
Australia & States plus New Zealand, Attractive
Collection, 1850-1940. On older pages, many very useful singles & sets, ideal for specialist collector, also includes several
other Pacific rim countries, break ‘er up and see the potential
rise, close inspection will prove most rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

335

S
Bermuda,
Specimen
Stamp
Collection,
1902-40. In Palo hingeless pages, comprising the following
with specimen overprints: 1906-10 (31-39), 1910-13 (40-48),
1920-21 (55-60 & 67-69), 1921 (71-79), plus some sets or part
sets with specimen perfins: 1935 (105-14), 1937 (115-17) &
1938-40 (118-20, 121 & 122), Very Fine. SG £2,875 ($4,400).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

336

H/m
Bermuda, King George V Key Plates Specialized, 1918-32. Small mostly mint collection of various printings
comprising 2s (6), 2s6d (14), 4s (1, SG 52b used), 5s (4) & 10s
(2, SG 92 LH, 92g used); includes no plate varieties; few slight
flaws but otherwise nearly all Fine to Very Fine. SG £3,250
($4,970).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

337

H
Biafra, Mint Collection, 1968-69. In Palo hingeless pages, including 1968 (4-16), plus several sets in the modest range and some souvenir sheets such as 1969 (26 & 31),
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

338

)
Burma,
Postal
History
Accumulation,
1870s-1940s. Twenty nine covers sent in the 1877-1946 period and mostly sent to India, including twenty postal envelopes
with Rangoon (Yangon) postmarks and six covers with Burma
stamps tied on reverse by 1941-46 postmarks. We also noted
fourteen bank checks with India stamps issued in the early
1900s that deserve your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

339

HH/H
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1911-25 “Admiral” Issue. Three counter book containing about 175 mint
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(x5), with some useful duplication, there are many NH so close
inspection is suggested, loaded with value, the opportunities
abound, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
346

347

348

349

350

)
Canada, Selection of 16 Better Covers, 1822-97.
One stampless, one 1¢ 1859, two Large Queens, and the rest
Small Queens; an excellent variety of usages, mostly clean and
F-VF, all in sleeves with write-ups and retail prices totaling
nearly $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1988. In
Scott album, starting with some earlies, including several unchecked in detail QV examples, followed by many better singles, part sets & sets (mint unless denoted) such as 1893
(46-47, used), 1897 (50-60), 1897-98 (70-72), 1898 (79), 1898
(85-86), 1908 (96-103), 1912-25 Admiral (104-105, 110-118 &
120), 1915-24 (131-34, NH), 1918-29 (149-59, including $1
NH), 1930-31 (178-83, NH), 1932-35 (195-201), 1935
(217-27), followed by many other sets, including airmails and
special delivery stamps. We also noted some postage dues and
officials that deserve your attention. Desirable lot, worth a look,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

353

HH/H
Canada, Collector’s Balance Selection. Nice
mint lot includes 34-36, 41-46, E1, 70, 120, 121, and an excellent group of coils, tremendous opportunity to restock, some
trivial faults, be sure to come down and check this one out,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

354

m
Canada, Used Dealer Stock. Mounted in a large
number of presentation cards, including desirable19th century
stamps such as 1888-97 (41i, deep rose carmine). We also
noted several useful sets, blocks of four and singles such as
1926 (140, block of four), 1929 (158), 1932 (195-201, blocks of
four), 1933 (203, block of four), 1935 (211-16, blocks of four),
plus some airmails, registration stamps and postage dues and
perfin officials. Good retail material, inspection advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

355

H/m
Canada, Small Queen Accumulation, 1870-89.
Approximately 500 stamps, mostly used with a few mint no gum
or mint hinged, Scott numbers range from 25//75, unchecked
for shades, varieties or cancels, a holding with enormous potential, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $250 - 350

356
m/)
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of 1852-58 Pence and
1859 “Cents” Issues. 17 items on dealer pages including (all
used) 1852 - 3d Beaver #4d (4 VF copies), 1859 - 5¢ Beaver
#15 (3, one with large pre-printing paper fold, one on cover); an
attractive nicely executed fake of a 5¢ bisect #15b used with
10¢ on 1866 cover front to Ireland with 1960 P.F. certificate; a
10¢ violet #17vii (unused, small part o.g.) with “captured” imprint; a 10¢ red lilac #17c, “imperf” single with lower left corner
sheet margin (no margin top or right), 12½¢ green #18 and 2¢
rose #20. Marked retail prices total $5,100 which includes $475
for the “bisect”.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
Canada, Postal History Lot. Intriguing lot of covers and cards, includes first flights, 1874 registered cover, picture postcards, first day covers and two packs of 1996 Land
Vehicles maximum cards, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

357

HH/H/m Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1897 Victoria Jubilee Issue. 22 items on dealer pages comprising ½¢ (2 used),
1¢ (2 NH), 2¢ (1 NH) 3¢ (2 NH, 1 used), 5¢ (3 NH, 1 regummed),
6¢ (1), 10¢ (1), 20¢ (2 used, 1 with small thin, the other a dubious cancel), 50¢ (one used), $1 (3 o.g.), and a $4 Tapling Museum reproduction “die proof”. Marked retail prices total
$5,295.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
Canada, Postal History Accumulation. A large
carton filled to overflowing with old covers, recent FDCs and
piles of stationery. The old covers are almost exclusively Victorian era mounted on pages filling a large binder. We spotted
many illustrated advertising covers among these, however
nearly all were roughly opened. The real value of this lot is found
in the recent FDCs which includes high values from the 1980s
and 1990s including plate blocks on FDC. Altogether, well
worth the estimate.
Estimate $200 - 300

358

m
Canada, Mostly Used Stock, 1860-1950. Several
hundred stamps on stock pages, mostly used and with a strong
holding on the King George V issue, with shades, varieties and
cancels, mixed condition, a proper lot for the Canadian buff,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

359

HH/H
Canada, Centennial Postage Due Collection,
1973-78. Lot of blocks of four and full sheets, sheets include
J29, J30, J31i, J33i, J34iii, and J37i, fresh as the day they were
printed, a great holding for the Canadian specialist, Very Fine.
Unitrade C$820 ($700).
Estimate $150 - 200

360

H/m/)
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection,
1851-1966. In a Scott album with some mint and used issues in
parallel, including several better earlies in used condition:
1852-55 Beaver (4 x2, used), 1855 Cartier (7), 1857 (8), 1859
(17-19), followed by 1868-97 large and small QV mostly used
stamps, and then by several better stamps (mint unless denoted) such as 1897 Jubilee 1¢ orange block of six (51, NH),
15¢ steel blue block of four (58, bottom pair NH), 20¢ vermilion
(59), 50¢ ultramarine (60, used), $2 dark purple (62, used) & $5
(65), plus 1897-98 Maple Leaf (69-72). The 20th century section with 1911-25 (114-18), 1930-31 Bluenose & Parliament
(158-59) & 1930-31 (176-77). Airmail section virtually complete, plus special delivery, postage dues and some officials.
Newfoundland useful, including 1923-24 (C3), 1933 (212-25)
& 1939 (J1-6). We also noted Nova Scotia used earlies (2-4)
and some Prince Edward Island examples. Viewing is advised
to get the true feel for the value here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m
Canada, Dealer’s Stock of the 1897-1902 “Maple
Leaf” & “Numeral” Issues. One counter book containing 22
items including (mint NH unless noted) Maple Leafs ½¢ & 2¢ (1
each) & 6¢ (2), 8¢ (1, plus a used Jumbo), and Numerals ½¢ &
1¢ (2 each), 2¢ purple (3 plus 1 LH), 2¢ carmine (1 plus an LH
booklet pane with slight stains and a used “imperf” single), 6¢
(LH), 7¢ (used block of 4), 10¢ (used block of 4) and two complete used sets. Marked retail prices total $6,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

351

H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Collection, 1897-1965,
mounted on White Ace pages in two binders, mint includes 50,
53-56, 67-68, 71, 74-75, 81, 87-88, 141-145, 149-158, 203,
217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273, 302, C1-C9, E1-E10,
J1-J5, J6-J10, J11-J14, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

352

)
Canada, Choice Postal History Holding,
1870-1950. Excellent selection with many premium items, includes items such as 37 on allover ad on reverse, 36 & 37 on
registered cover, E1 (x2) and 108 on cover to NYC, multicolored allover ad cover for King Edward Hotel, and two 37 and
pair 34 on 2¢ postal envelope to Wisconsin, a few condition issues as to be expected, a lot that will please any BNA collector
or dealer, F.-V.F. 2,700 retail (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
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361

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mostly Mint Collection,
1850s-1950s. In a Lighthouse hingeless album with many
better (mint unless denoted) such as Canada 1852-55 (4,
used), 1878 (38 mint, part original gum and accompanied with
2010 APS certificate), 1897 (50-52, 54-55, 58 & 61 mint, plus 62
used), 1928-29 (158 used & 159 mint), 1930-31 (162-77), 1932
(195-201, including 13¢ NH), 1935 (217-27), 1938 (241-45, incl
$1 NH), 1942-43 (249-62, including $1 NH), plus airmails, postage dues, officials and special delivery examples. We also
noted War Tex stamps, including 5¢, 20¢ & 50¢ (Unitrade
MR2Bi, MR2C & MR2D). Newfoundland 1928-29 (145-59, including 4¢ rose purple), 1929-31 (163-71), 1931 (172-82),
1932-37 (183-99), 1933 (212-25, plus seven stamps with perf.
14). We also noted Nova Scotia, New Brunswick & Prince Edward Islands. Well worth checking out as there is much material
and retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

362

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-1990s. In Scott album, starting with 1860s-1890s used
QV examples, 1897 Jubilee (52-53, 55 & 57, mint), 1898 Map
(85-86, mint), 1908 (96-99 & 101-102), 1912-25 Admiral (112,
113-14, 118 & 119, mint), 1927 (142-45, mint), 1928-29
(149-58, mint), 1935 (217-27, mint), 1938 (241-45, mint),
1942-43 (249-62, mint), 1946 (268-73, mint), followed by large
amount of sets in the modest range, including semipostals, airmails, special delivery stamps, officials and some postage
dues. We also noted Newfoundland section with useful singles
and sets such as 1897 (70-71, 72 & 74, mint), 1928 (145-59,
mint), 1937 KGVI (233-43, mint), 1931 Airmail (C6-8, mint) &
1939-49 (J1-7). A lot that is a delight to go through and will break
down well, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

363

H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection,
1859-1933. In a binder with some useful earlies such as 1859
(17 x4, used), followed by small and large QV examples, and
then by 1897 (51 x2, NH & used), 1897 (54, used), 1898 Imperial Penny 2¢ Map & 1899 Surcharges. The 20th century section with sets and part sets, including 1911-25 Admiral Issue
(108-112, 114-15, 117-118 & 120, mint), plus some airmails, official perfins, special delivery examples and unchecked revenues; Newfoundland section with 1876-79 (38 & 40 x3, used),
followed by many other stamps in the modest range. We also
noted some New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward
Island stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

364

)
Canada & Newfoundland, Collection of Stamp
Dealer Ad Covers. Over 100 covers, eight are pre-1900, over
sixty are pre-WW2, with a few labels and seals, better includes
1888 The Canadian Philatelist, second year of its existence,
with strip of three #35, #56 on registered cover from H.F. Kalse,
strip of four #74 on illustrated ad cover for The Canada Stamp
Co, pair #86 on registered cover from W. Kelsey Hall, 1930
cover from K. Bileski with 126a imperf pair, and a multiple of ten
#34 with#37 on 1895 registered cover from International Stamp
CO, a rare opportunity to acquire a huge stock of this popular
collecting area inexpensively, a few mixed condition, inspection
is desirable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

365

HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Mostly Mint & Never
Hinged Assortment. In presentation cards, including Canada
114 block of four with three stamps NH, 125 block of four with
bottom pair NH, 200 NH, 225 x2 NH, 268-73 NH; Newfoundland 233-43 NH; Nova Scotia 1-5 used & 11 mint. We also
noted six modern booklets and some modern plate blocks. Well
worth a look, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

366

m/)
Cape of Good Hope, Used Assortment,
1850s-1860s. Interesting property, including 1855-58 (3-4);
1856 cover from Cape Town to Grahams Town, bearing two 4d
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blue values (Scott 4, right stamp from Die A) tied by triangular
barrred cancels; 1861 1d & 4d “wood-blocks” (7 & 9) & 1863-64
(13, pair, unused no gum). Useful for the dealer or specialist,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
367

H/m
Dominica, Predominantly Used Collection,
1874-1974. Mounted on Scott pages, starting with a good representation of the XIX Century issues in used condition, including 1874 QV (Scott 1-3), 1877-79 QV (4-9), 1882 Bisects
(10-12), plus 1888 QV 6d & 1sh (23-24), followed by several
better XX Century used sets & singles such as 1903 & 1906-07
Roseau & KEVII sets (25-33 & 35-49), 1914 KGV 5sh (54),
1921 Roseau (56-63), 1923 KGV (65-82), 1923 KGV (83-85),
plus several other sets & some 1984 first day covers. Condition
is generally F-VF. A very useful collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

368

HH/H/) Great Britain, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1952-2012. Magnificently presented in four Scott albums and
virtually complete for the period; Volume I starts with 1952-54
(292-308), 1955 (309-12), followed by several coil strips and
coil leaders with stamps attached; 1958 Castles De La Rue set;
1958 3d blocks of four with flaws (338); 1955-57 (317-33 x2, including set with cylinder numbers on left selvage), 1958-60
(353-369), 1958-59 (353c-360a), 1959 QEII phosphor-graphite
issue, and then by a wealth of sets and gutter blocks; Volume II
with 1976-95 sets and booklets; Volume III with sets, se-tenant
multiples, booklets and sheets; Volume IV with se-tenant multiples, sheets, souvenir sheets, followed by Machin Head
definitives issued in the 1967-2006 period, and then by postage
due sets and regional issues (England, Northern Ireland, Scotland & Wales). We also noted several first day covers and a
couple of folded letter covers sent to Italy in 1876 & 1877, plus a
Royal Mail Smilers album that contains many sheets of stamps
issued in the 2000-2010 period. Great lot for the discriminating
collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

369

H/m
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection,
1840s-1980s. In two Lindner hingeless albums with several
better stamps such as 1840 (1, used), 1856 (27-28, used), 1867
(54, used), 1867 (57, used), 1872-73 (59-61, used), 1873-81
(65-67, used), 1876 (73, used), 1883 (96, used), 1884 (108,
used), 1902-11 (139-40, used), followed by KGV & QEII sets in
mint condition, and then highly complete in the 1960-80 period.
Great material throughout. Just a nice lot at our estimate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

370

m
Great Britain, Used Classics Assortment,
1862-1900. In presentation sheets, including 34 x2; 34a; 37;
37a; 40; 52 plate 4; 53 plate 1; 55 x3 plate 1; 64 x4, plates 8-10 &
13; 69 plate 15; 70 plate 15; 73; 85; 86 x2, plates 17-18; 94 x2,
mint; 95; 103-07. Some stamps with small faults, otherwise
F.-V.F. Scott $10,350.
Estimate $500 - 750

371

H/m
Great Britain, Mostly Used Dealer’s Stock,
1854-1980. In four stock books in some semblance of Scott order. The first two books hold the Victoria issues as well the
Kings to 1950. Obviously, the last two books mainly hold the
Elizabeth issues. We found that value is concentrated in the first
volume which holds the early issues. Better items are found
throughout all four books. We encountered a number of high
catalog value used items such as Scott 3 (13), 10 (2), 28A, 37,
42, 96 (3), 108 (3), 104 (3), 105 (4), 122 (15), 136 (12), 137 (13),
139-40, 174, 179 (14), 180 (15), 181, 183 (4), 222-23 (2), and
312 (9). One of the Elizabeth books is exclusively Machins and
includes a few gutter pairs including #MH175-76. As usual for
19th century material, condition is a little mixed, however total
catalog value is substantial, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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372

373

374

375

376

377

378

m
Great Britain, Used Dealer’s Stock Edward VII,
1902-1911. A couple hundred used stamps mounted on small
pages filling a dealer’s counter book. Every page is identified by
Scott number and most pages also indicate the Stanley Gibbons number for paper and color varieties. Many are in quantities of five to ten each with a few higher. Includes Scott 129b
(16), 132 (11), 132d (5), 133 (22), 133c (14), 134 (28), 135 (30),
136 (6), 136d (3), 138a (17), 138 (17), 139 (3), 148 (19), 149
(15), 150 (14) and much more. The owner has also noted many
interesting cancels. Generally a clean, Fine-VF group that is
well worth a few moments to review, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
H/m
Great Britain, Mint & Used Stock, 1887-1960.
Delightful lot for the Anglophile, includes used 116 to 122 with
moderate duplication on a stock page, then dozens of display
cards with items such as mint 78, 220, 113, 131, 185-186, 305,
useful and desirable material, a few condition issues, but generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
H/)
Great Britain, Postal Strike Collection, 1971. In
a stock book, including several undelivered covers to the
United States, followed by a wealth of sets, first day covers and
some souvenir sheets, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
H/)
Great
Britain:
Channel
Islands,
Back-of-the-Book Accumulation, 1942-82. Great lot for the
specialist loaded with goodies, includes Jersey and Guernsey
aerogrammes including a rare Jersey 6½p with an extra 1½p
surcharge at lower right, Jersey German Occupation stamps,
Jersey J1-J6 mint NH, 1944 cover with German stamp tied by
feldpost with Jersey c.d.s., complete booklets, Isle of Man revenues, loads of first day covers, mint and used gutter pairs, registered envelopes, Guernsey 22a and 23a, a selection that will
please any collector or dealer of this material, excellent basis
for an advanced specialized collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
India & States, Mint & Used Collection,
1854-1975. In Scott album, beginning with some earlies issued
in the 1854-76 period, followed by 1882-87 (36-46, used), 1895
(50-52, used), 1902-09 (71-72 & 74, used), 1935 (142-48,
mint), and then by Airmail section with 1929-30 (C1-6, mint);
Military Stamps (Chinese Expeditionary Force) 1900 (M1-10,
mint) & 1901-11 (M12-20, mint); Officials 1937-39 (O97-103,
used). We also noted Chamba, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha &
Patialas, plus a good number of Native Feudatory States examples. A good starter collection of this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m Ireland, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1922-2001. In two Scott albums with better noted (mint unless
denoted) including 1922 (1-8), 1922 (12, Nissen Re-entry, plate
2A: Row 1/ Stamp 3), 1922 (23-35), 1922 (36, used), 1922
(39-43), 1922-23 (45-55 & 57-58, plus 2s6d used), 1923
(59-62), 1925 (77-79, including 10s NH), 1922-23 (65-76),
1935 (93 mint & 94 used), followed by a highly complete section
with sets issued in the 1929-92. We also noted many modern
booklets and miniature sheets, plus useful airmails and postage
dues (J1-4 & J5-14). A lovely collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m
Ireland, Mint & Used Collection, 1922-2000. Well
over a thousand stamps and souvenir sheets residing in two
volumes, earlier material is used, later in mint and mostly NH, is
virtually complete from 1941-2000, range of items are Scott
1//1278, C1//C7, J1//J47, also includes complete booklets and
panes, mounted on quadrille pages, a fantastic opportunity to
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acquire some nice stock in this popular country, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
379

H/m/)
Ireland, Used Stock, 1922-2000. 2,400 stamps
and covers residing in one volume, range of items are Scott
16//578, there are six MNH sets of 519-520, enough material to
assure high potential, scoop it up before someone else does!!
F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

380

m
Jamaica, Cancellation Collection, 1875-1940. A
few hundred stamps and registry labels, arranged by cancel
number or town, needs some organization, but the effort will be
well rewarded, some mixed condition, a few minutes will convince you of its potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

381

H/m
Jamaica, War Tax Specialized Mint & Used Collection, 1916-19. In Palo hingeless pages, including MR1a-c,
MR4a, plus some unlisted varieties such as dropped “A” or
small “P” in “Stamp”, followed by MR5a, x2, plus dropped “A” or
small “P” in “Stamp”, and then by MR7b-c, MR8a-c, MR9a &
MR9c, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

382

)
Malaya, Postal History Collection, 1910-87. 35
covers mounted on annotated pages, including many franked
on reverse with single or mixed frankings representing the 4¢
(Empire letter rate), 5¢ (Malayan internal rate) & 8¢ (Empire letter rate). We also noted Singapore aerogrammes 1913 Penang
registered postal packet receipt & 1914 money order, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

383

H/m
Malaysia and Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1880-1950. A few hundred stamps in a counter book, better
mint unless noted includes #12, Johore 158-169, Kedah used
53, 81, Kelantan 10a, 40, Malacca 1-2 (x2), Negri Sembilan
64-74, with loads of material in the $10.00 to $50.00 range, a
choice lot that will please collector and dealer alike, close inspection will attest the value of this offering, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

384

)
New Guinea, Relief Cancels on Cover, 1969-81.
35 covers with relief postmarks from various post offices used
until the permanent hand stamp arrived, includes Kiunga,
Wakunai, Bulolo, Kagua, Hula, Mendi, Salamo and other,
mounted on pages and well written up, could be the basis for an
exhibition, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

385

H/m
New Zealand, Mostly Used Assortment,
1860s-1940s. Approximately 250 stamps in stock pages, including many useful (used unless denoted) such as 1864-71
(Stanley Gibbons 111); 1873-92 (146 & 149-51); 1878 (178),
1882-1900 1d stamps with Sunlight advertisements on reverse
(195 x2) & 5d with Miller & Reich advertisement on reverse, followed by several QV stamps issued in the 1882-1900 period.
We also noted 1901 (279, mint pair), 1902 (294-95, mint pairs),
1902 (315-16), 1909-16 KGV perforation varieties & 1936-43
pictorials in mint condition, and with mixed perforations. Unchecked in detail, and in consequence presenting opportunities
for collectors or dealers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

386

HH/H
Palestine, Mostly Never Hinged Specialized
Collection / Assortment, 1918. Plated typographed stamps
highly recommended for the plate flaw student; 1m brown part
sheets, including one with pencil notations on selvage; 2m blue
green multiples corresponding to specific positions, 1pi indigo
multiples & 10pi ultramarine part sheet. We also noted several
pages with unchecked-in-detail (2m, 3m, 4m, 5m, 1pi, 2pi & 5pi)
pairs, blocks, multiples and part sheets. A real opportunity for
the specialist, collector or dealer to acquire material that is
seldom offered, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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387

)
Palestine, Cover Accumulation, 1918-40s.
About 90 covers, primarily Pictorials used from Jerusalem,
Haifa or Tel Aviv, though there are a good number of earlier
covers and smaller towns, plus lots of interesting rates and usages including a 13m Registered Letter envelope uprated with
17m postage and used from Jerusalem to Haifa in Jul 1935;
also three Postage Due covers and two documents with Palestine Revenues; condition is a little mixed, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

388

H/m
Palestine, Mint and Used Collection, 1918-42.
Small collection on a few album pages and a small stockbook;
includes Scott numbers (mint unless noted) 1 (used), 3a, 4-25
plus 22a & 22d; the stockbook contains duplication and a few
large multiples of some lower value pictorials. Scott approximately $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

389

HH/H
Singapore, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment.
Mostly in glassines with many sets and souvenir sheets that are
relatively easy to sell. We noted 1963 $1 wmk. sideways (67a
x2), 1970 (115a x3), 1971 Festivals souvenir sheet (141a),
1971 first day cover (144-49), plus three souvenir booklets issued in the 1980s. Great for the internet dealer, F.-V.F. Scott
$850.
Estimate $300 - 400

390

H/m/)
South Africa, Mint & Used Assortment. Enormous holding in thirteen stock books with duplication, several
binders and a large number of first day covers. There are regulars, airmails, postage dues and officials. We also noted four
booklets, including 2s6d (SG SB17), plus many catalogued varieties (plate flaws) of stamps issued in the 1950s, corresponding to specific positions and deserving your attention. Large
amount of first day covers, including a good proportion issued
by South West Africa. There is an extra stock book with Cape of
Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal & Zululand truly useful material,
and identified with Stanley Gibbons numbers. Good lot for the
collector or dealer, and worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

393

HH/H
British America, Mint & Never Hinged Dealer
Stock. In presentation cards with innumerable saleable sets,
singles or part sets (mint unless denoted) such as Antigua
107-21; Barbuda 8; Bermuda 143-62; Dominica 97-110;
Falkland Islands 21, 128-42 NH & 119-20; Grenada 131-42,
151-63 & 171-83; Jamaica 140-41; Montserrat 128-42; Trinidad-Tobago 72-83; Turks & Caicos 44-57, 121-34 NH; Virgin
Islands 38-46, 76-87 & 128-39 NH. A lot that will break down
well, particularly for approvals or small auction units, Very Fine.
Scott $2,630.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

394

H/m
British America, Mint & Used Collection. In four
albums, including many mint sets & singles such as Antigua
1935 (77-80), Bermuda 1920 (49), 1920-21 (55-59), 1943-48
(125a & 128b, latter in chalky paper and NH), Canada 1912-25
(104-22, used), Falkland Islands (Graham Land, South Georgia, South Orkneys & South Shetlands KGVI sets), Newfoundland 1935 (226-29) & 1937 (233-43), St. Lucia 1935 (91-94), St.
Vincent 1935 (134-37) & Virgin Islands 1935 (69-72). We also
noted Barbados, Bahamas, British Guiana, British Honduras,
Dominica, Jamaica, Montserrat, Trinidad-Tobago, Turks &
Caicos, plus Minkus album with St. Vincent-Grenadines modern material, including booklets, souvenir sheets and some
specimen overprints. Recommended for the dealer with many
desirable sets and singles, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

395

H/m/)
British Asia, Parallel Mint & Used Collection. In
two Minkus albums with value concentrated in the 20th century
issues, Volume I contains many mint sets or singles such as
Straits Settlements 1902 (99-100, 102 & 104), 1904-11 (119,
121-24), 1907 (140-44), 1912-18 (164-67), 1921-32 (198-201),
1936-37 (232-33), 1937-41 (242-52), 1945-48 (256-71), plus
some examples issued under Japanese Occupation; followed
by Federated Malay States, and then by Johore 1926 (120);
Kedah 1948 (55-56), plus three stamps with specimen overprints; Kelantan, Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang,
Perak, Perlis, Selangor & Trengganu. We also noted Sarawak
& United Arab Emirates sections with sets, part sets and singles
in the modest range. Volume II begins with Aden 1937 (1-12),
1939-48 (16-27a), 1949 (30-31) & 1951 (36-46), followed by
Kathiri State of Seiyun & Qu’aiti State of Shihr & Mukalla fresh
sets, plus Batum, Brunei, Mesopotamia (N38-41) & Federation
of Malaysia sections, latter with stamps issued in the 1957-90
period. Inspection will provide a valuable advantage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

396

H/m
British Asia, Mint & Used Collection. In four
Scott albums with some duplication and better sets, part sets
and singles noted in Burma, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, North
Borneo, Malaya, Singapore, Straits Settlements (Federated
Malay States, Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri
Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak, Selangor & Trengganu).
We also noted some Great Britain offices in China, Palestine &
Pakistan examples that deserve your attention. Takes time to
view but a great lot for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

397

HH/H/m British Asia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Dealer
Stock. In presentation cards, including Cocos Islands 1-6 x5 &
87-102 NH; Christmas Islands 1-10, 11-20 x4, 22-33 NH &
112-15 blocks of four; North Borneo 280-95; Sarawak 50-69 &
94-108; Singapore 28-42, plus a couple of Indian Ocean Territory sets: 63-77 x2. A small nice lot that will bring profit, F.-V.F.
Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

398

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Bountiful Mint Dealer
Stock, 1900-2000. An amazing stock of a couple of thousand
stamps with many NH examples, includes Australia includes
C4, British Indian Ocean Territory 16-33, 39-42, 43, 44-47,
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HH/H
British Africa, Mint & Never Hinged Dealer
Stock. In presentation cards with some duplication, including
Basutoland 61-71; Bechuanaland Protectorate 124-36;
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika 120-35 NH; Northern Rhodesia
48-49, 61-74 & 75-88; Rhodesia-Nyasaland 141//55 NH; Sierra
Leone 173-85 x2; Swaziland 55-66 NH & 80-91 NH; Tanzania
33-49 NH; Tristan Da Cunha 28-41 NH x2; Southern Rhodesia
14; South West Africa 135-43, 249-60 NH, 266-80 NH; Zanzibar 230-43 & 264-79. A great lot for the internet dealer, Very
Fine. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
H/m
British Africa, Mint & Used Collection. Scott album with value concentrated in the 20th century and countries
arranged in alphabetical order, including Ascension,
Basutoland, British Bechuanaland, Bechuanaland Protectorate, Cape of Good Hope, Egypt, Gambia, Gold Coast, Mauritius, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, St. Helena, Sierra
Leone, Somaliland Protectorate, Togo, South Africa & Zanzibar
with useful sets, part sets & singles. We also noted loose album
pages with Nyasland, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Somaliland &
Southern Rhodesia material, plus additional album with unchecked in detail modern singles and blocks of four. A lot with
many good pickings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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54-56, 63-77, Falkland Islands 166-179, 210-222, 227-230,
237-240, Grenada 294-309, Maldive 214-220 (x2), 274-277,
282-287, 436-445, Papua New Guinea 265-279, 369-388, Singapore 86-95 (x2), 107-111, 112-115, 126-128, 133-137,
138-141 (x2), 148-149, 164-166 (x2), 183-188 (x2), 189-201,
202-205 (x2), 236-239, Tristan da Cunha 115, 191-194, countries include India, New Zealand, Nigeria, Tonga coin & die cut
stamps, and dozens and dozen of better sets and singles, view
this one early then bid, bid, bid!!! fresh and clean, a few identification issues, but overall, a F.-V.F. holding with enormous
potential.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
399

400

401

402

403

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mostly Never Hinged
Dealer Stock, 1960s-1970s. Group of 39 small counterbooks
with singles, pairs, blocks of four, multiples and souvenir
sheets. We noted Anguilla, Barbuda, Canada, Cook Islands,
Dominica, Fiji, Ghana, Great Britain, Grenada, Malawi, Malta,
Mauritius, Montserrat, New Hebrides, Papua & New Guinea,
St. Cristopher-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Helena, St. Lucia, Sudan &
Zambia stamps. A good lot with many possibilities, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mostly Never Hinged
Dealer Stock, 1960s-1970s. Blocks of four, multiples, singles,
miniature sheets and souvenir sheets in 27 three-ring binders,
including Aitutaki, Antigua, Barbuda, Barbados, Bermuda, Botswana, British Honduras, Brunei, Cook Islands, Dominica,
Great Britain, Grenada, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, New Zealand,
Pakistan, Pitcairn Islands, St. Vincent, Singapore Festivals
(141a x2 & 143) & South Georgia. A truly money maker holding,
and excellent for the retailer or internet seller, be sure to see it,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH
British Commonwealth, Modern Dealer Stock.
Hundreds of glassines with thousands of stamps and some
souvenir sheets in the modest range, including duplication. We
noted Cayman Islands, Christmas Islands, Cook Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands Dependencies, Gibraltar, Grenada,
Grenadines, Lesotho, Malta, Montserrat, Nauru, Nevis, Pitcairn
Islands, St. Christopher-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent,
Kiribati, Tanzania, Tokelau, Transkei & Virgin Islands. Many
saleable sets, including some in blocks of four. A good lot with
many possibilities, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Collection.
Seven Minkus albums with better noted including Ascension
1938-53 KGVI (40-41A & 42-49); Bahamas 1935 (92-95, mint);
Barbados 1935 (186-89, mint), 1938-47 (193-201A, mint),
1950 (216-27, mint) & 1950-56 (235-47, mint); Cameroons
1915 (53-61, including 54, 57 & 61 used); Great Britain 1840 (1,
used); Ireland 1922 (1-8 & 15-18, mint); Jamaica 1935
(109-12); Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika O1-12 & O13-20;
Labuan 1902-03 (99A-109); Leeward Islands 1890 QV (1-8,
mint), 1902 (27-28, mint); 1912 (46-57, mint), 1921-32 KGV
(77-83, mint) & 1938-51 KGVI (112-14); Madagascar 1886
(50); Northern Rhodesia 1938-52 KGVI (25-36 & 38-45, used);
Oman 1944 (O1-10, mint); Rhodesia 1896 (33-39, used); Seychelles 1935 (118-21); Virgin Islands 1935 (69-72, mint); Zanzibar 13. We also noted Aden, Australian States, Brunei, Cook
Islands, Hong Kong, New Guinea, New Hebrides, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, North Borneo, Palestine, Pitcairn Islands,
Qatar, Sarawak, Singapore, South Arabia & Straits Settlements- oops, the bell is ringing and time’s up. Please take time
with this lot., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Bountiful Collection of
Mint & Used, 1860-2000. Tens of thousand of stamps and
souvenir sheets residing in 60+ albums, there is such a vast
quantity of material that it is hard to know where to begin, suffice
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to say there is Great Britain offices abroad, revenues and
back-of-the-book, India with all manner of states, Australia and
states, great British Asia & Caribbean, some “Specimen” overprints, and probably a lot more, heavy duplication and mixed
condition, unchecked for cancels or varieties, this will take a
while to assimilate so be sure to come down early and take a
peek at this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
404

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Assortment. In a stock book, including Bahrain 38-51; Canada 113 &
205-207; Fiji 44 used block of four; Gibraltar 38; Grenada
132-41; Hong Kong 45, 78, 196; Jamaica 53; Leeward Islands
1-4 & 6; North West Pacific Islands 40-41, 46 & 49; St. Lucia 37
& Virgin Islands 112-13, plus many other singles and part sets
in the same price range. A very clean lot and a good opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

405

H/m
British Commonwealth, Giant Used Dealer
Stock. Unchecked in detail lot with thousands of stamps and
some souvenir sheets in glassines and stock cards, including
many identified with Scott catalogue numbers. Owner’s catalogue value over $100,000. Great for the approval dealer with
huge potential. The time spent viewing will be well rewarded,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

406

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock. In five small binders with value concentrated in Canada
1930 (223, plate block of six), 1938 (241 & 244, plate block of 4),
1943 (259, two plate blocks), 1942 (260-61, plate blocks of
four), 1946 (268-73, plate blocks of four), 1950 (294, four plate
blocks of four), 1953 (321, two plate blocks of four), plus 1950
(EO1, two blocks of four), 1950 (EO2, block of four), 1949-50
(O7, two blocks of four). We also noted Australia, Great Britain
& Ireland stamps. Condition is a little mixed but much is Very
Fine. Inspection recommended, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

407

HH/H/m British
Commonwealth,
Mystery
Tour,
1880-2000. Diverse and valuable holding, a couple of thousand stamps in two stock books, in presentation packs and on
stock cards, includes a strong collection of Straits Settlements
and Malaysia, mint modern Great Britain, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, and Australia Antarctic Territories, the Straits
Settlements and Malaysia alone should cover our low estimate,
be sure to ask for this selection, you will not regret it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

408

H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Assortment. In a good number of three-ring binders, including 19th
Century and early 20th century issues. Better noted include
Great Britain section in a home-made album, Australia, Bermuda, Canada, New Zealand & Straits Settlements. We also
noted a couple of White Ace albums with 1937 King George VI
Coronation omnibus sets, 1946 Victory & Peace issues, 1953
Queen Elizaberh II Coronation & 1977 Queen Elizabeth Silver
Jubilee sets and booklets. We are sure that the diligent dealer
will profit from our quick inspection and superficial evaluation,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

409

H/m/)
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Accumulation. In several binders and albums with most sets, part sets
and singles in the modest range but some better areas or countries such as Great Britain, Canada, New South Wales, New
Zealand, South West Africa, Victoria 1897 (B1-2, including 1d
mint & 2½d used), plus Ghana collection in a Minkus album,
1977 QEII Silver Jubilee first day covers, Canada first day covers issued in the 1960s-80s period. Well worth a look at our
estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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410

H/)
British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint Assortment. In presentation cards with many better such as Federated Malaya States 78; Malaya-Kedah 53-54; Malaya-Perak
105-25; Leeward Islands 133-47; Pakistan O27-34; Sierra Leone 118; Western Australia 33a lilac with BPA certificate, plus
British Commonwealth postal stationery mint and used group;
India 150 first day covers issued in the 1960s-70s. We also
noted 1946 Peace, 1953 Coronation QEII & 1972 Silver Wedding issues. A lot that will break down well, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

417

H/m
British Oceania, Mint & Used Collection. Recommended for dealer and presented in five albums and some
loose album pages, including Australia collection with singles,
sets and part sets, plus Australian States unchecked in detail
stamps issued in the 19th Century; New Zealand section with
material in the modest range, Papua, Christmas Islands
1958-84 sets; Cocos (Keeling) Islands 1963-85 sets, plus
Tonga & Tuvalu modern issues. Album pages with Australia,
Samoa & Tonga examples. A lot that should be viewed in order
to envision its possibilities, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

411

H/m
British Commonwealth, Accumulation of Mint &
Used Collections. In five albums, better include India &
States, plus Burma 1937 KGV (O11-13, mint); Pakistan 1947
KGVI (1-19 & O1-13, mint). We also noted Bhutan, Canada,
Ceylon, Jamaica, Nepal & Maldive Islands, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

418

412

HH/H/m British Commonwealth, Mostly Mint & Never
Hinged Dealer Stock. In presentation cards with value concentrated in British Commonwealth stamps: Antigua 56; Bahamas 22, 55 & 81-82; British Guiana 102 used; Cayman Islands
29; Cyprus 37 & 155; Gibraltar 3; Jamaica 15; Nevis 12 & Orange River Colony 69. We also noted Chile 186-97, Cuba
C122-26 and some Canal Zone examples. A colorful lot, well
worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH/H/m British Pacific, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Dealer Stock. In presentation cards, including Australia 1-5,
142-44 NH, 152-54, 365-79, 394-417, 412-16 NH; Cook Islands 69, 74-75, 101-102, 104-105; Fiji 117-36 & 117-35; Pacific West Islands three vertical strips of three (23-24, 40);
Papua C1d, C5-9 x2, mint & used; Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 11-12;
Nauru 1-2, 4 & 6-11; New Zealand 229-41 NH, 333-52 x2, NH,
382-404; Niue 50-51 & 89A-D; Samoa 114-19; Solomon Islands 149-66 x2. Have a pleasant and happy day viewing,
F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

413

)
British Commonwealth, Cigarette Card Collection. A few hundred cards from Ogden’s, Pedro, Railway Virginia, Scissors, Murray’s cigarettes, includes 14 balloon and
zeppelin cards, actors and actresses, native costumes, foreign
rulers, dancing women, much earlier than the normally encountered English cigarette cards, the zeppelin cards alone are
worth our low estimate, some scrapbook adhesions on some
cards, take a look see and appraise them yourself, sure to command some aggressive bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

414

HH/H/m British Europe, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged
Dealer Stock. In presentation cards, highlights include Cyprus
183-97 NH; Gibraltar 118 NH & 186-99 NH; Great Britain
267-68, 286-88 & 309-12; Offices in Qatar 13-15 x3; Ireland
15-18, 94 used, 167-68 NH blocks of four & 171-72 NH; Malta
21-27. We also noted two Wedgwood £1 booklets. A useful lot
to check through, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000

415

H/m
British Europe, Mostly Used Collection. In four
albums with slight duplication, including Great Britain 19th Century, including 1d penny black, plus some offices in Turkish Empire examples. We also noted Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland &
Malta with sets, part sets and singles mostly in the modest
range. Nothing really thrilling spotted in our brief examination
but who knows! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

416

H/m
British Middle East, Mint & Used Collection. In a
Minkus album with highlights including Bahrain 1948 (62-63) &
1955 (96-98); Kuwait 1923-24 (12 & O12), 1945 (59-71),
1948-49 (72-81A), 1948-51 (82-83), followed by many fresh
sets such as 1965 (291-98); Muscat 1944-48 (1-15) & 1948
(16-24), 1955-57 (57-64) & 1944 (O1-10), plus Palestine &
Qatars. Nice lot with many desirable sets, and definitely worth a
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Lots 419-824
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

according to Scott), 1931 Prince Leopold (B106), 1935 Taxis
(B169) & 1960 (B662a). Plenty of useful material and definitely
worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

General Foreign
Country Collections and Accumulations
419

H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1970s.
In Minkus album, beginning with 1850s Coat of Arms used examples, followed by unchecked-in-detail 19th Century, including newspaper stamps and offices in the Turkish Empire issues.
We also noted useful regular and semipostal sets such as 1922
(B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1924 (B66-70), 1935 (B128-31) &
1948 (B245-51). A nice collection for expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

420

H/m
Austria, Mostly Used Assortment, 1890s-1980s.
In two stock books with duplication up to 12 stamps, including
Franz Josef stamps issued in the 1890s and depicting in many
cases readable postmarks, Allied Military Government (AMG)
singles and blocks of four; and large number of regulars in the
modest range. We also noted some better airmails such as
1953 (C57 x3 & C58-59 used). We didn’t see anything powerful
but take a look, who knows what you’ll find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

421

HH/H
Austria, 20th Century Mint Collection,
1914-2000. In two Schaubek albums with better noted including 1916-18 (163), 1918-19 (181-99), 1920 (B11-29), 1921
(B30-49), 1922-24 (250-87), 1948-52 (520-56), plus several
other regular and semipostal sets issued in the period. We also
noted some souvenir sheets and many topical examples. Ideal
for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

422

HH/H
Austria, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment,
1945-2006. In three stock books with duplication ranging from
three to eighteen stamps. We noted a wealth of sets in the modest range with some better such as B246-51 x3; B260-63;
B264-67 x2; B269-71; B273-76 x2;. We noted Occupation
stamps of the Allied Military Government (AMG) in singles and
blocks of four, plus some airmails and postage dues. Great for
the audacious Internet or bourse dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

423

H/m
Austria, Collection Balance. Couple of hundred
stamps in a small stockbook, includes early issues, cancels,
specimens & 50 telegraph stamps, fresh & clean group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

424

H/m
Belgium, Mostly Used Collection, 1900s-80s. In
a stock book, including many better (used unless denoted) sets
such as 1928 Orval (B69-77), 1929 (B93-98, NH), 1931
(B107-113, each tied on paper piece), 1933 Tuberculosis
(B144-50), 1934 Crusader (B156-62), 1952 (435-45 & B514) &
1954 (B566 x3, including NH example and two used). We also
noted several desirable souvenir sheets: 1930 (221, unused

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

425

)
Bhutan, Specialized Cover Collection, 1966-80.
Covers bearing the “Abominable Snowman” stamps, 24 covers
bearing snowman plus other Bhutan stamps including cover
with single franked plus Scott non-listed set of four (Michel 1-4),
7 telegrams bearing snowman and other stamps, 5 covers with
surcharged stamps (very scarce on cover), 2 registered
aerogrammes, 1 postal card with added stamps (uncancelled),
package label, 3 sets of 1966 issue FDC’s (2 different cachets,
1 uncancelled), postal revenues regarding snowman stamps,
Olympic overprints (1968- 2 sets of FDC’s), 23 covers franked
with only snowman stamps including 1968 overprint set on registered cover to Germany and 6 covers with surcharged
stamps, scarce on cover, great start for an exhibit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

426

H/m/)
Brazil, Emperor Dom Pedro Specialized Collection, 1866-1885. Nicely mounted in a Manchester album with
duplicates with much scope for possible cancel finds and some
covers, starting with 1866 perforated issue: 10r vermillion x15,
including two mint examples and eight used; 20r red-lilac x18,
including mint stamps, other used; 50r blue x13, including pair;
80r slate-violet x8; 100r blue-green x37, including two pairs and
many interesting postmarks; 200r black x13, including two mint
stamps; 500r orange x6, plus a forwarded cover with mixed
franking (54,56, 59 & 65) to Jersey; 1876-77 rouletted issue
section begins with 10r to 500r set in used condition, followed by
an attractive of mostly used stamps, including 10r vermilion x3,
including two NH examples; 50r blue NH; 100r green x2, including NH example, plus a folded letter with single franking, and
addressed Rio de Janeiro; 200r black x21, including mint example, plus envelope with single franking, and addressed Montevideo; 500r orange x9, used; 1878-79 rouletted issue complete
set (68-77) in used condition, plus an impressive with fancy
cancels, including some unusual pairs and strips of three and
1000r gray-lilac plate proof pair with “American Bank Note
Company, New York” imprint, plus a couple of covers to domestic destinations. We also noted 1881 essays that deserve your
attention, followed by small & large heads stamps. Solid
collection and full of character, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

427

)
Brazil, Postal History Collection, 1887-1960. A
meaty lot with many desirable items housed in a Stanley Gibbons album, starting with 1847 stampless folded printed matter
to London, and showing the British Agency double-arc
datestamp, three covers to the U.S. with postage dues affixed
on arrival, several postal cards used in the 1887-1917 period,
including 1887 Rio de Janeiro local usage & 1888 Sao
Paulo-Rio de Janeiro with Ambulante cds. We also noted several used letter cards that deserve your attention such as 20r
wrapper (H&G 7a) uprated and to Canada, 60r wrapper (H&G
9a) uprated and to Denmark, plus several picture postcards
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sent in the early 20th century. There is also three used picture
postcards issued to commemorate the 1908 National Exposition, some airmail covers and a 1918 flamboyant advertising
cover to Italy. Have a pleasant and happy day viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
428

429

430

m
Brazil, “Inclinados” Used Collection, 1844-1846
(7-10,13). Mounted on two pages, comprising 10r x4, 30r x4,
60r x8, including vertical pair, 90r x3 & 600r, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
m
Brazil, Forgeries Collection, 1843-66. Nicely
mounted on album pages, starting with 60r “Bullseye” made by
Sperati, followed by a good number of 30r, 60r & 90r “Bullseye”
examples that are excellent as reference material; “Inclinados”
section with many singles and five vertical strips of three in used
condition, “Verticais” section with many singles, scarce 1910
reprints in vertical pairs and interesting se-tenant vertical strip
of eight with all values. We also noted “coloridos” section with
10r blue, 30r blue, 280r red & 430r yellow forgeries, including
some originals for comparison. An unrepeatable lot that
deserve your awareness! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
m
Brazil, “Verticais” & “Coloridos” Used Collection, 1850-61. Mounted on several album pages, including
1850 (21-28), 1854 (37-38) & 1861 (39-40), plus many singles
& multiples such as 10r black vertical & horizontal pairs; 30r
black block of six, four blocks of four & vertical pair; 60r two vertical pairs; 90r black two vertical strips of three; 10r blue vertical
pair. We also noted a 300r black used in combination with a 20r
red-lilac Dom Pedro stamp, and tied on cover fragment. We
also noted some 1866 perforated stamps (60r x6, 180r x2 &
300r). Excellent for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

431

H/m/)
Brazil, Southern Cross Issues Collection,
1890-99. In a Stanley Gibbons album with most stamps with
readable postmarks, including 1890-91 (99-108), followed by a
section with different shades, plate flaw varieties such as spots
in stars. We also noted a fancy advertising envelope from
Pelotas to Niederzwhehren, and 1899 surcharges, including
50r on 20r block of four & 1000r on 700r block of six in mint condition. Great for expansion or to be integrated into a bigger
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

432

H/m/)
Brazil, Sugarloaf Mountain, Liberty Head & Surcharges Issues Collection, 1894-1906. In a Manchester album with duplication and most stamps in used condition. We
noted several pages filled with 200r Liberty Head singles, pairs
and strips, including some distinctive shades and many plate
flaws, followed by three picture postcards, mourning cover and
envelope sent to European destinations. We also noted 40r
postal card (H&G 16b) uprated with two 20r southern cross
stamps, followed by newspaper stamps issued in the 1889-93
period, and then by a of the 1898 surcharges, including 200r on
100r block of six in mint condition, plus 1891 100r Frame Inverted (109a). A nice addition to one’s collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

433

32

H/m
Bulgaria, Mostly Mint Collection, 1879-1969. In
Scott album, including 1879 (1, mint), 1881 (6-11, used), 1882
(12-18, used) and 1884-85 surcharges, followed by a well-filled
section of 20th century issues such as 1934 (253-58, mint) &
1935 (288-92, mint), and then by a wealth of mint sets issued in
the 1940s-60s period. We also noted early semi-postal and airmail sets, plus special delivery stamps and postage dues. A
nice lot at a reasonable estimate, examination suggested,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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434

HH
Cambodia, Mint Never Hinged Collection,
1951-99. Housed in 4 well filled Palo albums with slip cases
and pages through 2001. A beautiful well presented collection
with many better sets and souvenir sheets including 1-17
with/SS’s, 18-37 with/SS’s, 53-58, 324-30 & C46-47, C1-8
with/SS’s. Extremely fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

435

HH
Cambodia, Wonderful Dealers Show Stocks.
Hundreds of items, all mint never hinged, arranged and identified by Scott numbers, packed into 3 counter books. Includes a
wonderful run of issues, with duplicated sets, imperfs, miniature
sheets etc with tremendous topical appeal, throughout, all the
work is done and ready to go! routinely Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

436

H
Cambodia, Excellent Album and Stock Books
For a Greenhorn Collector of This Material, 1951-2003. The
Minkus album appears complete for the time period of
1951-1973 (Scott 1-320) with some back-of-the-book also
noted (no gold foil stamps). Most stamps are hinged and are in
clear mounts. Earlier S/S’s such as Scott 15a, 16a, 17a are here
along with better sets like Scott 18-37 and 53-58. Scott catalog
value of the album is $1,071.30(for NH). The two stock books
are in Scott order and contain many S/S’s and topicals such as
cats, dogs, the Olympics and cars. Stock books appear to contain only NH items with a Scott cat value of $1,130.45. A swell
assortment waiting to be improved upon by a philatelic tyro.
Scott $2,202.
Estimate $400 - 600

437

m/)
Chile, Stamps & Postal History Collection,
1853-1865. Presented on nineteen exhibition pages, including
1853-54 London, Desmadryl & Gillet 5c examples, plus three
covers with single frankings (10¢ stamps), plus additional cover
with diagonal half (Valparaiso-Santiago); 1854-55 Lithographed examples (Santiago & London), plus cover to Lima,
franked with 5c strip of four; followed by 1857-61 Santiago
Prints: 5c, singles, pairs and strips of three showing distinctive
shades, worn plates and two covers with 5c single frankings;
10c two mint single and 21 used stamps showing distinctive
shades, plus four covers, including one with bicolored franking
(5c & 10c). We also noted some 1862 London Prints (11 x2 & 12
x14, used), plus two covers with single frankings (5¢ rose-red,
1865 Santiago Prints). The last page contains Dr. Hahn reprints
in singles and blocks of four. Beautiful lot put together by a
collector over the years, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

438

H
Chile, Christmas Cards Collection, 1958-63.
Mounted on exhibition pages and printed by “Casa de la
Moneda”, including 1958 (282, 300 & 302), 1959 (304, C206 &
C213), 1960 (333, two cards), 1961 (336 & C220D), 1962 allegorical design of three women & 1963 (341, C220B-C). A lot
that can easily be integrated into a bigger collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

439

HH/H/m China, Fabulous Foreign Offices Mint & Used,
1900-1930. A diverse and valuable offering of several hundred
stamps in a counter book, starts with French Offices that includes mint unless noted #9a, 11, 28, 29, Hoi Hao 10,
Tchongking 15, Yunnan Fou 32, German Offices 52 used, 56
(x2), Kiauchau 2 used on piece, 18 used, 19, 39 used, Great
Britain in China 10, 24, Italy 23, 24, 25 blocks of four, 26, Tientsin 16, 17, 18 blocks of four, 21 (x3), J6 (x3), Japan Offices 25,
and U.S. Offices in Shanghai K1, used K2, K3-K5, K7-K10,
K12, the mint includes many NH, needless to say, viewing is
highly recommended for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $8,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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440

H/m
China (People’s Republic), The Fidelity Trading Company Massive Stock, 1949-2013 (1/4169, B1-11, C1-9, M1, M4). Neatly
and meticulously arranged and organized and filling three shelf units of 12 shelves spanning 48 linear feet — this is likely by far the most complete inventory of PRC available for sale as a unit, encompassing the entire period. The used inventory contains a mere 184 items / sets and
less than 1/13th of the total value, the mint is incredible and contains over 1800 different items in sets / souvenir sheets / booklets / sheetlets /
single listings including Regionals, we note that many of the items are in full panes / sheets / multiples as issued including several sets of original printings of #1-4 in complete sheets, of which there are over 400 sets, the normal run is 20 to 200 of an item / set, nicely balanced throughout, although there are a few that have larger quantities.
While this enormous holding would typically be offered in our Kelleher & Rogers, Ltd., sister firm in Hong Kong, the sheer size of this holding
precludes this, and thus the property is offered herein. As per the inventory, nearly $1,450,000.00 of value lies in mint, never hinged, while the
remaining total lies in used or CTO issues. In total, this property represents a unique opportunity to acquire one of the last and possibly only remaining old time stocks of this most popular country, fresh and F.-V.F. or better. Scott $1,575,000 + Retail.
Estimate $400,000 - 600,000
Beginning in 1973, Fidelity Trading Company was the first American Company to begin to stock and retail PRC. This formidable holding is
detailed on the attached inventory. Viewing is by appointment.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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441

HH
China (People’s Republic), Modern Stock,
1988-91. Mint stamps and souvenir sheets from the late 80’s to
early 90’s, over $600.00 catalog, also first day covers and miscellaneous foreign, generally Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

442

)
China, Postal History Assortment, 1903-36.
Comprising postal card uprated with 5¢ dragon stamp (115),
and sent to Sweden in 1903, cover with “Via Siberia” manuscript notation, franked with 5¢ dragon stamps (127, horizontal
pair), and sent to Sweden in 1908, plus two 1936 covers with
“Via Siberia” manuscript notations; one franked with 25¢ (337),
and sent to England, other with 1¢ x5 (313) & 20¢ (333), and
sent to Sweden, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

443

)
China, Cover Collection. Fascinating lot in five albums, includes 143 Republic Of China, 45 Peoples Republic of
China, with a great selection of frankings, auxiliary markings
and rate, should prove to be a gold mine for the China collector
or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

444

HH/H
China and Japan, Collection, 1945-50. Collection of mint China singles and sets, 1945-1950, plus Japan
385a, and other mini sheets, a nice group of material for the
Asian dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

445

)
Czechoslovakia, Commemorative & First Day
Covers Collection, 1935-55. Approximately 100 covers nicely
mounted in back spring album, including a good number of registered covers addressed to New York in the 1945-46 period.
We also noted several souvenir cards or sheets. A great lot for
the collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

446

HH
Ecuador, Never Hinged Assortment, 1894-1990.
Singles, blocks of four and larger multiples in glassines, including regulars, airmails, officials and postal tax examples. Inspection of this profitable holding advised for full appreciation,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

447

H/m
Egypt: United Arab Republic, Powerful Specialists Stock, 1958-2008. A massive, clean and valuable stock of
countless thousands of sets, singles, marginal blocks of 4, souvenir sheets etc, well organized and identified by Scott numbers
in 3 massive stockbooks. Includes and absolute wealth of premium material, including very impressive sections of Officials,
airmails, dues, Palestine issues and much, much more. An
amazing holding formed by one of the most foremost authorities, a splendid lot which should be seen for proper evaluation,
largely Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

448

H/m
Egypt: United Arab Republic, Mint & Never
Hinged Collection. In Scott album, beginning with some
Egypt used earlies and many modest sets and part sets issued
in the 20th century; United Arab Republic section is highly
complete in the 1958-72 period, and contains many gainful sets
and souvenir sheets such as 1959-60 (474-90, NH, plus 500m
Queen Nefertiti sheetlet of 16), plus many other colorful sets in
never hinged condition, including semipostals, airmails and occupation stamps for use in Palestine, followed by a section with
Syria (UAR) desirable, including sets and souvenir sheets.
Take a quick look, we are sure you will like it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

449

HH/H/m Ethiopia, Enthralling Mint & Used Stock,
1895-1960. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets housed
in seven counter books, better mint such as 26 black, 66 red violet, 76 (x3), 80-86 (x4), 87-93 (x2), 217-230, 327-335 (x2),
672-689, 789-806 (x2), with a plethora of varieties and blocks,
also includes a full book of special issues from #135 to #153,
with dozens of overprint varieties, and best of all this is from the

34
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famous Michael Rogers stock, so there should be little question
as to genuineness, a once in a lifetime opportunity, some condition issues as to be expected in a stock this large, come on
down, grab a chair, peruse this beauty and bid, bid, bid!!! F.-V.F.
Scott $21,400.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
450

H/m
Finland, Mostly Used Collection, 1866-92. In a
three-ring binder and starting with an impressive array of 115
serpentine rouletted examples in used condition, including
1866-74 Types I (6 x12, 7 x12, 8 x5 & 10 x3), 1866-74 (9 x5, plus
two cover fragments, each with two 20p stamps); 1866-74
Types II (9a x4 & 10b x5), 1867 Type III (11 x3), and many other
that deserve your attention. We also noted a registered cover
with mixed franking tied by Nikolaistad 15.II.1900 circular
datestamps, and addressed to San Francisco, followed by Coat
of Arms issues such as 1890 (45 x2, mint & used), plus some
other unchecked-in-detail examples. Viewing recommended
for full appreciation of this special holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

451

HH/H
Finland, Fabulous Mint Collection, 1866-1990,
an excellent collection with many highlights, includes 13 with all
teeth, 25-29, 70-74, 77-81, 82, 83-110, 177-179, semi-postals
appear complete, C1, M8, a pristine holding with great potential, F.-V.F. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

452

H/m
Finland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1921-86.
Mounted on pages, including many sets such as 1927-29
(143-52, used) & 1931 (B5-7, mint), and many sets in the $5 to
$10 range. We also noted some airmails & military stamps, with
mint sets from 1941 onwards. Ideal as starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

453

H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1964. In a
Minkus album, beginning with 1849-50 Ceres (3 & 6, used), followed by Second Empire imperforates and perforated used
stamps, including 1869 Napoleon III (37 x2), and then by Third
Republic Bordeaux used stamps and several Peace & Commerce imperforate stamps, plus Ceres and Peace & Commerce
perforated stamps. The 20th century section contains many
better sets, part sets & singles (mint unless denoted) such as
1918 (B11), 1926-27 (B23), 1927 Strasbourg sheet (241), 1929
Le Havre Exposition (246), 1935 (B42-43), 1936-37 (B48-53),
1938 (B54-59), 1937 Samothrace (B66-67), 1937 PEXIP sheet
(329), 1940-41 (411-14). Airmails include 1954 (C29-32; Postage Dues with 1871 (J6 & J10, used). A property with good catalogue value in desirable material. Well worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

454

H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1982. In
Scott album, starting with a good number of earlies in used condition: 1849-50 (3, 6-7 & 9), 1853-60 (12-15 & 18-20), 1862-71
(22-23 & 25-28), 1863-70 (30-37), followed by 1870-71 Bordeaux examples, and then by perforated Ceres stamps issued
in the 1870-75 period, plus Peace & Commerce issues, including 96 & 108. The 20th century section contains many sets in
the modest range with some better such as 1900-1929 (109-32,
used), 1924 (198-201, mint), 1924-25 (220-25, mint), 1940-41
(410-414, mint); Semipostal singles, part sets & sets such as
1914 (B1-2, mint), 1918 (B11, used), 1922 (B16-18, mint),
1926-27 (B21-23), 1930 (B34, mint), 1938 (B54-59, mint), 1937
(B66-67, mint); Airmails 1927 (C1 mint & C2 used) & 1936
(C8-13, mint). We also noted some postage dues and official
stamps. A great opportunity to buy an intact collection, offered
as received from consignor, F.-V.F. Scott $16,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

455

H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2004. In
three Scott albums with value concentrated in the 20th century,
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beginning with some classics, followed by a large amount of desirable sets issued in the 20th century, including significant
semipostal sets and singles issued in the 1914-70 period, plus
airmails, postage dues, officials and some offices abroad examples. We also noted a fair number of Euro face stamps, including several miniature sheets. We are sure that close
inspection will reveal pleasurable surprises, F.-V.F. Scott
$7,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
456

457

458

459

460

461

HH/H
France, Mint Semi-Postal Collection, 1914-78.
Complete collection mounted on pages, includes B1-B2,
B3-B10, B11, B12-B19, B20-B23, B27, B31-33, B34, B35-37,
B38, B39-B41, and continues from there, fantastic colors and
fresh appearance, these are always popular and should command some aggressive bidding, F.-V.F. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H
France, Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1945-91. In four Lighthouse hingeless albums and highly complete for the period, including many desirable semipostal sets
such as 1949 (B238-43), 1950 (B249-56), 1951 (B258-63),
1952 (B267-72), 1954 (B285-90) & 1955 (B294-99). A super lot
to build up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1944. In a
Lighthouse hingeless album. We noted 1849 (1, 3-4 & 6, used),
President Napoleon 80¢ & 1fr examples, followed by 1862-70
Napoleon laureate issues, and then by Ceres perforated
stamps in used condition, plus Peace & Commerce used. The
20th century section with several desirable sets and part sets
such as 1922 (B19, mint), 1927 (B24-26, mint), 1928 (B28-30,
mint), 1931 (B39-41, mint), 1934 (296-97, mint), 1935 (299,
mint), 1935 (B42-43, mint), 1937 (B66-67, mint), 1937 PEXIP
sheet (329, mint). We also noted some airmails 1937 (C2, mint)
& 1936 (C11-13, mint). Great for expansion or to be broken
down in sets or better singles, and offered on the internet,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH
France, Never Hinged Collection, 1940-79. In
two Tresor hingeless albums with regular and semipostal sets.
We noted several better sets such as 1941 (414); 1943 (B157a,
strip of five); 1950 (B249-54); 1951 (B258-63); 1952 (B267-72);
1953 (B276-81); 1954 (B285-90); 1955 (B294-99) & 1956
(B303-308). Excellent for the discriminating collector or dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
France, Formidable Postal History Lot. Over
150 cards and covers, includes thirty one stampless, first days,
airmail, forwarders, censored, some better includes 1916 censored to Haiti, 1918 censored forwarded to US sub chaser,
1855 to Sardinian states, and maximum cards of B66 & B67,
many nice individual items for retail, excellent potential, should
make for a pleasant and worthwhile viewing, Owners Retail
$3,291, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1976. In
Yvert-Tellier album, starting with many used classics such as
1849-50 (3 & 3a), 1852 (10, 10a & 11), 1853-60 Emperor Napoleon III imperforates, including 80¢ x4, followed by several perforated issues & 1870-71 Bordeaux examples. We also noted
Peace & Commerce issues, including distinctive shades useful
for reference. The 20th century section starts with sets and part
sets in the modest range but includes several better mint issued
in the 1940s-60s period: 1944 (477-95), 1949 (B238-43), 1950
(B249-54), 1951 (B258-63), 1952 (B267-72), 1952 (B267-72),
1953 (B276-81) & 1954 (B285-90). A nice lot to go through
carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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462

H/m
France, Mostly Mint Collections, 1920s-70s.
One mounted in Yvert-Tellier album with value concentrated in
the 1945-70 period, including a good number of semipostal sets
such as B249-54, B258-63, B267-72, B276-81, B285-90,
B294-99 & B303-308. Other in Thiaude album, starting with
1932-39 Peace with Olive Branch examples, followed by several regular or semipostal sets, part sets and singles, including
many Famous Men/ Celebrities & Commemorative issues. We
also noted some Red Cross and airmail issues.Many desirable
stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

463

HH
France, Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1960s-80s.
In glassines and presentation cards with duplication and
housed in plastic box, including regulars and semipostals in singles and blocks of four. We also noted a fair number of art topical stamps. A nice lot, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

464

HH/H
France, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer Stock,
1930s-60s. Thousands of colorful stamps contained in glassines and housed in a plastic box, including singles, blocks of
four and some larger multiples. We noted Europa stamps and a
fair number of art topical stamps. Inspection invited and would
prove to be worthwhile for a dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

465

HH
France, Never Hinged Collection, 1956-65. In a
Lindner hingeless album and virtually complete for the period,
including several better sets; Airmails 1954 (C29-32) &
1957-59 (C34-36), plus some semipostals, postage dues and
precanceled examples. Excellent state of preservation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

466

HH/H
France, Mint Collection, 1929-75. Several hundred stamps mounted in a Lighthouse album, better includes
400-414, B93, B97-B100, B135-B146, B147a, C18-C21,
C29-C32, C34-C36, appears complete for period. a great collection at a great price, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

467

H/m
France, Mostly Used Collection, 1849-1982. In a
Minkus album with 19th Century, followed by many sets such as
1900-29 (109-132, used), 1929-33 (253, used), 1936-37
(B48-53), followed by innumerable sets in the modest range.
We also noted French Offices in China, French Offices in Egypt,
French Offices in Turkey & French Colonies, plus Memel &
WWII French Zones. F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

468

H/m
France,
Mostly
Used
Accumulation,
1850s-2000s. In four stock books with duplication, plus a Lighthouse album, former well-filled and value concentrated in regulars, semipostals and airmails issued in the 20th century
(1950s-2000s), including a good number of art topical stamps;
latter with stamps and souvenir sheets issued in the 2001-2004,
including several booklets. Mostly moderately priced material,
but plenty of topicals that deserve your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

469

HH
France, Never Hinged Souvenir & Miniature
Sheet Assortment, 1980s-2000s. In stock book and without
duplication, and highly complete for the period. We noted many
Euro stamps that can perfectly be used as postage, Very Fine.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

470

)
France, Color Cacheted First Day Covers,
1950-70. Over 800 covers, many “Premier Jour d’Emission”,
includes Scott B321-B326, 1100 (with label) and C3, some with
printed address, but the vast majority unaddressed, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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471

472

473

474

475

476

36

H/m
France & Offices Abroad, Mostly Mint Collection, 1930-63. In a Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with
Airmails such as 1946-47 (C18-21), 1947 (C22, NH), 1949
(C23-26), 1957-59 (C35-36, imperforates), 1960-64 (C37-40),
followed by many better 1937 (B66-67), 1937 PEXIP (329),
1938 (B48-53), 1940-41 (400-414) & 1944 (477-95). We also
noted precancels issued in the 1922-60 period and some officials issued in 1958-63 period, including two deluxe die proofs,
plus Postage Dues 1859 (J2, used), 1859-78 (J4, J6 & J7),
1927-31 (J58-65, mint) & 1929 (J66-68). The back of the book
includes Alexandria & Offices in China (Canton, Hoi Hao,
Kwangchowan, Mongtseu, Pakhoi, Tchongking & Yunnan
Fou)s. Time will be well spent checking out this collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H
France & Colonies, Fantastic Mint Dealer Stock,
1860-1990. Approximately 2,000 stamps on display cards,
Comoro Islands with C20-C21, C37-C38, French Polynesia
233-240, 253-257, 258-260, 263, C48, C50, C52-C53, C54,
C55-C56, C63-C67, C70, C74-C77, C78-C82, C84, C87, C88,
C89-C93, C99, C106, C107-C111, lots of Monaco with material
such as 797-799, 1361-1365, C69-C72A, C84-C88, and countries Cameroun, Chad, Dahomey, Ivory Coast, Laos, Malagasy,
Mali, Niger, Upper Volta, a fresh clean lot that will inexpensively
and easily fit into any dealers stock, time is the only requirement
needed to reap rewards, good luck!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
)
France & Colonies, Cover & Picture Postcard
Collection. 100 covers and picture postcards covering a wide
array of French Colonies, includes Cameroun, French Southern Territories, Liberia, Madagascar, Martinique, Morocco,
New Caledonia, Reunion, Tahiti, Tunisia, Togo, many airmails,
ads including illustrated, excellent potential, a lot perfect for the
Internet, inspection is desirable, owner’s retail $1,900, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m French Colonies, Dealers Stock, 1860-1990.
Thousands and thousands of stamps in glassines, arranged by
country, includes Algeria, Chad, Cilicia, Dahomey, Fezzan,
French Cameroun, French Equatorial Africa, French Guinea,
French Polynesia 160-169, 199-202, C20, French Southern &
Antarctic Territory 29, 66, C46, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Liberia,
Madagascar, Mali, Martinique, Mauritania, Morocco, New Caledonia, Reunion, Senegal, Somali Coast 59 with inverted vignette, Tunisia, Upper Volta, Wallis & Fortuna Islands, with
many more in the classic period, a delightful presentation and
well worth consideration, some condition issues as to be expected with a lot of this size, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
H/m
French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In four
albums, arranged alphabetically and including Cameroons
(C38-40, plus C38a & C39a); Tchad 1922 (1-18), 1924-33
(26-50), 1925-31 (51-59), 1931 (60-63), plus 1928 (J1-11) &
1930 (J12-22); Comoro Islands section includes Mayotte 1-20
& 22-32; Moheli 1-16 & 17-22; Middle Congo 1-22, 23-50, 53-60
& 65-88; Inini J1-10; French India 1-19 & 54-79; French
Oceania 72-75 & J1-9; Guadeloupe section with earlies & 1884
postage dues; Malagasy Republic 1961 Deluxe Die Proofs
(321-23 & C67-69); Mauritania 1-5 & 7-17 complete set, 18-54
& J1-8; New Caledonia unchecked earlies and some colorful
20th century sets; New Hebrides 11-21; Reunion 181-222; St.
Pierre & Miquelon 110-20. We also noted Senegal, Somali
Coast, Upper Volta & Wallis-Futunas. A wonderful lot which will
break down well, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H/m French Colonies, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation. Unsorted in envelopes that are housed in a shoe box,
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and containing stamps issued in the 20th century. Better
countries noted including Algeria, Cameroun, French Equatorial Africa, French Morocco, French West Africa & Reunion.
Condition is a little mixed in places, but majority are F-VF. We
didn’t have the time to go through each envelope, so maybe a
treasure can be found, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
477

HH/Ha French Colonies: French India, France Libre
Overprints, 1942-43, block of 4. Nice collection includes
157-168, 170-174, 176, 177-178, 180-183, 190, 192, 196-205,
fresh attractive lot, F.-V.F. Scott $900. Estimate $300 - 400

478

HH
French Colonies: French Southern & Antarctic
Territories, Never Hinged Assortment, 1970s-1980s. In
glassines, including colorful sets and singles issued in the period. We noted some pairs, gutter pairs, blocks of eight and
1974 sheet with triptychs (C33-35). Excellent condition, and
highly recommended for the dealer or collector of this very popular area, Very Fine. Scott $1,645.
Estimate $400 - 600

479

)
French Colonies: Indochina, Air Mail Cover Collection, 1929-39. Approximately 75 covers displayed on black
stock pages. The earliest cover is a Crash Cover from an accident that occurred on the outskirts of Bondy France on Feb 19,
1929 (opened for display)." We also note several later First
Flights from the late 1930s and dozens of attractive commercial
airmail covers. Many of these originate in Hanoi or Saigon, however a close look reveals quite a few from smaller towns and villages as well. A collection filled with many $50 to $100 covers
that will appeal to specialized collectors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

480

)
French Colonies: Indochina, Valuable Air Mail
Cover Collection, 1946-51. With 42 covers displayed on black
pages. The collection includes several special flights for the
“Resumption of Airmail Service” after WWII. One of these is an
incoming flight from France. Another interesting cover from
New Caledonia is a First Flight in 1948 from Noumea to Saigon.
Most of the remaining covers are either personal correspondence or commercial mail. A very attractive collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

481

m/)
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Recommended Cover Collection, 1897-1971. Mounted in a
home-made album, comprising 72 covers, starting with four
stampless covers posted at the New Zealand military postal facilities in Noumea during WWII, followed by 68 covers (many
censored) with colorful frankings, and arranged alphabetically
by town post office, including Arama, Boulopari, Bourail,
Canala, Farino, Gomen, Hienghene, Houailou, Kaala-Gomen,
Kone, Koumac, La Foa, Lifou, Moindou, Ouegoa,
Paagoumene, Plum, Paita, Poindimis, Pouembout,
Pounerihouen, Poya, Thio, Touho, Voh & Yate. We also noted
as a bonus some used stamps and map. Great opportunity for
collector or dealer. Be sure to see it, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 750

482

H/m
French Colonies: Tunisia, Mint & Used Collection, 1888-1964. Attractive collection offered intact as received
from consignor, starting with some earlies such as 1888-97 (5,
mint), 1888-1902 (25, pen cancel), followed by 1888-1901
Postage Dues perforated with holes in the form of a “T” which
are listed and priced in the Scott Specialized Catalogue, and
then by many sets in the $25 to $50. We also noted 1938
Semipostal (B54-73, each mounted on small card), plus a good
number of Deluxe Die Proofs issued in the 1953-55 period and
some imperforates that deserve your attention. Viewing will
prove this to be a very pleasing collection, F.-V.F. Scott $3,647.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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483

484

485

486

487

488

P
French Area, Imperforate Plate Proofs & Deluxe
Sheets. In a small box and deserving your attention, including
France 1944 Chateau de Malmaison die proofs (one in black,
other in green), 1972 artist signed sunken trial color proof; Monaco 1946 Roosevelt imperforate pairs & UPU souvenir sheets;
French Equatorial Africa imperforate trial color pairs; French
Polynesia 1965 imperforate trial color proof block of 10; Malagasy 1975 Deluxe sheets; New Caledonia, St. Pierre &
Miquelon & Somali Coast Philatec 1963-64 imperforate pairs,
plus many singles, pairs and blocks of four that are easy to
re-sell. Look at this property carefully, and the value will
become apparent, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
French Area, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer
Stock. In several small binders, better noted including St. Pierre & Miquelon 1969 (389-92 NH, blocks of 6), 1969 (393-95
NH), 1970 (404-407 NH), 1971 (408-11 NH), 1971 (412-14 NH)
(415-16 & 417-18 NH), 1972 (419-22 NH), plus useful Airmails
such as 1970 (C45-46 NH), 1970 (C47-49 NH); French Southern Antarctic Territory 1960 (16-19 NH), 1966-69 (25-27A NH),
1968 (30 NH), plus desirable airmails such as 1959 (C3 NH),
1963 (C4 NH), 1969-69 (C13 NH), 1968-69 (C14 x2 NH), 1969
(C17 NH), 1969-71 (C19-23 NH), 1971 (C24-25); Wallis &
Futuna 1962 (C16 NH) & 1971 (177-78 NH). We also noted Monaco issued in the 1970s, Algeria, Afars & Isaas, Cameroun &
Niger. A lot that truly deserves your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/)
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In a
well-filled Minkus album, starting with Baden used imperforate
and perforated stamps; Bavaria sets and part sets, including
some interesting covers; Bergedorf, Bremen, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hanover, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Prussia, Saxony,
Thurn-Taxis & Wurttemberg unchecked in details. We also
noted a Saar section with several useful sets such as 1934
(139-54). German Empire with some earlies and value concentrated in the 20th century issues, including Inflation & Third
Reich issues, plus WWII Occupations (Luxembourg, General
Government & Bohemia-Moravia). The collection concludes
with German Federal Republic & Berlin collections. Have a nice
view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Assortment. In four
Elbe albums with useful duplication and value concentrated in
the German Empire section, including 19th Century and inflation issues, plus Third Reich period examples, followed by Federal Republic singles, sets and part sets in used condition.
There is also an important section with Berlin1948-89 issues
and three small binders with modern sets or singles. We also
noted Federal Republic assortment in two albums, including
regulars and semipostals, and a Lighthouse stock book with
DDR used issues. A great opportunity to buy an original lot,
offered as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection, housed in
three Scott albums, with mint material including B664a, 669,
804 mint & used, semi postals are generally mint, airmails, officials, German States are well represented, then Offices in
China, Morocco, Cameroons 20-25, South West Africa 18-20,
Danzig and Saar, then a volume of French, British and American occupied zones, with useful middle and later issues and
other sets, substantial catalog value, inspection recommended
for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H
German Area, Mint 20th Century Collection. In a
Scott album, including German Empire 20th century issues
such as 1926 (351-62, mint), 1925 (B12-14), 1926 (B15-18),
1928 (B23-27), 1929 (B28-32), 1932 (B49-57), 1934 (B59-67),
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1936 (B91-92), 1937 (B105), Hitler souvenir sheets, plus many
other regular, semipostal and airmail sets or singles issued during the Third Reich period. We also noted AMG 1945-46 set,
1945-46 French Occupation (Baden, Rheinland-Pfalz &
Wurttemberg), plus General Government well-filled section and
useful WWII occupations: Danzig (241-54) & Bohemia-Moravia
Protectorate (1-19). All in all, a lot that will break down well, particularly for approvals or small auction units, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
489

HH/H/m German Area, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Assortment, 1920s-2000s. In three Elbe stock books with mint &
used duplication arranged in parallel. We noted Third Reich period, including regulars and semipostals, plus a large amount of
Federal Republic never hinged blocks of four and singles. Excellent for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

490

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. Germany
in a Minkus album starting with German States, followed by
German Empire section with sets, part sets and singles issued
in the 1875-1944 period, plus additional Scott album with German Empire collection with value concentrated in the 20th century, and including many issued during the Third Reich period;
Federal Republic in a Scott album with many sets in the modest
range; German States in a Scott album with Baden, Bavaria,
Bremen, Hamburg, Hanover, Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn-Taxis
& Wurttemberg unchecked-in-detail stamps; DDR 1949-1990
collection highly complete in three Scott albums with some
better such as 1950-51 (58-67) & 1953-54 (187-204), plus
many sets issued in Germany under Russian Occupation after
WWII (Berlin-Brandenburg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Saxony, Thuringia & West Saxony). We also noted Scott album with
Saar, Memel, Upper Silesia, Bohemia-Moravia & General Government sections. Allow time to view, there could be some
better material lurking within, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

491

HH/H
German Area, Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1870s-1990s. In a three-ring binder, starting with German Empire, including Germania & Hindenburg booklet panes, Inflation
issues, plus some souvenir sheets and sets issued in the Third
Reich period such as B91-92, B105 & B106. We also noted
Federal Republic section with large number of sets and souvenir sheets. An attractive clean collection from an estate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

492

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection,
1870s-1990s. In two Minkus albums, Volume I begins with
some Bavaria & Thurn-Taxis stamps, followed by German Empire 19th & 20th Centuries, including Inflation issues, Third
Reich regulars and semipostals. We also noted Federal Republic section highly complete in the 1955-89 period, plus West
Berlin section virtually complete in the 1954-87 period. Volume
II contains a few Saar sets, followed by Soviet Zone issues and
DDR section with most set and souvenir sheets issued in the
1979-90 period. Worth a look, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

493

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections. Four Scott albums, three-ring binder, stock book,
stock pages and auction lots. We noted 1872 used Eagles, Inflation issues, Third Reich period semipostals, including several souvenir sheets & Federal Republics. We also noted
Baden & Bavaria sections, plus some WWI & WWII occupations. As mentioned above, there are several stock pages with
some German Colonies stamps that we didn’t have the time to
inspect in detail, and three auction lots with collections (Bavaria, Brunswick & Wurttemberg) that truly deserve your attention. The kind of lot that should be viewed page-per-page,
rather than “flicked”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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494

H/m
German Area, Mostly Used Collection. In three
Safe albums, Volume I German States with strength in Bavaria,
followed by German Empire section, which starts with 1872 Eagles and contains sets and souvenir sheets issued during the
Third Reich period; Volume II with Allied Military Government
(AMG) & Federal Republic sets, latter including several desirable semipostal sets; Volume III with DDR collection with sets
issued in the 1949-68 period, including a wealth of sets with
some better such as Mao (82-84) & Engels souvenir sheet
(264a). No really big sets but lots of good medium priced
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

495

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Presented in twenty small binders with duplication, Germany section with regulars (Scott 267, 800m on 500m, used),
semipostals and airmails. We also noted Bohemia-Moravia;
DDR; German Colonies; General Government, Memel & Saar.
A brief inspection didn’t reveal much here, but take a look, perhaps you can find something, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

496

H/m
German Area, Mostly Used Collection. In two
Minkus albums, volume I includes German States with emphasis in Bavaria issues; German Empire section starting with 1872
Eagles, followed by 19th & 20th Centuries issues, including regulars, semipostals and airmails, and then by Federal Republic
sets and part sets mostly in the modest range. We also noted
Berlin section, plus Saar, Danzig, German Colonies, German
WWI & WWII Occupations, volume II includes Soviet Zone &
DDR sections. Needs to be inspected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

497

498

HH/H
German Area, Mint & Never Hinged Collection.
In three Lighthouse hingeless albums, including Federal Republic well-filled section with plenty sets issued in the
1952-2000 period. We also noted some sets & souvenir sheets
issued in the Third Reich era such as 1936 (B82-89) & 1936
(B90), plus some Allied sets issued in the 1946-48 period,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In two
Scott albums, Volume I starting with Baden, Bavaria, Saxony &
Wurttemberg sections. German Empire well-filled section with
sets, part sets and singles issued in the 1872-1990, including
regulars, semipostals and airmails, plus some Offices Abroad,
German Colonies & Occupation stamps. Volume II with Berlin
section, German Occupations during WWI, Danzig, Memel,
General Government & Saar, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

499

H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In
old-time Schaubek album, including German States section
with Baden, Bavaria, Brunswick, Hanover, Heligoland,
Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony & Wurttemberg. We also noted
Third Reich sets and singles up to $20 and some WWI occupation issues, followed by Saar & DDR sections with stamps in the
modest range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

500

H/m/)
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation. Innumerable glassines in several small boxes with thousands of
stamps, including some better such as Germany B56-57 mint,
Berlin 9N42-58 NH, plus some Air Post Semi-Officials (CL1 &
CL3, NH). We also noted several covers, including 1906 picture
postcard from South West Africa to San Francisco, California,
1936 Olympic covers, plus some zeppelin covers that can be offered individually on the internet. A good lot for the internet
seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

501

38

HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection,
1878-1945. Over 2,000 stamps in a stock book, material
ranges from Scott 1//527a, B42//B169, C1//C5, O6//O77,
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OL3//OL12, plus a few states, offices, occupations, some
useful duplication, with individual stamps up to $87 in value, inspection is urged, a good beginner’s lot, F.-V.F. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $300 - 400
502

H
German States, Back-of-the-Book Collection.
In stockbook, includes cut squares, telegraph stamps & revenues, about 350 stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

503

HH/H/m Germany, Mint, Used & Never Hinged Collection, 1872-2002. In two Scott albums, Volume I starts with
1872 Eagles with small shields (2, 4, 7-8 & 10, used), 1872
(15-20, used), followed by 20th century section with Inflation &
Third Reich issues, including 1928 (366-84, mint) & 1934
(432-35, NH), and then by Federal Republic section, including
1951-52 (670-85, mint); Volume II with semipostals such as
1931 (B38-41), 1932 (B44-48), 1933 (B49-54 & B56-57, plus
B50a-55a), 1936 (B91-92, NH), followed by many other, including many issued by the Federal Republic in the 1949-2002 period. We also noted Airmails such as 1934 (C46-56), Official &
Franchise stamps. We didn’t see big items but a wealth of medium priced sets, and certainly worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

504

H/m
Germany, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1945. In
Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with 1872 used Eagles
(20 & 24, used), 1874 (27-28, used), followed by 19th Century,
and then by several desirable or saleable sets such as 1925
(B12-14, used), 1926 (B15-18, used), 1928 (B23-27, used),
1929 (B28-32, mint), 1926-27 (C27-34, used), 1928-31
(C35-37, used), plus Third Reich material: 1933 (B49-57,
used), 1934 (B59-67, used) & 1936 (B91-92, used). We also
noted Danzig 1939 (241-54, mint). A good lot to use to fill gaps
or build up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

505

HH
Germany, Inflation Sheets & Multiples Collection, 1920s. Housed in a sketch book and a home-made album, including many complete sheets such as 137, 175, 184,
203, 239 x3, 247, 248, 249, 250 x2, 251, 254, 259, 261, 262,
266, 269 x2, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 280 x2, 281 x2,
285 & 286, plus innumerable multiples. We also noted several
officials in multiples, and as a bonus France C5, C6 pair, C8-10
& C12-13 NH. Ideal for the specialist of this area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

506

m/)
Germany, Third Reich Period Picture Postcards
& Special Postmarks Collection, 1930s-40s. In album, including twenty-five Hitler picture postcards with original photographs taken by Professor Hoffmann, franked with General
Government stamps and showing different events in the life of
the “Fuhrer”. We also noted several commemorative covers
with stamps tied by special postmarks, plus card fragments with
stamps tied by special postmarks and showing Nazi-symbols
and slogans. An interesting lot for your consideration, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

507

)
Germany, Feldpost Cover Collection, 1936-45.
Over 90 covers, all with appropriate markings, they span the
war years, and are from various locations, a few have contents,
some are from Caen France which was a prime inland target in
France once the D-Day beaches were secure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

508

H/m
German Post Offices Abroad, Mint & Used Collection. Three-ring binder, starting with German Offices in
Turkey 1884 (2 x2, mint), 1889 (12 x2, mint), 1906-12 (51, 53
x2 & 54, mint) & 1908 (55-59, mint), plus many stamps used in
Beirut, Constantinople, Jaffa, Jerusalem & Smyrna postmarks,
and duplicates in stock pages; German Offices in China 1898
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509

510

(1, 1a, 2-4 & 6, plus 2a, 3a & 4a mint), 1905 (45a, mint) &
1906-13 (54-56, mint), followed by many stamps used in Canton, Hankau, Penking, Shanghai, & Tientsin postmarks, and
duplicates in stock pages; German Offices in Morocco 1899
(1-6, mint), 1900 (7-14 & 17, mint), 1905 (31, mint) & 1911
(45-57, mint), followed by stamps used in Alkassar, Arsila,
Assimur, Casablanca, Fes, Marrakesch, Masagan, Mogador,
Tanger & Tetuan, plus duplicates in stock pages. Great lot for
the postmark collector, inspection merited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

511

H/m
Germany: World War I Occupation Issues, Mint
& Used Collection. In two albums, including Lindner hingeless
album with useful and valuable Allenstein & Marienwerder sections with 1920 issues, followed by Schleswig & Upper Silesia
issues, latter including three blocks of four (Michel 18, 15a &
26b) with Gruber BPP certificates; Ka Be album with Allenstein
1920 used stamps, including several tied on paper fragments,
followed by some Marienwerder & Upper Silesia examples. A
very desirable holding for a collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m
German Colonies, Mint & Used Collection & Literature. Collection in four albums, including German East Africa 1893 (3-5, mint), 1896 (10, mint) & 1900 (11-21, mint), plus
stamps used in Amani, Aruscha, Bagamoyo, Dar-Es-Salam,
Handeni, Kilwa, Lindi, Mahenge, Mikindani, Mohoro, Morogorc,
Moschi, Pangani, Ruanda, Tanga & Udjidji; German New
Guinea 1898 (5, mint) & 1901 (7-18, mint), plus several Kaiser’s
Yacht stamps with various town postmarks and some mint duplicates; German Southwest Africa 1897 (1, 1a & 2-4, mint),
1899 (7, 7a, 8-10 & 12, mint), plus a good number of stamps
used in Brackwasser, Gibeon, Karibib, Keetmanshoop,
Luderitzbucht, Maltahohe, Omaruru, Outjo, Swakopmund,
Usakos,Warmbad & Windhuk postmarks; Caroline Islands
1900 (1 & 4, mint, plus 1-5, used) & 1901 (7-18, mint), plus
some Kaiser’s Yacht stamps with Ponape & Yap postmarks;
Mariana Islands 1901 (17-28, mint), plus several examples with
Saipan postmarks and mint duplicates; Togo 1897 (1, 1a & 2-6,
mint) & 1900 (7-18, mint), plus several Yacht stamps used in
Agome-Palime, Anecho, Klein-Popo, Lome & Porto Seguro
postmarks and some duplicates; Kiautschou 1901 (10-18,
mint), 1905-19 (39a & 40a), plus several stamps used in
Tsingtau postmarks and some duplicates; Marshall Islands
1899-1900 (7, 7a & 9-12, mint) & 1901 (13-24, mint), plus several stamps used in Jaluit and some mint duplicates; Samoa
1900 (51-52, 54 & 56, mint) & 1914 (57-68, mint), plus several
stamps used in Apia, Fagamalo & Mulifanua, and duplicates.
Also as a bonus there are several publications: “Die
Postwertzeichen
und
Entwertungen
der
deutschen
Postanstalten in den Schutzgebieten und im Ausland” in German by Albert Friedemann, and published in three volumes,
plus translation in English by the German Colonies Collectors
Group; Postal History of German East Africa by Jerome
Newman and three German-English philatelic dictionaries. A
great lot for the postmark collector. Take a good look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

512

)
Germany: Danzig, Postal History Collection,
1865-1940. Nicely mounted in four Safe albums with approximately 150 covers and some stamps laid out in chronological
order, starting with a couple of pre-philatelic covers, followed by
several German postal cards used in Danzig, plus covers and
picture postcards with Germania stamps used before it was established as the Free City of Danzig. We also noted several
Prussia & North German Confederation stamps tied on cover
fragments by Danzig datestamps and a wealth of covers with
single, multiple and mixed frankings representing the postal
history of the city-state under the control of the League of Nations, several covers expertised by Schuler. A truly amazing
collector’s collection which must retail many thousands of
dollars, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

513

H/m
Germany: Danzig & Saar, Mint & Used Collections. In a Lighthouse hingeless album with dustcase, starting
with Danzig section starting with 1920 used set, followed by unchecked-in-detail surcharges, including gray or violet burelage,
and then by several sets and part sets in the modest range, including some officials and postage dues. Value of the lot is concentrated in the Saar section which contains several better sets
such as 1921 (68-83, mint), 1921 (85-98, mint), 1922 (99-116,
mint), 1925 (B1-4, NH), 1926-27 (120-35, mint), 1928 (C1-4,
mint), 1927-28 (B5-8, mint), 1929 (B16-22, mint), 1931
(B23-29, mint), 1931-32 (B30-35 & B37-43, mint), 1933-34
(B47-53, mint), plus official sets and many sets issued in the
1947-59 period. Nothing very powerful but the album is very
clean and great for expansion, F.-V.F. Scott $2,670.
Estimate $500 - 750

514

HH/H
German Democratic Republic, Mint & Never
Hinged Collection, 1949-90. In three Schaubek albums, including all the better sets and souvenir sheets; Regulars 1950
(58-67), 1951 (82-84), Semipostals (B21a), and Marx perforated and imperforate sheets. We also noted Russian Zone occupation issues, including 1949 Goethe souvenir sheet. Ideal
opportunity to acquire a highly complete in excellent state of
preservation, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

515

m
German Democratic Republic, Comprehensive
Used Collection, 1949-71. Mounted on Schaubek album
pages, including 1950 (58-67), 1951 (82-84) & 1955 (264a x2,
mint & used), followed by a virtually complete section with sets
and souvenir sheets issued in the 1955-71 period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

516

H/m
German Democratic Republic, Mostly Used Collection, 1949-90. Presented in a well-filled Scott album with
high degree of completion for the period, including regulars and
semipostals. We also noted Bohemia-Moravia Protectorate,
General Government fresh sets and stamps issued under Russian Occupation in the 1948-49 period. Ideal for continuation,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

H/m
German Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In
three binders, Volume I with Cameroun 1897 (1-6, mint), 1900
(7-18, mint) & 1913 (25, mint), plus some used examples, including 10pf carmine tied on cover fragment by Joko 7/10/05
c.d.s.; Volume II starts with Samoa (German Dominion) 1900
(51-56, mint), 1900 (57-69, mint) & 1915 (70-73, mint), plus
several used examples issued under British Dominion; Togo
1897 (1-6, mint), 1900 (11-18, mint) & 1909-19 (20-23, mint),
plus used examples with Lome postmarks; Caroline Islands
1900 (7-18, mint) & 1915-19 (23 x2, mint); German East Africa
1896 (6-9, mint), 1905-16 (39-41, mint); Volume III with German
South West Africa 1900 (13-21 x2, mint & used), plus a fair
number of used duplicates, including some tied on cover or
card fragments; Kiauchau 1905-16 (33-42, mint), plus unchecked used examples; Mariana Islands 1900 (11-16, mint),
1901 (17-28 mint) & 1916-19 (31); Marshall Islands 1897 (1-6),
1899-1900 (13-24, mint) & 1916 (27 x2, mint). A great lot for the
German Colonies enthusiast as there is good potential here for
continuation, including postmarks and shades, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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517

HH
German Democratic Republic, 50pf “Gebuhr
Bezaht” Registered Labels, 1968. Over 200 labels, various
cities and towns, on onion skin paper, seldom seen unused,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

518

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1948-90. Nice holding in Schaubek album with high degree of completion, better noted include 1948 (9N1-20),
1948-49 (9N21-34), 1949 (9N35-41), 1949 (9N42-60), 1949
(9N61-63), 1951-52 (9N70-79), 1952-53 (9N84-93), followed
by many other sets in the modest range. A lovely collection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

519

HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1948-90. In Scott album, including many sets with some
better such as 1948 (9N1-20, mint), 1948-49 (9N21-34, mint),
1950 (9NB4-5, NH). We also noted some stamps issued under
Russian Occupation of Berlin, Saxony, East Saxony &
Thuringia, plus some other issued under French Occupation in
the 1945-49 period. Great lot for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

520

H/m
Germany: Federal Republic, Assortment,
1955-95. In two thick stock books with countless never hinged
and used sets or singles in parallel, volume one with regular issues, volume two with semipostals. We also noted many souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

521

HH/H
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint & Never
Hinged Collection, 1949-2007. Virtually complete for the period, and mounted in three Schaubek albums, highlights include
1949 (665-66), 1949 (667-668 & B309), 1949 (669), 1951-52
(670-85), 1949 (B310-13), 1950 (B314-15), 1951 (B316-17),
1951 (B318-19 & B320-23), followed by an abundant amount of
never hinged sets in the modest range. Attractive and easy to
view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

522

HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint NH Collection, 1975-2000, approximately are in complete sets, includes
over 1,100 stamps with one booklet ad several souvenir sheets,
items range from Scott #1159//2123 and B517//B884, housed
on manila stock pages, this NH collection would be a fine addition for any meticulous collector, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600

523

HH/H/m Germany: Federal Republic, Collection of Mint
& Used, 1936-60. Compact but powerful selection, better mint
includes 678 (x4), 680 (x5), 686 (x6), full sheet 687, B316-B317
(x2), B318-B319 (x2), B320-B323 (x2), with additional booklets,
postal stationery and stamps, also includes a few U.S. in the
back, at this price how can you go wrong??? F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

524

m
Germany: Federal Republic, Used Collection,
1975-2000. An unusual collection of NH stamps mostly in complete sets with first day cancels, stamps range from Scott
#1425//2029, B623//B861, a total of 800+ stamps, housed on
white stock pages, would be close to impossible to duplicate at
any price, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $250 - 350

525

m
Germany: Federal Republic, Used Collection,
1975-2000. Includes over 1,400 stamps, items range from
Scott #1154//2184 and B521//B881, housed on white stock
pages, a few miscellaneous items not counted, a keen little lot
for a collector or dealer alike, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $200 - 300

526

40

HH/H
1957-96.

Germany: Federal Republic, Mint Dealer Stock,
Moderately priced material, includes 696,

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1028-1044, 1231-1242, B678-B681, B873-B877, if you are
looking for inexpensive material for restocking, here’s your
chance, F.-V.F. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $200 - 300
527

H/m
Greece, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1860s-1960s. In counterbook and identified with Scott numbers, including several used classics with four clear margins,
followed by many 20th century stamps (mint unless denoted)
that deserve your attention: 1896 (126-27), 1900 (137 & 153),
1900-1901 (160 mint, 161a & 162-63 used), 1900-1901 (164,
mint), 1906 (194-97, used), 1917 (249-59), 1927 (327-34, plus
extra 15d & 25d examples), 1927-28 (338-43), 1930 (344-61),
1933 (378-80, used), 1940 (427-36 & C38-47), 1951 (539-44),
1954 (556-62), 1955 (574-81), plus 1942 (C50e with APS certificate) and North Epirus 1940 (N219-28). A nice holding of this
popular area, F.-V.F. Scott $10,648 Scott 2012.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

528

H/m/)
Greece, Mostly Used Hermes Collection,
1860s-80s. Many Hundreds of stamps in a three-ring binder
with duplication ranging from 3 to 200 examples, recommended
for the plate student or the postmark collector, and with most
stamps corresponding to coarse printings, including distinctive
shades and some pairs. We also noted three covers with single
frankings and postal card to Ohio, former including one from
Corfu to Athens. Condition obviously a little mixed on some but
a delightful lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800

529

HH/H/m Greece, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged Collection, 1901-2004. In Scott album, starting with some 1901-11
used stamps, 1913-23 (214-31, including 25d mint), 1916,
1917 & 1923 issues, followed by 1923 surcharges on Crete
stamps, and then by several better sets such as 1930 (344-61,
mint & used), 1945 (458-66, mint), 1946 (484-87, mint), 1954
(568-73, used), 1955 (582-85, used). Highly complete and
never hinged from 1960 onwards. Excellent basis for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

530

H/m
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1862-1972. In
Scott album with some classics in used condition, followed by
1896 Olympic Games (123-26, used), 1901 (175-78, mint),
1906 (194-95, used), and then by many other sets, part sets &
singles, including semipostals, airmails & postal tax stamps that
deserve your attention, plus some unchecked-in-detail Occupation issues. Useful starter collection of a popular country,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

531

HH/H/m Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1862-1950.
Over 1,700 stamps on stock pages, ranging from Scott 15//596,
C1/C4, moderate duplication, individual stamp values up to
$165, a fresh clean lot well worth your attention, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

532

H/m
Guatemala, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1977.
In a three-ring binder with 1872 (5-6, used), 1886 Lithographed
Quetzals (31-41, used), 1894 Provisionals, 1897 (71, mint),
1898 Provisionals. We also noted 1909 (137, used), 1922
Provisionals, including 191 & 191c, 1937 (280-91, used), plus
some semipostals and airmails issued in the 1950s-60s period.
A good lot at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

533

H/m
Hungary, Mostly Used Collection, 1871-1962.
On album leaves and stock cards. Mint highlights include Scott
B108-109, C137 x2 & C166, plus other sets that catalog around
$20. Value is concentrated in the first issues of the country with
a footnoted Scott 1 not counted (faulty). Many Sports, Animal
and Space topicals. Some duplication is present. Thousands of
stamps to enjoy, F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $200 - 300
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534

HH/H
Indonesia, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment. In
glassines, including many multiples such as 1948 (1-2, 4-11,
14-15 & 19); 1949 (30-38, 40-44, 46 & 48-50); 1948 (54-56);
1948 (C2-6); 1949 (C19-21); 1949 (C32 & C34). We also noted
1949 UPU souvenir sheets (65b & 65c x5). A seldom seen material with good catalogue value that should be viewed, F.-V.F.
Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

535

H/m
Indonesia, Accumulation of Mint & Used Collections. In four albums with some duplication, including Netherlands Indies, Republic of Indonesia (Java & Sumatra), and
United States of Indonesia section with many mint sets, part
sets and singles issued in the 1950-73 period, plus Netherlands
New Guinea-West Irian sets. We also noted as a bonus some
Afghanistan & Bhutan sets from the 1960s, Israel section without tabs, Japan and Korea souvenir sheets. Good lot for the
dealer or collector wishing to fill in the gaps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

The “Moradian” Collection of Persia was formed over many
decades and is extensive and comprehensive. The
collections include many 19th century varieties such as
perforation varieties and double overprints. The collections
are organized by Kingdom, and contain many elusive sets
or singles not listed in conventional catalogs. Better single
items from the collection will be offered in our upcoming
Flagship sale, May 5-7.
536

537

H/m
Persia, Powerful & Comprehensive Collection,
1897-1978. Beautiful holding put together by a collector over a
lifetime, and with loads of better singles and sets, organized by
kingdom and including some desirable duplication. The collection is mounted on Persiphila pages which are housed in six deluxe albums and a binder. We noted the following (mint or
unused, no gum unless denoted) highlights: 1897 (1-3); 1897
(104-119); 1899 (120-35, including 10¢ used); 1899 (136-51
x3, including some low values in bluish paper); 1900 (152-59,
used); 1900-1902 Provisionals (168, 169 x4 & 207 x4, latter including two used examples); 1902 Provisionals (211 x5, including surcharges in different colors); 1902 Provisionals (235-39,
including 12¢ used); 1902 “Tomans” Money Order issue
(Persiphila 270-74, including 10t, 50t & 100t used examples);
1902 Officials (O5-7); 1903 Octagonal Provisionals (336-40);
1904 (400-402 x2, including two used stamps); 1903 (366 x3,
including one used); 1904 (393 x6, including five with overprints
in different colors); 1906 Tabriz Postmaster issue (419-20 x2,
mint & used); 1906 (422-27), followed by a valuable duplication
of stamps issued in the 1897-1907 period. We also noted 1907
(428-45); 1909 (446-47, used); 1911 (O31-40); 1911 (501-515,
used); 1911-12 (516-19, including 520-23 used); 1914
(535-36); 1915 (543-48 x2); 1915 (541-42 x2); 1917 (589-94
x2); 1918 (601-603); 1918 (607-609, including 3¢ on 12¢ used);
1919 (617-21 x2); 1919 (622-29); 1921 (630-31 & 633-34);
1924 (681-84 & 686-95); 1925 (697-702); 1926 (703-706);
1926-29 (723-34); 1928 (740-43); 1931-32 (761-70); 1935
(786-94); 1935 (836-40); 1938-39 (856-70); 1939 (870A-H);
1951-54 (950-65); 1954-55 (1023-36); 1958-59 (1107-25);
1959-63 (1138-51); 1961-62 (1173-79); plus 1941-60 commemorative issues and some un-issued stamps. The Airmail
section contains several desirable sets and part sets such as
1928 (C17-21); 1929 (C29-33); 1930 (C34-50, plus ten stamps
with specimen overprints); 1953 (C68-78). Worth careful review
to demonstrate the huge potential offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
HH
Persia, Outstanding Never Hinged Dealer
Stock, 1953-74. Well organized in 28 small binders with thousands of stamps, and arranged in chronological order. We

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

noted 1956 (1052-53), 1957 (1079), 1960 (1161 x7), 1961
(1167-68 x12), 1961 (1186-87 x18), 1962 (1230-31 x11), 1964
(1303-04 x6), 1964 (1312-13 x12), 1966 (1409-10 x67), 1966
(1415-18 x35), 1967 Shah & Empress (1453-55 x7, blocks of
four imperforate between) & 1968 (1488-90), plus a massive
amount of blocks of four issued in the 1969-74 period. A solid
stock that needs time to examine thoroughly, and that will provide hundreds if not thousands of sets that can be offered on the
internet, Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
538

HH
Persia, Striking Never Hinged Dealer Stock,
1930s-80s. Presented in 33 small three-ring binders, including
1938-39 (856 x10, 857 x7, 858 x10, 859 x10, 860 x10, 861 x4 &
864 x4), 1942-46 (876 x69, 878 x45, 879 x15, 880 x13, 881 x25,
882 x30, 883 x27, 884 x6 & 890 x4), 1948 (B1-5 x2), 1949
(B6-10 x2), 1949 (B11-15), 1950 (B17-21), 1962 (1209-1215,
1217, 1219-20 & 1221-22 x3), 1963 (B36), 1966 (1384 x5, 1385
x10, 1386 x10 & 1387 x10), 1969 (C86-89 x4), 1970 (C89 x22),
1971 (1615-26 x4), 1976 (1907-1909 x7 & 1910 x4) & 1979
(2018 x2). Well worth a careful look as there are many useful
sets and part sets. Have a nice view, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

539

HHa
Persia, Never Hinged Assortment of Sheets &
Multiples, 1960s-70s. In seventeen file sheets and binder with
duplication, including many useful sets such as 1960-61
(1164-65), 1961 (1169-70), 1965 (1317-18), 1965 (1322-23),
1965 (1346-50), 1965 (1354 & 1355), 1965 (1361), 1967
(1436-38), 1967 Lions International (1439-40), 1970 (1554-57),
1971 (1581), 1971 Birds (1582-84), 1971 (1585), 1971 Birds
(1586-88), 1971 (1598), 1971 (1613), 1978 (1979-82), 1978
(1986-88) & (1991-92). A good opportunity for any internet or
bourse dealer to acquire many saleable sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

540

HH/H/m Persia, Advantageous Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1920s-70s. In twelve stock books with duplication
ranging up to about 40 each. We noted 1925 (686-95 x2), 1939
(871-75 x4, NH), 1942-46 (876 x32, 877 x90, 878 x36, 879 x80,
880 x30, 881 x37, 882 x40, 883 x80, 884 x18, 886 x36, 887 x18,
889 x30, 890 x8, 891 x3, 892 x7, 894 x2, 895, 897 x2 & 899),
1938-39 (856 x8, 857 x8, 858 x4, 859 x30, 860 x15, 861 x10,
862 x16, 863 x8, 864 x6, 865 x13, 866 x2 & 867), 1950 (931-32
x3 & 933-34 x4), 1950 (935-40), 1951 (941-46 x3), 1956
(1052-53 x7), 1960 (1164-65 x15), 1961 (1167-68 x15), 1961
(1186-87 x25), 1962 (1230-31 x5), 1963 (1243-44 x18),
1966-71 (1372-87 x3, plus 20r to 200r x3), 1971 (1615-26 x3),
plus 1928-29 (C22-28 x2). A wonderful lot for the dealer, take a
good look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

541

H/m
Persia, Nasser al-Din Shah Qajar Period Collection, 1870-94. Mostly mounted on Persiphila album pages and
housed in a deluxe album. The collections starts with 1870 Teheran Bageri Issue (1-4); 1875 Rouletted (Kardi) Issue (11 x3,
12 x5, 13 x5 & 14 x7, used, including different types); 1876 Vertical Sheets Issue (14A x2,used); 1876 Blocks of four Issues (15
x3, 19 x5 & 20 x2, used, plus four 1 shahi blocks of four and several pairs that are highly recommended for the specialist); 1876
(27-30 used, including sets in perf. 12 or 13 and examples in
perf. 10½ & 11); 1878-79 (34, used); 1880 (43-46 x2, including
sets in perf. 12 or 13); 1881 (47-48 x3); 1882 (54 x4 & 56 x4);
1882 (1fr & 5fr x2, perf. 12 or 13, plus 10fr perf. 12); 1885
“OFFICIEL” Issue with perforation and handstamp varieties
that are fully illustrated in our website. We also noted 1889
(73-80); 1891 (81-89, including three high values in used condition), followed by 1894 (90-100) & 1896-1911 1s registration label pair that was used to indicate that a registered cover also
required a return receipt. An original and interesting lot for the
“connoisseur”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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542

543

544

545

HH/H
Persia, Mint & Never Hinged Useful Assortment,
1940s-70s. In four stock books and several stock sheets. Highlights include 1948 (B1-5), 1949 (B6-10), 1949 (B11-15), 1950
(B17-21), 1954 (B31-35), 1955 (1039-40), 1956 Scouts
(1052-53), 1956 (1058), 1957 (1079), 1957 (1081 & 1099),
1958 (1100), 1959 (1132A-B), 1959 (1133), 1959 (1135), 1960
(1156-58), 1960 (1159-60), 1960 (1161), 1960 (1164-65), 1961
(1167-68), 1961 (1186-87), 1962 (1209-15 & 1217-22 x2),
1962 (1230-31), 1963 (1234-35), 1963 (1243-44), 1963
(1256-60), 1963 (1265-66), 1963 (1267-68), 1964 (1288-89),
1966-71 (1372-87 x2), 1966 (1415-18 x4), 1968 (1488-90),
1971 (1609-12), 1971 (1615-26 x2), 1972-73 (1650-61B), 1974
(1768-72 x2) & 1979 (2008-2018). A useful lot to check through,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
Persia, Mostly Used Assortment, 1876-1920. In
a well-filled stock book with duplication, including 1876 (27-30),
1879 (41-42), 1880 (43 & 45-46), 1881 (47-49), 1882 (50-52),
1882-84 (54-59), 1886 (65), 1894 (99-100), 1898 (104-119),
1902 & 1906 Provisionals with readable town postmarks,
1907-09 (428-45), 1911-13 Ahmad Shah Qajar (481-500),
1911 (501-15), 1917 & 1919 Provisionals, plus some officials
and newspaper examples. A very interesting lot with much
scope for possible cancel finds and more, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
Persia, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi Collection, 1941-79. Mounted on Persiphila pages and housed in
three binders, highlights including 1942-46 (893, 895-96 &
898), 1951-54 (950-65), 1953 (C68-78), 1955-56 (1023-36),
1956-57 (1058A-72), 1958-59 (1121-25), 1961-62 (1173-79),
1962 (1209-22), 1964-65 (1331-44) & 1966 (1372-87). We also
noted a good number of blocks of four such as 1962 (1209-22),
1966-71 (1382-87), 1974-75 (1820-30), 1975-77 (1831-41) &
1978 (1961-72). A nice clean lot with solid value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
HH/H
Persia, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1900s-70s. In Persiphila pages and housed in ten binders, including 1925 (697-702 x2), 1929 (754-55), 1931-32 (760-70),
1935 (786-94), 1935 (827-40), 1936-37 (841-53), 1938-39
(870), 1942 (882 x5 & 888 x3, blocks of fours), 1950 (935-40),
1966-71 (1372-87), 1967 Shah & Empress (1453-55, blocks of
four, imperforate between). We also noted semipostals sets.
Great for collector or dealer, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1958-59 (1107-1125); 1966-71 (1372-87); 1971 (1615-26) &
1972-73 (1650-51B); volume II with commemorative sets issued in the 1941-60 period: 1950 (935-40); 1951 (941-46 x2);
1953 (970-74); plus several semipostal sets. A good lot to build
upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
549

H/m
Persia, Mozaffar ad-Din Shah Qajar Period Collection, 1897-1906. Presented on Persiphila album pages, including 1897 (101-103); 1898 (104-119); 1899 (120-35); 1899
(136-51 x3, mostly used); 1902 (173-88, mostly used); 1902
(207 x4 used & 209 x4 mint); 1902 Meched Issue (225); 1902
(235-38, used); 1902 September Chahis/Krans issue (247-257
x2); 1902 “Tomans” Issue (Persiphila 270-74, used); 1902
(O5-7, mint); 1902 (308, used); 1903 Octagonal Provisionals
(336-40); 1906 Tabriz Issue (419-20, mint) & 1906 (422-27, including 6¢ red & 13¢ blue in used condition). Very useful and a
good opportunity to acquire a desirable lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

550

H/m
Persia, Old-time Mint & Used Assortment. In a
well-filled stock book with several 100s of items, from the 19th
Century back of the book lions through to imperfs with a host of
overprints and many early 20th century sets including blocks of
four, through to definitive to high values mint, as well as airmails, 19th Century cinderellas and much more. This is virtually
all unchecked by us, so there is a good probability that sleepers
are present, recommended for dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

551

HH/H/) Persia, Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1961-79. On Persiphila pages and housed in nine albums,
highly complete for the period, including sets and souvenir
sheets, plus a good number of first day covers in four binders.
Great as a starter collection, and easy to see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

552

HH/H/m Persia, Mostly Used Collection, 1882-1939.
Composed of several hundred on album pages. Nice range of
early issues with plenty of good mid-range value. A overall
clean, well centered collection, viewing called for, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

553

HH/H
Israel, Predominantly Never Hinged Collection
With Tabs, 1948-2006. Neatly mounted in four White Ace albums, we noted the following (never hinged unless noted) highlights: 1948 (7-9 used), 1948 (10-14), 1949 (25), 1950 (33-34),
1951 (48-50), 1952 (55), plus 1950 (C1-6), 1949 (J6-11), and
virtually complete for the period, including a wealth of sets, singles & souvenir sheets, condition is Very Fine or better throughout, and a delightful presentation well worth consideration.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

546

HH
Persia, Never Hinged Accumulation of Collections, 1961-79. Three collections on Persiphila pages and
housed in 15 three-ring binders, each highly complete, including sets and souvenir sheets. The albums are very clean, and
good for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

547

HH/H/m Persia, Powerful Collection, 1850-1950. An impressive collection of many 100s of stamps, beginning with Persian Lions, then much more 19th century with many sets, as
well as a good range of turn of the century imperforates including double overprints, varieties, etc through to the 1930s with
many seemingly very good items present, in need of investigation. Also seen a good range of officials and airmails. As in any
collection there will be reference copies present and while it is
one man’s work, it must be remembered that this is to say the
least a very challenging area of philately. Definitely a pleasure
to view, ideal for the specialist with sleepers very likely, a
recommended viewing., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

554

HH/H
Israel, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation,
1950s-70s. Countless singles with tabs, bottom margin strips
and souvenir sheets in duplication. We also noted a hingeless
album with 1954-67 sets. The lot is recommended for a dealer
and needs to be viewed in order to envision its real value and
potential, F.-V.F. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

555

)
Israel, Interim Period Postal History. Collection
of about 130 covers in two 3-ring binders; excellent variety,
though, as usual, mostly philatelic; there are, however, about
30 registered covers scattered throughout. A very nice lot of this
popular material.
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m
Persia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1942-78.
Mounted on Persiphila album pages and housed in two deluxe
albums, volume I with definitive issues such as 1942-44 (893,
899, 903 x2, 905 x2 & 907); 1951-54 (950-65 & 975-77);

556

H/)
Israel, Balance of Large Collection, 1940s-80s.
Hundred of stamps and covers (mainly FDCs); better FDCs include—all tabs—15, 17-22 (also 5p, 10p, 15p & 30p booklet
panes), 31-32 (also booklet panes), 35-37, 45-50, C16, J6-11

548
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(not tabs) and more, with lots of tête-bêche, gutters, booklet
panes, Special Events, etc., etc. Also includes like-new Lighthouse hingeless albums for plain singles (to 1974) and tabs (2
volumes to 1975) with scattered lower price stamps throughout.
Estimate $400 - 600
557

HH/H/m Israel, Collection of Mint & Used, 1948-2000.
Several hundred mint stamps and souvenir sheets, includes a
mint collection in album with #16 and only a few tabs, complete
1948-1966, two stock books with mint tabs, and several thousand stamps, blocks, postal stationery and presentation items
in a large plastic tub, sure to be some hidden gems scattered
about, essentially a ready made business for someone interested in Israeli philately, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

558

HH/H
Israel, Mint & Never Hinged Collection/ Dealer
Stock. Lighthouse hingeless album with many tabbed sets in
the modest range, and issued in the 1948-80 period. We also
noted four counter books with singles, strips, blocks of four and
souvenir sheets issued in the 1970s, plus a three-ring binder
with horizontal strips and some blocks of four with imprinted
tabs, and issued in the 1968-78 period. There are also six slogan block files with tabbed horizontal strips, which are largely
identified by Scott numbers. Please take a look and bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

559

H/m
Israel, Interim Period Collection. About 140
mostly different mint & used stamps including several
value-omitted Maps and Jezrael and unlisted varieties; highlights include a used 10m Immigrants’ Ship with red Tel Aviv
overprint (Bale 23a) and a mint 50m Map with value omitted
(31a); also includes about 20 unoverprinted JNF labels; condition is generally clean and F-VF. Bale for the listed material is
about $1,700.
Estimate $250 - 350

560

H/m/)
Israel, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Collection /
Assortment, 1949-2000. In two albums, binder and stock
book; KaBe album containing a used collection without tabs
and highly complete in the 1949-67 period, including 1949 (1-9)
& 1949 (16), plus several first day covers; Lindner hingeless album with mint, never hinged or used sets, part sets and singles
with tabs, and including 1949 Sheet of 4 (16, used), 1949-50
(24, used), 1949 Petah (27, used horizontal pair), 1951 Jewish
Fund (48-50, used) & 1952 (62-64, used), followed by commemoratives, definitives and airmails. Binder and stock book
with unchecked duplicates, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

561

H/m
Israel, Collection of Better Tab Singles,
1948-49. Includes the following mint (NH unless noted): 3-4
wrong tabs, 10-14 (65m regummed), 24, 31-32 (LH), 37-50, 55,
J6-11 and used 15 (left & right), 25, 27 (left & right), 29-30,
33-34 & C1-6; all clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

562

)
Israel, First Day Covers With Printing Varieties,
Collection. 34 covers mounted on pages, six covers with 1948
Doar Ivri (1-6), including stamps with printing varieties such as
Mosden PV.3c (1, rouletted), PV.27 (4, cut in “5” of “15”) &
Mosden V.39 (5, partly obliterated reish), 1949 cover franked
with (3 x2, including different inscriptions on tabs &
11,tête-bêche gutter pair), 1953 registered cover with 110p
(78), and showing stadium impression on both sides, 1957
cover without blue impression (128, plus normal cover), 1958
cover without green impression (143, plus normal cover), 1961
cover with Philharmonic Orchestra double impression, plus
several other covers depicting missing colors. We also noted a
cover with 5m Doar Ivri block of nine, and depicting in the center
stamp the “canal” variety. Please inspect carefully this excellent
and alluring collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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563

H/m
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection. In three
Minkus albums, starting with Italian States (Naples, Papal
States, Parma & Tuscany), followed by Italy 1890 (58-59 &
62-63, used), 1921 (130-32 & 133-35, mint), 1922 (140-42,
mint), 1923 (143-46, mint), 1932 (C35-39, used), 1934 (C62 &
C64, mint), 1934 (C66-71, mint), 1935 (353-54, mint) & 1936
(359-66, used). We also noted Cyrenaica 1923 (1-4, mint),
1926 (20-24, mint), 1927 (25-27, mint), 1934 (59-64 & C24-29);
Italian Colonies 1932 (1-12 & C1-4) & 1934 (46-50); Somalia
1923 (51-54, mint), 1925-26 (67-69 x2, mint & used) & 1934
(164-69 & C1-6, mint), plus San Marino collection with sets and
part sets in the modest range, and as a bonus
Fezzan-Ghadames, French Morocco, Spanish Morrocco &
Tangier sections. Useful pickings here and there and well worth
viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

564

H/m
Italian States, Used Assortment / Collection. In
stock pages and some loose album pages, former including Roman States 1867 & 1868 issues; Tuscany Lion & Coat of Arms
examples; Lombardy-Venetia imperforates used in Milano;
Sardinia 1851 (1); latter with Tuscany forgeries useful as reference; Lombardy-Venetia section; Sardinia 1855 (7-9) & Two
Sicilies Coat of Arms to 50g. A lot that requires careful viewing,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

565

H/m
Italy & Colonies, Accumulation of Collections.
In six albums with some useful duplication, Italy 1921 (133-34,
mint), 1922 (140-42, mint), 1923 (143-46, mint), 1923 (165-68),
plus 1917 (C1-2, mint), 1934 (C73-78, mint), plus pneumatic,
postage dues, parcel post and occupation stamps; Italian Offices Abroad Constantinople, Janina, Smyrna, Aegean Islands
(Calchi, Calino, Caso, Lero, Lisso, Nisiro, Patmo, Piscopi,
Rhodes 1929 (22-23), Scarpanto, Simi & Stampalias); Eritrea
1922 (54-57), 1923 (65-68) & 1934 (175-80 & C1-6); Ethiopia
1936 (N1-7); Fiume 1919-20 (73-85) & 1924 (184-95); Oltre
Giuba 1925 (1-12 & 14-15, mint); Somalia 1906-07 (12-16,
used), 1934 (164-69 & C1-6), 1934 Abruzzi (156-63, mint). We
also noted Italian East Africa, Libia, San Marino, Tripolitania &
Vatican City. Italian States section with many Lion of Tuscany &
Coat of Arms used examples that deserve your attention. A desirable holding with loads of potential. Close examination
advised., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

566

H/m
Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1990s. In a
Scott album, starting with some 19th Century examples, including 1890 (58-63), followed by 1910 (115-118), 1911 (119-22),
1912 (124-25), 1921 (130-32), 1931 (133-35), 1922 (140-42),
1923 (165-67) & 1926 (178-83); Airmail section including
1917-27 (C1-2, C4-8 & C10), 1932 (C35-39 x2) & 1937
(C89-94). We also noted Pneumatic stamps, Special Delivery
stamps, Newspaper stamps, Parcel Posts & some Italian Socialist Republic examples. An attractive lot for continuation,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

567

H/m
Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1970s. In a
Minkus album with desirable sets, part sets or singles such as
1890 (59-60 & 62-63, mint), 1910 (114, mint), 1921 (130-32),
1922 (140-42, mint), 1923 (143-46), 1923 (B17-19, mint), 1929
(232-38, mint) & 1938 (C100-105). We also noted
Venezia-Giulia 1945-47 issues, plus Lombardy-Venetia & Italian States. The lot has no duplication and deserves careful inspection, as there are better things throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

568

m
Italy, Used Accumulation of Sets and Part Sets.
Ranging in quantities of from one to a maximum of 74 of each issue. Approximately 4,200 stamps in the lot (210 different) with a
2011 Scott value of $7,805.40. There are dozens of $10.00+
catalog value stamps. The stamps range from Scott #23//937.
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There are individual stamps cataloging as high as $27.50. In
addition there are two stock pages of stamps with faults included but not counted in any of the above totals, F.-V.F. Scott
$7,800.
Estimate $300 - 400
569

m
Italy, Used Collection, 1925-37. Over 300
stamps, from Scott #178//371, moderate duplication, a nice array of material, F.-V.F. Scott $924.
Estimate $200 - 300

570

HH/H
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1945-54. Very clean and arranged in stock sheets;
Venezia Giulia stamps with inverted and shifted overprints, including four airmail stamps signed by several experts and deserving your attention (Sassone 6b & 6d x3); Trieste-Zone A
1-14, 15-17, 18-29, 58-69, 74-75, 109-110, C1-6, C7-12,
C13-15 & C20-26. We also noted Parcel Post section 1950-51
(Q24-26), plus a good number of revenues in gutter pairs, AMG
stamps (3Pf to 25Pf) in blocks of 14 and some singles or pairs
with extra perforations in selvage. A nice holding of this popular
area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

571

572

H/m/)
Japan, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Assortment.
In glassines and presentation cards, Japan section with many
souvenir sheets, sheets and sets in the modest range with
some better such as 223-26; 230-33 pairs; 308-11; 587-88
blocks of four & 679 block of four. We also noted three picture
postcards sent in the 1906-13 period, many first day covers and
many modern stamps with “mihon” (specimen) overprints;
Ryukyus Islands 1970 souvenir sheets (195a-99a); 1951-54
(C4-8 x2); 1950 (E1), plus several first day covers and a fair
number of sheets and Manchukuo examples. A nice clean lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1871-1976. In a
Scott album, starting with some Dragon forgeries in used condition, followed by 19th Century. We also noted 1937-45
(257-73), 1942-45 (325-42), 1948 (422) & 1949 (479), plus several souvenir sheets and regular sets in the modest range, including semipostals, four covers sent during the Japanese
Occupation of Hong Kong & 1916 red band cover with 3s rose
stamp. Worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

573

HH/H
Japan, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment,
1930s-60s. Highly recommended for the dealer or collector of
this popular country, highlights include 456, 457, 509a, 510a,
519a, plus several National Parks souvenir sheets (283a, 288a,
293a, 306a & 311a), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

574

HH
Japan, “Mihon” (Specimen) Overprint Accumulation. Nearly 500 stamps displayed on old album pages, black
stock cards, and in glassines. We note both commemoratives
and some definitives with slight duplication. Everything is Never
Hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

575

HH/H
Japan & Ryukyus, Collections, 1952-80. Well
over one thousand mint stamps, many in complete sets, better
includes 554-555, 616, 630, a beautiful collection of the popular
country, the time spent viewing will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

576

44

HH/H/m Japanese Occupations, Dealer Stock, 1932-45.
An amazing array of material in three counter books, mint unless noted includes 1N43-56, 2N3a, 2N25 (x2), 2N37, 2N57
(x4), 2N78-2N82, 3N60, 5N2, 5N44a, 6N60, 8N118, with multiples and Scott unlisted material and varieties, you won’t find a
hoard of this quantity and quality again any time soon, plenty
present to inspect, a little research will prove invaluable, F.-V.F.
Scott approximately $20,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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577

HH/H
Korea, Classy Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets housed in four counter
books, jam packed with better material, better mint unless
noted includes 20B (x5), 22 (x2), 25 (x4), 34 (x5), 38 used,
plenty of mint and used flags with multiples, 174-181 (x3), lots of
KPC listed varieties, 400-409 (x2), 552a-563a, 579a, 728a 1st
print, 781a-786a (x4), 795a (x2), 844a, 1088-1103 (x2),
C23-C26, C27-C30 (x2), C32-C34 (x2), plus over 50 early
North Korea stamps, and this aforementioned barely scratches
the surface, if you are interested in Asia don’t pass on this
beauty, condition is F.-V.F. throughout, adding to the charm of
this offering. Scott approximately $15,000 - $20,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

578

m
Korea, Used Accumulation, 1948-81. In stock
pages with many duplicates that are ideal for the Internet
dealer; North Korea section with a good number of imperforate
and perforated earlies, followed by 1960s colorful sets, including topical issues that deserve your attention; South Korea includes singles and souvenir sheets up to $12. A nice lot in
mostly F-VF condition. Huge catalogue value, F.-V.F. Scott
$25,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

579

HH
Korea, Arch of Independence & Tortoise Ship
Accumulation (78-79). Twenty-nine sets, including 20wn
block of fifteen & three blocks of four; 50wn blocks of nine & ten,
F.-V.F. Scott $7,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

580

)
Korea, Mostly Unused Postal Stationery Accumulation. Hundreds of modern postal cards in small plastic
bags, and identified by KPC catalog numbers, including duplication and some used examples. We also noted postal envelopes, and a large number of promotional stamp brochures
issued in the 1960s-70s period. A truly amazing holding which
must retail several thousands of dollards. Have a look and
check for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

581

HH/H/m Korea, Mint, Never Hinged & Used Assortment.
Hundreds of stamps in glassines and presentation cards with
some duplication, containing a good range of postally used souvenir sheets and many desirable sets, singles or souvenir
sheets such as 1947 (77, pair), 1948 (94a, pair), 1949 (95 x4,
including pair), 1949 (97, pair), 1951 (126, used block of 4),
1955 (217, three pairs), 1965 (456-67, NH blocks of four), plus
1949 Airmail (C2, sheet of 50) and some revenues. Good lot for
the retail dealer, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

582

)
Korea, Postal History Accumulation. Innumerable amount of domestic covers with single and mixed frankings
representing different postal rates, plus many aerogrammes
sent to the United States in the 1960s-70s period, and including
interesting messages in English. We also noted some first day
covers and several old stamp catalogues such as Catalog of
the Shanghai Postal System published by L.F. Livingston. Very
useful lot for the collector or dealer of this popular country, well
worth a careful look. F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

583

HH/H
Korea & Mongolia, Mint Collection, 1956-85,
nice collection in of over 250 Mongolia and 250 Korea stamps,
mounted in a stock book, with dozens of complete mint sets, a
great chance to obtain stock in these two countries inexpensively, be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

584

HH
Korea (South), Massive & Valuable Souvenir
Sheet Stock. Comprised of thousands of clean mint NH
sheets, nearly all in agreeable quantities, perfectly arranged &
identified by Scott numbers in individual glassines, nearly all the
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coverage lies from the late 1950’s on, with scores of premium
items such as Scott # 291a (19), 291B (12), 292a (15), 293a
(10), 294a (12), 305a (11), 310a (4), 323a (7), 325a (1), 348a
(40), 449a-453a (12), 545a (7), 718a-720a perf (13), 718-720a
imperf (10), 781a-786a (7), 795a (14), 797a (12), 798a-799a
(12), 802a (16), 804a-805a (16), 808a (19), 844a (16),
859a-868a (12), 875a (12), 922a (30) 7 like quantities of nearly
all surrounding sheets past the year 2000, with BOB issues etc.,
a marvelous, clean lot with a correspondingly huge aggregate
catalog value, ideal for the Internet trader, generally Very Fine.
Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
585

HH
Korea (South), Never Hinged Assortment,
1959-75. Souvenir sheets and some stamps in glassines with
duplication and housed in small box, including 293 x2, 329a
x10; 311a, 312a, 313 x5; 329a x72; 330a x64, 331a x35; 332a
x80. Small lot at a reasonable estimate, Very Fine. Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

586

H/m
Liberia, First Issues Collection, 1860-80. In a
three-ring binder, starting with 1¢, 2¢, 6¢, 12¢ & 24¢ reprints of
the designer’s die proofs in black, and defaced by a diagonal
line, including two with inscriptions reading “D. Feldwick Engr
16 Holborn E.C.”; followed by stamps in mint and used condition, and then by ten reprints of the designer’s die proofs printed
on very thin paper, defaced, and without imprint in most cases,
plus some forgeries. Also as a bonus there is a second binder
with color photocopies of a forgery reference collection, and
which shows about 500 stamps identified and annotated, including Fournier & Spiro Brothers examples. Ideal for the specialized collector, and offered as received from consignor,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

587

H/m/)
Liberia, Mint & Used Collection, 1880s-1990s. In
eight binders with a wealth of interesting items such as 1881
(21, four reprints of the designer’s die proofs), imperforate numerals, including two blocks of four, followed by pictorial issues
(49, block of four). We also noted several stamps with
“ORDINARY” overprints, imperforates and some inverted surcharges. Officials, Registration & Semipostals well represented, latter including 1954 Research Issue three perforated
blocks of four and three imperforate pairs without center impressions, plus 1950s-60s imperforate and perforated souvenir
sheets. The lot is accompanied with a beautiful book titled
“Views in Liberia” printed in 1937 by the Firestone Plantations
Company and several specialized booklets published by Philip
Cockrill. A useful collection with pickings throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

588

HH/H/m Liberia, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-1940. A couple
of hundred stamps in a counter book with mint items like 54-63,
141-143, 206, 228, 228a, 281 with inverted overprint, 291, B5a
imperf pair, B10 red cross doubled, C22, C27-C36, with many
varieties, a volume that holds great potential, some mixed condition, please take sufficient time to review, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

589

H/)
Liberia, Presidential Issue, 1948-50, Specialized Collection. In a three-ring binder, including several rarely
offered items such as the original drawing for the 3¢ stamp, and
showing a slightly different design than the issued stamp, followed by a reduced version of the drawing, and then by several
unusual die proofs of the 3¢ design, including one of center only
in black. We also noted several imperforate plate proofs of the
frames and vignettes that deserve your attention, plus several
perforated examples with specimen overprints. There are also
several covers franked with regular stamps, including two
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aerogrammes to the U.S. Interesting lot, highly recommended
for the collector or dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
590

H
Liberia, Specialized & Varieties Collection,
1890s-1960s. In a three-ring binder with many atypical stamps
such as 1892-96 (33a blue error & 34a vermilion error),
1892-96 (35a, inverted center), 1906 (102a, inverted center),
1903 Liberty imperforate proofs on white cardboard or thin paper, followed by 1906 imperforate singles, including $1, $2 & $5
examples, plus 1909 imperforates in issued and unissued colors, including block of four showing the vignette of the 5¢ stamp.
We also noted 1949 Love of Liberty 1¢ to 5¢ regulars & C63-64
airmails sheets signed by A. Szyk, plus imperforates with specimen overprints and some trial colors; 1952 Jehudi Ashmun imperforate plate proofs, specimens and progressive proofs on
souvenir sheets; 1952 United Nations imperforate blocks of
four. Great for the collector or dealer, careful viewing will prove
rewarding, as this is an original lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

591

HH/H/m Liberia, Specialized Dealer’s Stock, 1949-92.
Several hundred mint sets and souvenir sheets in counter
pages filling three binders. Certainly, there are many Scott
listed sets, however value is concentrated in the non-Scott
listed varieties such as imperforates, trial color proofs, deluxe
proofs, omitted color errors and other varieties. We note retail
values up to about $40 per item and many in the $10 to $25
range with a total retail of $2,400+. Although there may be an
occasional hinged item and one or two used, essentially this is a
clean stock of NH material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

592

H/m/)
Liberia, Airmail Collection, 1936-79.
In a
three-ring binder, including stamps up to $60 such as C45,
C48B pair & C50, plus several unusual items: C3A, C3C & C3E
imperforate pairs, C14 inverted overprint, C61-62 imperforate
pairs & C70 imperforate, plus a couple of aerogrammes and
some FDCs. Unchecked in detail and waiting for a keen eye,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

593

HH/H
Liechtenstein, Mint Collection, 1955-75. Over
750 stamps, blocks, souvenir sheets and sets, Scott 301//848
plus officials, a perfect lot for the Internet dealer, F.-V.F. Scott
$450.
Estimate $150 - 200

594

HH/H
Lithuania, Mint & Never Hinged Collection / Accumulation. Three-ring binder with many sets such as 1919
(13-19), 1919 (30-39, 40-49 & 50-60), 1920 (70-80), 1920
(81-91), 1921 (97-113), 1922 (116-119C), followed by 1922
surcharges, and then by 1923 sets (165-73 & 176-88) & 1930
(242-55). We also noted useful semipostals 1924 (B1-15),
1926 (B16-29) & 1926 (B30-42), plus airmail sets. Two stock
books and binder with modern sets, miniature sheets and 1991
Lithuanian stamp catalogue. A good lot for the dealer or the
collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

595

HH/H/m Luxembourg, Excellent Nearly All Used Collection, 1852-Late 1930’s, a lovely mounted collection beginning
with nice used examples of Scott 1 and 3, plus a solid showing
of the Coat of Arms issues. Later items include lots of scarce,
postally used sets such as 48-59, 60-69, 75-93, 97-111,
B40-44, B45-49, B50-54, B55-59, B60-65, B67-72, O52-63,
O65-74, O80-97, O114-33, good postage dues and more. Bulk
fresh, a nice old time collection, generally F.-V.F. Scott $6,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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596

H/m
Luxembourg, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-1940s. Mounted on old-time album pages, including
19th Century in used condition, followed by a good section of
semipostal sets issued in the 1921-38 period, and then by officials that deserve you attention: O3, O5-6 & O8 used. We also
noted airmails and postage dues, some toning but many useful
sets and singles. Worth a look, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

597

HH/H
Luxembourg, Semi Postal Collection, 1921-71.
Appears complete on stock page and in glassines, includes
B60-B65, B65A-B65Q, B151, some NH, fresh clean lot, inspection will help you ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

598

599

600

601

602

46

HH/H/m Macao, Mint & Used Stock, 1894-2000. Several
hundred stamps and souvenir sheets housed in three counter
books, mostly medium priced items but includes mint 104, 116,
136, 141, 155 NH block of four, 207, 383-390 NH, 404-411,
463-466 NH (x2), decent back-of-the-book. Enough material to
start your own Internet business, very few condition issues, a
wonderful stock for your perusal, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
HH/H/m Manchukuo, Never Hinged & Used Dealer
Stock, 1932-45. Arranged in glassines with massive duplication, identified with Scott numbers and housed in three small
boxes, including 1935 (41 x1000, used), 1936 (75 x900, NH, including blocks of four and six), 1936-37 (85 x100, NH), 1936-37
(87 x1000, used), 1936-37 (91 x400, including 200 NH),
1936-37 (93 x600, NH), 1936-37 (98 x900, including 500 in
used condition), 1936-37 (100 x1,500, used), 1937 (112 x1500,
including 400 unused, no gum), 1937 (112-15 x 1,000, unused,
no gum), 1941 (138-39 x100, used, plus 139 x200, NH), 1943
(150-51 x100, blocks of 8) & 1944-45 (159 x500, NH). No really
big sets or singles but lots of good medium priced material,
F.-V.F. Scott $28,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H
Mexico, Attractive Mint & Never Hinged Collection, 1856-1995. Nicely mounted in two Scott albums; Volume
I starts with 19th Century, including 1866 (33, block of 10 & strip
of 4), followed by Hidalgo, Juarez, Numerals & “Mulitas” examples. In the 20th century regular section we noted many sets &
part sets such as 1910 (310-20), 1914 (354-59 & 361), 1914
(405-409), 1914 (434-38), 1915 (455-64), 1915-16 (506-14),
1916-17 (608-17), 1930 (667-74), 1931 (676-82), 1934 (701 &
704), 1934 (707-720), 1938 (740-45), 1940 (754-58, NH). Volume II with Airmail section, including 1922 (C1, NH), 1929
(C5-10, NH), 1929-34 (C11-19, NH), 1930 (C31-36, NH), 1932
(C40-44), 1934 National University (C54-60; 20¢ to 10p),
1938 (C85-90), 1940 (C103-107, NH). We also noted officials,
special delivery, insured letters, porte de margins all around
and postal tax useful sections, plus some Sinaloa & Yucatan
provisionals issued in 1923-24. Lovely collection of this popular
country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
HH/H/m Mexico, Mint & Never Hinged Dealer Stock / Accumulation. Small box with innumerable presentation cards
with sets and singles in the modest range, and including some
duplication. Three-ring binder with thousands of stamps that
are unchecked in detail, including “Mulitas” stamps in horizontal
strips of four, selection of Mexico Exporta issues, 1956 regular
and airmail souvenir sheets, plus eleven booklets with
“Gasolina Corona Roja” red covers and containing postal tax
stamps. We also noted a mint sheet file with multiples and
sheets, including regulars and airmails. A great opportunity to
buy an original lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m
Mexico, Mostly Used Collection, 1856-1956.
Presented in a Scott album with useful 19th Century used that
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deserves your attention, including Hidalgo, Juarez, Maximilian,
Numeral & “Mulitas” issues, followed by 1910 (310-20), 1914
(434-38, mint), 1915 (464-70, mint), 1916 (593-602). Airmail
section with some earlies, followed by a large number of sets,
parcel post, insured letter stamps and officials. Also an attractive assortment of classics in stock sheets, and showing in
many cases readable postmarks. F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
603

H/m/)
Mexico, Mint & Used Assortment. Stock book
with mint & used assortment mostly issued in the 20th century,
including duplication, innumerable stock sheets with duplicates
in the modest range; Sonora 5¢ multiple of forty issued in 1914.
We also noted eight covers sent to domestic destinations in the
1840s-70s period, including two stampless, plus a Scott album
with some earlies and several 20th century desirable sets, including 1956 regular and airmail souvenir sheets. A little
scrappy but with useful pickings, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

604

HH/H
Mexico, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment,
1910s-60s. In a three-ring binder with duplication, including
392-393 blocks of nine or twelve; 395 Sonora blocks of four &
ten; 423; 427; 486-87; 500-502; 506-511; 577-78; 582; 628
sheet of 100 NH, plus several Archeology & Architecture airmails in multiples., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

605

H/m
Monaco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1885-1972. A
well-filled Scott album that truly deserves your attention, including many fresh and colorful stamps (mint unless denoted) such
as 1885 Prince Charles III (6 & 7, used), 1932-37 Views (110-19
& 121-30, used), 1937-38 (131-44), 1948 Olympic Games
(204-08 & CB7-10), 1948 Bosio (209-13 & CB11-14), 1948
(214-21), 1949 Scenic (228-32), 1951 Holy Year (262-73 x2,
perforated and imperforate sets), 1951 Red Cross (291b x2,
perforated and imperforate blocks of 4), 1953 (295-300 &
C36-39), 1955 (333, plus imperforate trial color proof in brown),
1956 (371a-80a, pairs), 1964 Kennedy special sheet (YT 8,
“Bloc Speciaux”), followed by many colorful sets, including
some imperforates and several complete sheets. The
Semipostal section contains 1937 (B19-23), 1939 (B26-35),
1941 (B51-60) 1949 Red Cross (B99a x2, perforated and imperforate blocks of 4). Also Airmails such as 1949 (C27-29),
1955-57 (C41-44, NH), plus Postage Dues 1925 (J21-26) &
1953-54 (J39a-47a, pairs), F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

606

HH/H
Monaco, Mint & Never Hinged Collection,
1928-77. In a Thiaude album with gainful sets and souvenir
sheets such as 1942 (B61-75); 1946-47 (J28-38A); 1947 (B94);
1948 (204-208 & CB7-10); 1948 (209-13 & CB11-14); 1949
Red Cross (B99, imperforate sheet containing four of B99a);
1950 (247-52 & C34-35); 1951 Red Cross (291b, perforated
sheet containing four of B99a); 1953 (295-300 & C36-39);
1955-57 (C41-44); 1953-54 (J39-56) & 1956 (371-90). A pleasant lot with many key stamps, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

607

H
Monaco, Beautiful Mint Collection, 1953-66. In
Yvert-Tellier album and highly complete for the period. We
noted several desirable sets such as 1953 (295-300 & C36-39);
1955-57 Birds (C41-44, plus C41a, C42a & C44a), plus some
precanceled sets. Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

608

HH
Monaco, Never Hinged Assortment, 1978-99. In
stock pages and excellent state of preservation, including many
miniature sheets such as 1978 (1114a); 1979 (1180a); 1980
(1228a); 1981 (1279a); 1982 (1330a); 1983 (1369a); 1988
(1624a x2); 1989 (1683a x2). We also noted several booklets
with topical (Olympics) stamps issued in 1993.F.-V.F. Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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609

HH/H/m Mongolia, Marvelous Mint Stock, 1960-95. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in three counter
books, mostly modestly valued material but includes items such
as 850a- 850g, 1137-1145, 2266-2270 (x2), useful duplication,
very few if any condition issues, a grand stock to refill your inventory, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

610

H/m
Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection,
1852-1988. In a Davo hingeless album, starting with nice
earlies such as 1852 (1-3, used, and including extra 15¢ example); 1864 (4-6, used) & 1867-68 (5¢ to 50¢), followed by 19th
Century used, including 1893-96 Princess Wilhelmina (51-54,
used), and then by a well-filled section of sets, part sets and singles issued in the 1900s-80s period: 1913 (98-100, used), 1920
Surcharges (104-105, used) and many semipostal sets in the
$20 to $50 range with some better such as 1942 Legion
(B144-45, sheets). We also noted many modern booklets and
miniature sheets, plus some back of the book issues, including
airmails, postage dues and International Court of Justice sets.
Excellent for continuation, and offered intact as received from
consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

611

HH
Netherlands, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1998 Nearly to Date. Nicely assembled in five pristine Davo albums with dustcases, along with two additional filled binders,
collectively with many hundreds of specially prepared complete
booklets. An amazing and very unusual collection of the subject, with about 2,000 euros in face value, plus a few hundred
guilders prior. Beautiful lot which should be viewed to be fully
appreciated, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

612

HH/H
Netherlands, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1900s-90s. Interesting property mounted in Davo & Ka-Be
hingeless album pages, including singles, blocks of four and a
good number of coils and booklets that deserve your attention
and that are rarely offered on today’s market. We also noted
many modern miniature sheets, se-tenant pairs and blocks of
four from booklet panes. F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

613

H
Netherlands and Belgium, Mounted Accumulation. Netherlands is in three volumes, one a collection and the
other two a duplicated accumulation, with nice runs of complete
sets with value in the 1960’s plus booklets. The Belgium is in a
single volume collection of mixed mint and used sets and singles. Viewing invited. Condition can be mixed at times, overall
clean, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

614

H/m
Netherlands & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-1992. In a Minkus album, volume I including 1852
(1-2, used), 1864 (4-6, used), 1867 (10-12, used), followed by
19th Century issues, including 1898-1924 (55-82, used),
1924-26 (142-60, used), 1926-39 (164-93, used), 1931
(B50-53, used), followed by many sets in the $5 to $15 range.
We also noted Netherlands Indies sets and part sets, including
1949 Indonesia (Java & Sumatra) issues, plus some Netherlands New Guinea examples; volume II includes Netherlands
Antilles & Suriname. Must be seen to be appreciated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

615

H/m
Netherlands Colonies, Mint & Used Collection.
In three Davo hingeless albums with value concentrated in the
20th century, including Netherlands Indies section with regulars
and airmails in the modest range; Curacao & Netherlands Antilles with value concentrated in the 1950s-80s; Surinam, including nice semipostals issued in the 1960s-80s period. We also
noted Aruba section with several modern sets. Nothing fantastic but plenty of useful sets and souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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616

m
Norway, Used Collection, 1855-1986. In Davo album, starting with 1855 (1), followed by 19th Century representation, including 1856-57 (3-5), 1863-66 (8-10, including 24s
accompanied with 1993 certificate) & 1867-68 (11-15). We also
noted 1925 (104-10), plus airmails, officials & postage dues
sets. Please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

617

H/m
Norway, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1972. In
Schaubek album with 19th Century, including 1856-57 (4-5,
used), 1863-66 (8-10, used) & 1867-68 (12 & 14-15, used), followed by 1872-75 Post Horn & Crown (16-21, used), and then
by 19th Century, plus many issues in the modest range, including officials and some modern booklets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

618

HH/H
Paraguay, Comprehensive & Specialized Collection, 1870-1952. Beautifully presented in four old-fashioned albums with many scarce to rare items that truly deserve
your awareness; Volume I starts with 1870 Vigilant Lion set
(1-3, including mint, unused, no gum and used examples), followed by seven pages with 1r rose multiples (block of 40, block
of 25, block of 15, block of 10, blocks of 4, pairs and singles) that
were used to plate the stamp by Mr. Barnhart in his prize winning collection from 1913, plus some forgeries identified as
such that are useful as reference, and then by 1870 Vigilant
Lion (3r stamp with horizontal private perforations, unused no
gum, and with PF certificate), 1878 Provisionals (4 mint, 5 unused, no gum, plus 4-5 extra examples in used condition, 5E
used and with Rendon certificate); 1878 Provisionals (5F x2
mint & used & 6 used, plus 5F horizontal pair, one numeral inverted, other diagonal, accompanied with PF certificate, 6 used
and with PF certificate & 6 with inverted surcharge and accompanied with PF certificate); 1878 Provisional (9 used, and accompanied with PF certificate), 1878 Provisionals (7 used, and
signed by Bloch, 8 used, and with PF certificate and signed
Kohler, additional 8 used, and also with PF certificate & 9 x2
used); 1879 Vigilant Lion Issue with perforation varieties and
imperforates; 1881 Vigilant Lion Issue, including complete
sheets and elusive varieties such as vertical or horizontal pairs
imperforate vertically or horizontally, followed by an impressive
section of twelve pages with imperforate trial color proofs (multiples, blocks of four, pairs) lithographed by L. Goumand in Buenos Aires, 1881 & 1884 Provisionals, 1884 Seal of Treasury
lithographed issue by Kraft, including paper and perforation varieties, plus an unusual 2¢ imperforate multiple of 50, 1887 Seal
of Treasury typographed by Giesecke. The 20th century section
starts at the end of this volume with issues in the modest range
but contains surcharge, perforation and imperforate varieties;
Volume II with 1907-1909 provisionals, including singles,
blocks of four and multiples with a wealth of overprint or surcharge varieties that are highly recommended for the specialist,
1910 Coat of Arms issue by Kraus in Asuncion, including imperforate pairs and multiples, 1911 Republic issue, including, six
imperforate pairs, 1912 Provisionals, 1913 Coat of Arms issue,
including imperforate pairs & 1¢ gray sheet of 100, 1918
Provisionals, 1920 Surcharges, 1922 Red Cross centers inverted & 1p to 50p revolutionary stamps with inverted centers,
1922 Parliament Building issue imperforate pairs & inverted
centers, 1925-26 Diaz imperforate pairs, 1927-36 Issue with a
fair number of varieties, 1939-40 Escobar & Zubizarreta 50¢ &
1p with inverted heads, plus 50¢ vertical pair, imperforate horizontally & 1p horizontal pair, imperforate vertically;Volume III
with regular stamps issued in the 1942-52 period, including imperforate pairs and surcharge varieties, followed by
semipostals and then by a truly desirable section with airmails
such as C2-5 blocks of four with inverted surcharges, 1929
(C11a, imperforate pair), 1929 (C14, perforated and imperforate blocks of four with inverted surcharges), 1930 (C29 &
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C29a, two blocks of 6, each with variety “Aereo” omitted, and
accompanied with Rendon certificate), 1930 Airmails with overprint varieties in blocks of four and larger multiples, 1930 First
Constitution (1p, 2p, 3p, 6p & 10p imperforate pairs), followed
by many scarce perforation varieties that we recommend you to
see; Volume IV with 1948-66 airmail sets, followed by postage
dues, interior stamps and an extraordinary and valuable section
with Officials such as 1886 1¢ & 5¢ plate proofs in black (blocks
of 25), 1886 10¢ reprint imperforate block of 24, 1886 15¢ imperforate plate proof in blue (block of 25), 1886 20¢ imperforate
plate proof in black (block of 25), followed by 1886 specimens in
singles and blocks of 4, 1902 1p block of four with inverted
overprint and with Rendon certificate. Our description has only
touched on the highlights of this magnificent property which is
offered intact, as received from the consignor, and certainly
represent the best Paraguay collection we have ever had the
pleasure to offer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
619

HH/H/m Poland, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Collection &
Assortment. In three binders and stock pages, collection is
housed in two binders with a large amount in the modest range,
plus used stock in additional binder. Value of the lot is concentrated in the 1960s-80s never hinged sets arranged in the stock
pages, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

620

HH/H
Poland, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1919-2002. In nine three-ring binders with many sets in the
modest range, including 1922-23 Miner stamps, followed by
some 1923 surcharges and some sets such as 1927 (246-48,
NH), 1930 (263-66, NH), 1932-33 (268-74, NH), 1933 (277,
NH), 1935-36 (294-304, NH), 1939 (335-38, NH) & 1945
(362-63 no gum, as issued), followed by many other sets in
never hinged condition that deserve your attention. Many souvenir sheets and topical issues, including some imperforate
sets, plus some first day covers. Excellent for the discriminating
collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

621

H/m
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-83. In a
well-filled Scott album with regulars, semipostals 1921
(B11-14), airmails, postage dues, WWI German Occupation,
plus General Government section with several sets in the modest range. A great collection for continuation, and offered at a
very reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

622

H/m/)
Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In
a thick Scott album, Portugal section with several desirable
classics such as 1853 (2, used), 1856 (9-10, used), 1862-64
(12-16, used), 1867-70 (25-32, used), followed by 19th Century
issues: 1892-93 Kin Carlos set, 1893 provisionals, and then by
many sets such as 1928-29 surcharges & 1931 (534-39, mint),
part sets, including airmails, postage dues, postal tax and parcel post examples. We also noted Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape
Verde, Funchal, Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, Macao, Mo zambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Portuguese
Congo, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, St. Thomas &
Prince Islands, Timor & Zambezia, plus three-ring binder with
ten covers, including 1882 cover Funchal-Germany, 1909 picture postcard Ponte Delgada-California & 1892 cover
Turquel-Lisbon. A good lot to expand upon or break down by
colony with most material of pleasing appearance, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

623

48

H/m
Portugal & Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In
a Minkus album, including Portugal 1924 (315-45, mint);
Azores 1868 (3-6, including 50r & 80r unused no gum), 1868-70
(7-11 & 13-14, used), 1894 (65-77, mostly mint), 1911 (141-48,
mint), 1927-30 (272-83, mint), 1928 (284-99, mint). We also
noted Angra, Horta, Macao, Funchal, Mozambique, Lourenco
Marques, Nyassa, Portuguese Guinea & Portuguese India &
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Zambezia. Another late arrival, so viewing could be rewarding,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
624

HH/H/m Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1862-1960.
Over 1,200 stamps, includes Portugal, Angola, St. Thomas &
Prince Islands, Macau, Portuguese Guinea, Timor, Cape
Verde, Mozambique and Company, there may be some reprints which were not counted in the totals, an excellent pick up
of this popular area, F.-V.F. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $300 - 400

625

H/m
Romania, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1970s.
In a Minkus album, starting with 1862-64 Moldavia-Walachia
examples, followed by three unissued (2pa, 5pa & 20pa)
stamps, and then by Prince Carol imperforates that deserve
your attention. We also noted King Carol I perforated issues,
and early postage dues. The 20th century section is highly complete and includes many desirable sets such as 1906 (186-95),
1906 (196-206), 1913 (230-39), 1931 (389-95), 1931 (396-99),
1932 (B40, souvenir sheet), 1932 (417-19), 1934 (B44-49),
1935 (B50-54) & 1945 (B292-303). We also noted Austrian &
German Occupation sets. A nice colorful lot that will be a
pleasure to see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

626

H/m
Romania, Nice Mint and Used Collection.
Housed in a couple albums, some pages and a small number of
stock cards in a small box. Strength is in the back-of-the-book
with some nice runs of complete mint sets. Overall clean and
F-VF, examine.
Estimate $200 - 300

627

H/m
Russia, Mostly Used Collection, 1857-1992. In
two well-filled albums with better noted (used unless denoted)
including 1857 (1, signed Georg Buhler), 1858-64 (9), 1866-70
(25 & 25a), 1875-82 (26a), 1884 (39), 1905 (B1-4, mint), 1922
(B30-33, unused, no gum as issued), 1922 (212, two sheets of
25), 1923 (241c, mint and imperforate), 1924-25 (293a, mint,
perf 10½), 1925 (294-97), 1925-27 (224-25vars, imperforates,
including 3r with Rossica certificate), 1925 (330-35 & 336-41,
mint), 1927 (C10-11, mint), 1931 (C26-28), 1932-33 (472-78),
1933 Leningrad Exhibition (487-88, mint), 1933 (489-509),
1934 (524-28, mint), 1934 (C53-57), 1935 (546-50 & 551-54),
1935 (C58-67), 1935 (559-68), 1937 (603a, mint), 1937 (C75a),
1949 (1360a, mint), 1949 (1325, mint), followed by a wealth of
sets, including many topical issues. We also noted some Civil
War & Soviet Republics. A nice lot with many good sets and
singles throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

628

HH
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1908-20. Excellent
holding in a large-size mint sheet file with 75 full sheets of 100,
including ten sheets with watermarks on top or lower selvage,
and corresponding to the first printing. We noted the following
perforated sheets: 1k orange plate 3; 2k green plates 1 x4, 2, 3
& 8; 3k carmine plates 1 x3 & 2; 4k carmine plates 1 x2 & 2 x5; 5k
claret 1x2 & 2 x2; 7k blue plates 1 & 8; 7k blue plate 8; 10k blue
plates 2 & 3; 14k dark blue & carmine plate 3; 15k red-brown &
blue plates 3 & 6; 20k blue & carmine plate 2, 4 x2 & 5; 25k dull
green & dark violet plates 3 & 6; 35k red-brown & green plates 2
& 5; 50k brown-violet & green plates 4 & 5 x3; 70k brown & orange two sheets; 1r pale brown & red-orange plates 8 & 9; 3.5r
maroon & light green three sheets; 7r one sheet, plus 2k, 15k
x4, 35k, 70k, 1r x7 imperforate sheets, and as a bonus a 2013
Russian specialized catalog as reference. A recommended lot
for the specialized collector of this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

629

)
Russia, Railway Post Office Cancels,
1882-1935. Collection of about 120 cards or covers, the majority being picture postcards from the from the first 15 years of the
20th century; includes an excellent range of markings, all
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mounted one-to-a-page with a color photocopy of the reverse
and all pertinent markings identified and accompanied by tracings; mostly domestic usages (four are 1932-38 Latvian
cards/covers), but about 20 are to foreign destinations, primarily in Europe, though one is from Irkutsk, Siberia to Shanghai,
China. While there is nothing rare here, a similar collection
would take many years to duplicate, the whole being worth
much more than the sum of its parts. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
630

631

632

633

634

H/m/)
Russia, Stamps & Postal History Collection. In
a Lindner hingeless album, starting with three stampless folded
letters, including one 1844 Mariupol to Odessa, showing the 30
mm straight-line dispatch date marking; other 1867 Odessa to
Marseille, and with interesting transit postmarks. The 19th Century section includes many fresh stamps such as 1857 (1) and
1870 (3k error with Vs in groundwork) & 1889-92 (53-54). We
also noted two covers individually franked with 10k stamps, and
tied by numeral cancels. There is also a good number of sheets:
1909-12 (74-77, 79, 81-83 & 86), 1917 (125, 130 & 131 x2), plus
some regulars and semipostals issued in the 1913-15 period.
Well worth a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1909-17. In a mint
sheet file with sixteen sheets with unusual varieties, including
2k green perforated sheet with vertical left watermark partially
shifted in stamps, plus additional sheet with vertical lozenges
varnish lines (chalk lines) shifted; 15k two imperforate sheets
with center impressions shifted and some offset on reverse, including one with vertical lozenges varnish lines (chalk lines)
shifted; 20k perforated sheet with vertical lozenges varnish
lines (chalk lines) shifted to the left; 25k two sheets with center
impressions shifted; 35k sheet with vertical lozenges varnish
lines (chalk lines) shifted; 70k imperforate sheet with center impressions shifted, plus 70k perforated sheet with watermark
shifted into stamps; 1r imperforate sheet with center impressions shifted. A very clean and original lot that is impossible to
duplicate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1960s. In
Scott album with some earlies, including 1889-92 (53, mint),
1902-06 (70, mint), 1906 (71, mint), followed by some better issued in the 20th century, and such as 1933 (489-509, used),
1934 (524-28, used), 1934 (536-39, used), 1934 (540-45,
used), 1935 (546-50, used), 1935 (551-54, used), 1935
(569-72, used), 1937 (603a), 1938 (678-86, used), and then by
a wealth of sets issued in the 1940s-60s period. Lot has tremendous interest for dealer or collector alike, viewing advised,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Russia,
Postal
History
Accumulation,
1870s-1970s. In small box with over 100 pieces, including
some Imperial Russia folded letters and many postal stationery
(envelopes and cards) used items in Lindner album. We also
noted a good number of mailers with single frankings and sent
in 1925 from Moscow. A last minute arrival that may pay to inspect closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
H/m/)
Russia, Diverse Accumulation, 1870s-1970s. A
lot offered as received from consignor. We noted album with
never hinged perforated multiples and sheets issued in the
1909-12 period, plus mint sheet file with 24 imperforate sheets
(1r pale brown & red-orange issued in 1917) that show shifted
center impressions, and that deserve your attention; three
small stock books with some better stamps, including a large
amount of earlies with interesting cancels and postmarks.
There is also a regular stock book with innumerable souvenir
sheets issued in the 1970s; 1989 Space Achievements (Scott
5836a x600), and as a bonus two publications: 2004 Charity La-
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bels Catalogue by Arnold Ryss & Russia Zemstvos handbook
by Chuchin. Have a nice view! F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
635

)
Russia, Postal History Collection, 1884-1917.
25 cards or covers with a nice range of usages including 9 different se-tenant pair sub-office numerals and seven to foreign
destinations: 1902 Moscow, 1911 Bilderlingshof (registered)
and 1912 Mitau to New York; 1903 Aleksandrovsk to Amsterdam, 1903 Kronstadt to Scotland, 1905 Yekaterinodar to
France; and 1916 Shuudan, Mongolia to U.S.; also includes
three early 20th century Russian picture postcards, two picturing Mongolian yurts, the third a “wealthy Chinese family”. An
interesting lot.
Estimate $500 - 750

636

H/m
Russia, Mostly Used Collection, 1850s-1970s.
In a thick Minkus album with some earlies but value concentrated in the 20th century, and including some better sets & singles such as 1935 (551-54, used), 1935 (569-72, used), 1938
(666-77, used), 1938 (678-86, used). We also noted Russia
Civil War issues (Western Army, South Russia, Siberia & Far
Eastern Republic), plus Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia &
Ukraine unchecked-in-details. Nothing fantastic but a useful lot
to pick from, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

637

HH/H/m Russia, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1946-99. Mounted in five Mystic hingeless albums, and virtually complete for the period, including a wealth of sets, souvenir
sheets, miniature sheets and some imperforate examples. We
didn’t see anything expensive but a nice collection of a popular
country, and priced at a very reasonable estimate, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

638

HH/H/m Russia, Dealer Stock, 1918-58. Thousands of
stamps in two fat stock books with mint & used duplication in
parallel. We noted singles, strips, blocks of four and some souvenir sheets. Airmail section includes 1933 Furnaces of
Kuznetsk (C45, C46 & C47 x4, mint, plus 20k two used blocks of
four). No really big sets or singles but lots of useful material.
Truly a bargain at our estimate, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

639

HH/H/m Russia, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer Stock,
1950s-90s. In several counterbooks, folios for entire sheets
and three binders with singles, blocks of four, entire sheets,
souvenir sheets and miniature sheets. No big highlights but
much useful material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

640

)
Russia,
Postal
History
Assortment,
1870s-1940s. Small box with 70 items, including several postal
cards, postcards and postal envelopes used in the period. We
also noted several registered covers, plus some unused postal
stationery items. A good lot for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

641

HH/H/m San Marino, Mint & Used Collection, 1877-1950.
Over 200 stamps, used, mint or NH, ranges from Scott 1//334,
B3//B37, C3//C12 with some other back-of-the-book, complete
sets and MNH items scattered throughout, a great foundation to
build upon, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

642

HH
Saudi Arabia, Never Hinged Assortment,
1979-99. Interesting holding of approximately 4,100 commemorative stamps issued over a 21 years period, housed in folders,
usually nine of each stamp, including many with labels inscribed
in Arabic, which are hard to find and should attract a premium
from a serious collector. A lovely lot with a catalogue value exceeding $5,000, and whose qualities will more than speak for
itself upon viewing, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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643

644

HH
Sweden, Massive and Valuable Booklet Collection. Composed of about 330 different booklets running to
1997 with a owners catalog value of SK72,500 = $15, 000+. A
excellent lot to build on with many better including Facit H14,
H15B, H18I(2), H20A1, H21, H24, H28, H31, H32, H37, H55,
H65, plus many, many more. A few booklets short a couple of
stamps but overall clean, fresh and Very Fine. Leave plenty of
time to review this one as there is a great deal of useful value to
be found throughout. Ex Amberly. Facit SKr 72,500 ($10,880)
(Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
m
Sweden, Advanced Used Collection, 1858-1930.
Collection of over 450 stamps in one volume with light duplication, there are some inverted watermarks and different
printings, many socked-on-the-nose cancels, includes 10, 11,
11a, 34, 34a, 51, 66, 70, plenty of back-of-the-book, few if any
condition issues, a smart buy, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

645

m
Sweden, Specialized Numeral Issue Collection,
1877-79. Over 400 stamps in a binder with circular cancels,
and distinctive shades arranged according to the Facit Catalogue. Excellent reference material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

646

H/m
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1843-1989.
In two albums, including Zurich 1843 (1L2, used, flawless and
accompanied with 1988 Weid certificate); Switzerland 1850 (3,
used and signed H. Bloch), 1854 “Strubel” (15-16 & 19, used),
1854-55 (20-23, used), 1855-57 (24-26 & 31, used), 1858-62
(35, used and signed H. Bloch). The 20th century contains
many desirable sets and souvenir sheets that truly deserve
your attention: 1907-25 William Tell’s Son & Helvetia stamps
inc. 143a variety, “broken sword” and accompanied with 2009
Sismondo certificate, 1914-30 (184-85, mint), 1924 (200-203,
mint), 1931 (209), 1934 NABA sheet (226, NH), 1938 (244-46,
mint) & 1945 (293-305). Semipostal section with B1-14 mint,
1940 (B105 NH), 1943 souvenir sheets (B130-132), 1945 War
Victims (B143, NH). Airmail section with C1-2 NH, each accompanied with 1991 Amateur Collector certificate, plus C3-12 and
C13-15. A solid collection, offered intact as received from
consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

647

648

649

50

H/m
Switzerland, Mint & Used Assortment, 1913-64.
In stock album with mint & used sets or singles in parallel, including up to ten examples of each stamp in mint condition. We
noted 1913 (B1 x8, mint), 1915 (B2 x11 & B3 x5), 1916 (B4 x9,
B5 x7 & B6 x3), 1917 (B7 x11, B8 x11 & B9 x9, mint), 1918 (B10
x10 & B11 x14, mint), 1919 (B12 x12, B13 x9 & B14 x9), plus
many other that truly deserve your awareness. A desirable
stock with loads of potential, inspection advised, F.-V.F. Scott
$10,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/)
Switzerland, Outstanding Officials Collection,
1938-80. Nifty collection of Swiss officials and precursors, includes UNTEA set in blocks of four and first day covers, League
of Nations include 2O1-2O30, 2O56, International Labor Bureau has 3O1-3O26, 3O47, 3O62-3O82 with examples on covers, World Health Organization 5O6-5O24, International
Organization for Refugees 6O1-6O8, UN European Office
7O1-7O20, with many on first day covers, overall an appealing
collection affording a wide variety of potentials, Very Fine. Scott
$3,455.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Switzerland,
Mostly
Used
Collection,
1860s-1960s. In a Lighthouse album, including 1862-78 Helvetia perforated stamps, followed by Numeral issues (69-76,
77-81 & 113-18, including different two different watermarks
and several shades that deserve your attention), 1882-1907
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Standing Helvetia issues, including 1Fr & 3Fr examples,
shades and some minor varieties. The 20th century section includes 1900 (Zumstein 77A-79A & 77B-79B), 1924-33
(200-203 & 200a-203a), plus useful semipostal sets. An interesting collection with desirable material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
650

)
Switzerland, Assortment of First Day Covers,
1960s-70s. Including several hundreds, plus a large group of
Postal, Telegraph and Telephone Agency presentation folders
with stamps, souvenir sheets with first day cancels, plate
blocks, huge potential for the winning bidder, examination is
strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

651

H/m/)
Switzerland, Mint & Used Accumulation,
1850s-1950s. Mounted in stock pages, starting with 1850 (2 &
7a used, each accompanied with APS certificate); 1852 (12,
used and accompanied with APS certificate); 1854 (14, used
and accompanied with APS certificate);1855-57 (31, used and
accompanied with APS certificate). We also noted a forgery of
the Dove of Basel tied on cover and useful as reference, several
“strubel” used examples and two covers with single frankings,
seated Helvetia perforated stamps with “Ausser Kurs” overprints and some covers with seated Helvetia perforated singles,
plus 1951 Lunaba souvenir sheet (B206, NH). A varied array,
worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

652

HH/H/m Switzerland, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-2000.
Presented in two binders, a few thousand stamps better includes 48 (x5), 50 (x6), 84 (x5), 89 (x4), 93 (x4), 100 (x29), 122
(x11), 185 (x3), and hundreds more in the $2 to $30 range, this
is the time to pick up this country, grab a paddle and bid! bid! bid!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

653

H/m
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection,
1850s-1960s. In Scott album, starting with some earlies such
as 1850 (8, used), 1854 (14, 20 & 21, used), and 19th Century.
We also noted 1908-25 William Tell’s Son issue, including 1909
(146-48, mint) & 1910-17 (149-52, mint), and followed by many
issues in the modest range. The semipostal section is very nice,
and including all sets or singles issued in the 1913-39 period;
Airmail section with C2 & C3-12, plus some postage dues and
officials that we didn’t have a chance to inspect in detail. Nothing fantastic but a useful collection to build on or to pick from,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

654

HH
Syria - United Arab Republic, Souvenir Sheets
Accumulation, 1958 (C12-13 & C15-16). Group of 78, comprising C12-13 (39 sheets) & C15-16 (39 sheets). Excellent for
the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

655

HH/H/m Tannu Tuva, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock, 1934-36. Very good lot in glassines and housed in two
red boxes, better noted including 1934 (45-52 x80, NH), 1936
(71-92 x95, used), 1934 (C1-9 x200, NH), 1934 (C1-9 x175,
used) & 1936 (C10-18 x220, used). The lot represents a profitable and rewarding opportunity for a dealer, F.-V.F. Scott
$30,205.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

656

HH/H/m Tannu Tuva, Never Hinged & Used Assortment,
1934-36. An interesting find of a popular country, innumerable
glassines in three small boxes with plenty duplication. We noted
1934 (C1-9, including 50k examples in used condition) & 1936
(C10-18, mostly mint). We also noted a good number of used
pairs. High catalogue value lot, offered at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F. Scott $30,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

657

HH
Trucial States, Never Hinged Assortment. A
stunning amount of imperforate or perforated sheets, large mul-
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tiples & blocks of four, including many topicals. We noted
Ajman sheets of 8 (Circus) & sheets of 32 (Classic Composers); Fujeira imperforate & perforated sheets of 6 (Space souvenir sheets); Manama sheets of 25 (Space); Ras Al Khaima
sheets of 6 (Olympics), sheets of 20 (Boy Scouts) & imperforate
sheets of 20 (Fish); Sharjah imperforate sheets of 10 (Cars);
Yemen Arab Republic imperforate sheets of 12 (Space), Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
658

H/m
Turkey, Mostly Used Collection, 1860s-1980s.
In a Minkus album, starting with 1863 (6-7), followed by 19th
Century unchecked-in-detail, and then by many sets, part sets
and singles with several better such as 1920 (590-98), 1926
(RAC1-4, mint), 1929 (676-81, used), 1931-42 (737-57, used),
1933 (RAC29-30, mint), 1942-43 (896-915, mint), 1948
(963-77), plus several sets issued in the 1958-60 period. A collection that has been in storage for quite a few years, viewing
could be rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

659

HH/H/m Ukraine, Kharkiv Issue Assortment, 1920
(64//79). In two stock sheets, including Scott 64 block of four;
65 block of 25; 66 pair; 67; 68 block of four; 68a used vertical
pair; 69 irregular block of 24; 70 used block of four; 70a used
vertical pair; 71 five used vertical pairs signed Romeko; 71a two
used horizontal pairs; 74 used strip of four; 75 used vertical pair,
plus 79 block of 25. A good lot at our estimate, and recommended for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

660

HH/H/m Ukraine, Mint, Never Hinged & Used Accumulation, 1918-19. In stock sheets with value concentrated in the
Regional Issues with duplication, including Kiev III & Poltava
examples in singles and blocks of four, plus some used on
postal card pieces. We also noted some Katerynoslav stamps
and some varieties as shifted handstamps, plus Regional Issues on loose album sheets. Lots of material, including some
signed stamps. A nice lot that deserves careful inspection, as
there could be better stamps throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

661

662

663

HH/H
Ukraine, Official Government Reprints Assortment, 1919. In stock pages with duplication, produced using
the original plates and including stamps with Kharkiv overprints
made to order for the Riga stamp dealer, Dzenis. We noted singles, blocks of four and strips. One of the largest holdings of this
material we have seen, and extremely useful as reference
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H
Ukraine, Yekaterinoslav Issue, Mostly Never
Hinged Collection, 1919. In red album with singles, strips,
blocks of four and some larger multiples, including with 3k red
block of 20; 3k red gutter block of 4; 5k claret strips of 5; 7k light
blue strips of 5; 10k dark blue two half sheets of 50, plus several
strips of 5 with shifted handstamps; 14k six strips of five; 15k
singles and strips of five; 20k block of 20 and several strips of
five; 25k two strips of five, block of four and singles; 35k block of
four and singles; 50k block of 20, two strips of five and singles;
70k five strips of five; 1k orange imperforate three blocks of 15;
3k red imperforate block of 25; 20k blue & carmine imperforate
block of 25. We noted several signed. Excellent holding for the
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H
Viet Nam, Mint Collection, 1951-80. Highly disorganized collection on home made pages in black mounts, the
sets are almost in random order on the pages without rhyme or
reason, however they are identified by Scott number, some duplication is present, mainly in blocks of four, prominent stamps
include 39-50 (NH) $113.95, 496-499 in blocks of four (NH)
$268.00, 424a (x3) (NH) $120.00, J15-J20 blocks of four (NH)
$208.00, M3 imperf pair (NH) $130.00, and four color proofs of
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J7-J10, there is also a smaller collection of North Viet Nam (cat
value $319.00) including some imperf sets, a fine collection
ready to be re-mounted and displayed or added to your existing
collection, F.-V.F. Scott $3,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
664

HH
Viet Nam (South), A Wonderful and Clean Dealers Show Stock. Comprised of hundreds of never hinged sets,
plus an extensive showing of imperf sets etc, all identified by
Scott numbers, with light quantities throughout, packed into 2
counter books. Includes loads of useful, increasingly popular
sets, all well arranged and ready to merchandise, well worth inspection, routinely Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

665

HH/H
Yemen, Remarkable Mostly Never Hinged
Dealer Stock. Four boxes filled with sets, strips, blocks and
souvenir sheets, including imperforates and housed in a large
amount of glassines with Michel numbers. We noted five
counterbooks ideal for the bourse dealer, containing a wealth of
mostly mint imperforate or perforated sets and souvenir sheets
that deserve your attention, including some presentation
sheets and many topical issues. There is also a large binder
loaded with perforated and imperforate sheets issued in the
1960s-70s period. Bonus of the lot consists of Iran large multiple of a modern error: 250r surcharge on 60r flower stamp with
inverted center; Lebanon Scott C149a; C153a x2 & Jordan
533-33B imperforate corner blocks of four. Excellent state of
preservation, a delightful opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

666

HH/H
Yemen, Mostly Never Hinged Collection,
1940-68. In a well-filled Scott album with a wealth of sets and
souvenir sheets, including 1950 UPU, 1959 Telecommunications, 1959 Flags, 1960 Refugees set and sheet, 1960 Olympics set and sheet, 1961 United Nations set and sheet, 1961
Hodeida set and sheet, plus many other sets and sheets in the
same price range, including airmails and many art topical issues issued under the Mutawakalite monarchy. We also noted
a fair number of imperforate sets that deserve your attention. A
very interesting lot, well worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

667

H/m/)
Yemen, Mint & Used Collection, 1930s-60s. In a
three-ring binder, and containing approximately 1,000 stamps.
We noted sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets, plus miniature sheets, first day covers and imperforates. Many topical
stamps: Arts, Space & Sports, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Area Collections and Accumulations
668

HH
Africa, Independent Countries, Imperforate
Souvenir Sheets Accumulation. Hundreds of sheets, including duplication. We noted Ivory Coast 1979 Rowland Hill & Locomotive (519); Kenya 1976 Rail Transport in East Africa (67a);
Tanzania 1976 Rail Transport in East Africa (65a), 1985 Tanzania Railways (274a), 1986 Birds (309a), plus 1986 Rotary
Chess Championships (304-306, imperforate sheets in pairs);
Uganda 1976 Rail Transport in East Africa (158a); High catalogue value offered at a small fraction, and ideal for the topical
dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

669

H/m
Africa, Mint & Used Collection / Assortment. In
a three-ring binder and arranged in alphabetical order, starting
with Algeria assortment in two stock sheets, British Commonwealth sets and part sets issued in the 1940s-50s period,
Brundi & Cameroun assortments in stock sheets; Congo, Ethiopia & French Morocco assortments, plus many other countries
such as French Equatorial Africa, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Rwanda,
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Senegal, Somali Coast, Spanish Colonies, Togo & Tunisia. An
interesting lot that well worth a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
670

671

672

HH/H
Africa, Independent Countries, Mostly Never
Hinged Assortment. Innumerable amount of sets, parts sets
& souvenir sheets in glassines, including Burundi, Congo, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Sierra Leona,
South Africa, South West Africa, Tanzania, Togo, Upper Volta
& Zaire. We also noted Spanish Morocco souvenir sheets depicting Franco and a large number of topical stamps.
Recommended for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
HH
Asia, Bird Topical Collection. Presented in six
Lighthouse albums with slipcases, including North Korea album
begins with twenty early deluxe proofs from 1958-64 of which
no more than 30 of each were printed, also with nine other more
modern deluxe proofs from 2009, collection with singles, sets,
souvenir sheets, sheets, with a number of imperforates and
various errors and proofs noted to 2011, also with some South
Korea at the back. Other five albums with collection on stock
pages, and containing a myriad of listed and unlisted material
from throughout Asia, with standard singles, sets, souvenir
sheets but also proofs, imperforates, progressive color trials
and more, some areas with better material noticed include Bhutan, Macau, Malaysia No. 26 imperforate pair, Nepal Nos.
104-17, Thailand & Vietnam, one album dedicated solely to Japan with better items such as 1949 (479a, sheet of five) & 1950
(C9-C13), plus Mihon overprints (Specimens) and another to
Micronesia, Palau and Marshall Islands, vast majority o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH/H/m Asia, Mint & Used Stock, 1880-1960. Several
hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in four counter books,
better mint includes Brunei 23a, 35a, 52, 56, 83-96, Burma
O43-O55, India M44-M55, Indo China 94-114, 171-181, Indonesia 795-796 NH, 798a NH, 947-950 NH, Nepal 104-117 NH,
Netherlands New Guinea 1-19 NH (x6), North Borneo 238-239,
258, 295, Ryukyus 1-7 NH (x2), 8-13 NH (x2), 14 NH (x2), 18,
16A, 16B, C1-C3, C9-C13 NH (x2), Sarawak 197-210, Tannu
Tuva 45-52 imperf (x3), Timor 22-33, 92-103, 246-253, C1-C9,
with loads of early used material, if you are interested in the Asia
area you shouldn’t pass this gorgeous lot up, may be a few condition issues, generally F.-V.F. Scott $20,500+.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

673

HH/H/m Asia, Attractive Collection of Mint & Used,
1880-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets
mounted in 31 volumes, countries include Bhutan, Japan,
North & South Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Manchukuo, Thailand
and North & South Vietnam, the owner labored for years on this
collection, but for the most part used modestly priced material,
still this labor of love will prove useful for expansion or to break
up for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

674

HH/H/m Asia, Mint & Used Collections. Cambodia & Laos
collections in a Minkus album with many fresh sets and souvenir sheets; Viet Nam collection in a Minkus album with several
better sets such as 1951 (1-13), 1954 (20-26), 1955 (30-35) &
1956 (39-50); Indonesia collection in a Minkus album, including
1949 Java & Sumatra issues, followed by a good number of
sets in the modest range. We also noted Hawaii used stamps issued in the 1864-99 period, plus Philippines. People’s Republic
of China album with sets, part sets and single such as 1952
(159-62, unused), 1952 (163-66, unused) & 1967 (952, used);
Japan in a Minkus album with 19th Century, plus Manchukuo
and desirable Ryukyu islands sections. Don’t miss this one!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

52
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675

HH/H
Asia, Mint & Never Hinged Dealer Stock. In presentation cards, including United Arab Republic 1975 Second
Gulf Long Distance Swimming Championship unissued set
(prepared but not offered for sale to the public due to late delivery by the printers); Cyprus 206-18, 351-64 x2 & 640-54;
Greece C1-4; Iran 933-34 & B16; Iraq 195-209 & 210-25; Israel
16; Jordan 528-528M, C43-46; Laos 1-17, 27-29 & C20-21;
Mongolia 144-48 & Trucial States 1-11. A great opportunity to
buy a profit-maker lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

676

H/m
Baltic States & Poland, Mostly Used Collection.
In Scott album, beginning with Central Lithuania, followed by
Estonia section with regular, semipostal and airmail sets; Latvia
is well-filled, including several imperforate sets; Lithuania with
1918-19 Kaunas issues and many colorful issues, including
1916-17 occupation stamps. Poland with many sets and singles in the modest range, and issued in the 1918-1964 period,
plus several souvenir sheets that deserve your attention. We
also noted General Government & Offices Abroad examples. A
late arrival and viewing could be rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

677

H/m/)
Baltic States, Mint & Used Assortment, 1919-40.
In two stock books with some duplication. Volume I contains
Latvia 1919 Arms imperforates, followed by many sets issued in
the 1919-40 period. We noted perforated and imperforate sets,
stamps issued under Russian Occupation in 1919, plus several
multiples (Scott 3 sheet of 100; 4 block of 25, 5 block of 25 & 25
block of 50) and parcel post cards dispatched from Riga. Volume II with Central Lithuania singles, blocks of four, blocks of
nine and a couple of larger multiples; Estonia section with singles, including regulars and semipostals, plus a fair number of
cards with Lithuania single frankings and addressed to
Germany. Interesting lot, worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

678

HH
Baltic States, Never Hinged Collection. Independence was restored to the Baltic states in 1991 during the
dissolution of the Soviet Union. Russia started to withdraw its
troops from the Baltics (starting from Lithuania) in August 1993.
This lot contains three well-filled Schaubek albums, including
Estonia 1991-2008; Latvia 1991-2008 & Lithuania 1990-2006
collections. A lot that can easily be integrated into a bigger collection of this popular area, Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400

679

H/m
Benelux, Mint & Used Collection. Luxembourg in
a three-ring binder with many sets and singles in the modest
range with some better such as 1933 (B55-59, mint) & 1938
(B86-91, mint), plus official issues; Netherlands in a Scott album with some earlies but value concentrated in the 20th century, including regular, semipostal and postage dues. We also
noted Netherlands Antilles, Suriname & Dutch Indies. Nothing
really thrilling spotted in our brief examination, but who knows!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

680

H/m/)
Europe, Dealer Stock, 1880-1960. Several hundred stamps in ten albums and on pages, better used includes
Denmark #1, Iceland 32, 33, better mint has France 329, also
includes a mint and on cover Sweden collection, mint France
collection, mint and used Denmark collection, mint and used
Switzerland collection, a few condition and identification issue
but deserving of your utmost attention, ideal for the intrepid
internet dealer., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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681

HH
Europe, Never Hinged Collection, 1956-2006. In
four Schaubek albums, including Luxembourg 1956 (318-20) &
Cyprus 1964 (244-46). We also noted sections with Europa
sets issued in 1958 Dove sets; 1959 link-endless chain sets;
1960 spoke wheel sets; 1961-62 Doves flying sets; 1962-63
young tree sets, 1963 stylized links sets, 1964 symbolic daisy
sets, 1965 leaves and fruit sets, plus many sets issued during
the period. Attractive and nicely mounted, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

682

HH/H/m Europe, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Dealer
Stock. In presentation cards, including Austria B18-21; Belgium B78-83; Eritrea 58-64; France 140, 143, 296-97, 300, B11
used, B258-63, C34-36 & J93-97; French Morocco CB1-10;
Germany C46-56 used & B316-17; Iceland 250-52 & C9-11; Italy 489-92 & C127-28; Lebanon B1-12; Liechtenstein 90-93 &
C15-16; Luxembourg 280-85; Monaco 30-32; San Marino Q31
& Q35-36 mint, C17-18 NH; Somalia 55-60; Spain 983a-986a &
B74-105; Vatican C9-15. Nothing very powerful but many saleable sets recommended for the internet seller, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

683

HH/H/m Europe, Smorgasbord, 1880-1990. Several hundred stamps in ten albums, at first glance it may look like dreck,
but there is gold in them books, includes Austria B50-B56,
B57-B65, B260-B263, B269-B271, B273-B276, France mint
313-314, 315-320, 373, 414, B34, B48-B53, B66-B67, B70,
B83, B97-B100, B249-B254, Germany, Greece, Iceland has
used 150, mint 209-211, 305, 319-323, 379, C10, plus lots of officials, Scandinavia, Yugoslavia, with many mint & used complete sets, great stock for the retailer, come on down and take a
gander, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

684

685

H/m
Europe, Mint & Used Assortment. Innumerable
stock books and three-ring binders loaded with thousands of
stamps, including duplication and value concentrated in the
20th century. Better noted include Belgium, France, Germany,
Hungary, Monaco, Russia, Sweden & Vatican, plus some AMG.
No highlights but take a look because anything could be lurking,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Europe, Better Postal History. 100 covers with
an excellent array of countries represented, includes Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Great
Britain, Hungary, Italy, Italian States, Monaco, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Russia, with postage dues and special deliveries, many better usages, owner’s retail $2,300, plan on
sufficient time to sieve through this holding, huge potential
present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

686

HH
Europe, Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1960s-70s.
Housed in 21 counter books, including Germany, Italy, San Marino, Switzerland & Vatican. We noted one counterbook with
UPU topical stamps and miniature sheets. Recommended for
the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

687

)
Europe, Accumulation of Covers, 1920s-60s.
Better noted including German Area 1928 Graff Zeppelin card
to NY; 1945 Fieldpost card franked with bisected stamp, and
signed Pickenpack BPP; 1951 FDC franked with B316-17. We
also noted several franked with AMG stamps, plus Austria,
France, Greenland, Liechtenstein & Netherlands examples in
the $10 to $20 range. Nice little lot which will break down well,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

688

H/m
Europe (Central), Mint & Used Collection,
1860s-1950s. Few hundred stamps in Scott album, better includes Austria 1936 (378-379, used); plus Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Czechoslovakia & Hungary. We also noted
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Liechtenstein 1930 (C1-C6, mint), plus Switzerland section with
regulars and semipostals in the modest range, loads of decent
saleable material. Viewing suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
689

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Collections. In
six Minkus albums, including Romania well-filled album starting
with 1864 Typographed stamps (20-21) and imperforate Prince
Carol stamps, followed by perforated stamps issued in the
1870s-90s period, and then by a 20th century section with regulars, semipostals and airmails; Hungary two albums, volume I
begins with 1870s Franz Josef examples, followed by many
sets in the modest range with some better such as 1925
(B80-87, mint), volume II with some 1970s-90s sets and part
sets; Poland well-filled album with sets, part sets and singles;
Yugoslavia album with Bosnia-Herzegovina mint, followed by
Croatia-Slavonia stamps, plus general issues for use throughout the Kingdom, Trieste Zone B, German Occupation of
Croatia, Montenegro & Serbia sets; Albania album with some
useful stamps such as 147-53, 178-85, 197-207 & 298, followed by modest sets. A genuine collector’s collection with
many possibilities, and that requires some time to be viewed,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

690

HH/H/m Europe (Eastern), Extensive Collection,
1860-1980. Several thousand of stamps and souvenir sheets
housed in forty nine volumes, the best being loads of Russia
from the Coat of Arms issues up to the 1980’s, with plenty of
BOB and Russian Republics, also includes Croatia, Greece,
Romania, Poland, East Germany, Serbia, moderate duplication, some condition issues, mostly moderately valued material
but who knows what will turn up? F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

691

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Collection. Presented in three Scott specialty albums, Albania (1913-77) starting with some better such as 1919 (98-101 & 102-104), 1920
(125-28), 1924 (158-62 & 164-70), plus 1924 (B1-8), Bulgaria
(1879-60) section with several modest sets, Czechoslovakia
(1918-91) section with plenty of sets, including Bohemia-Moravia & Slovakia examples, Poland (1918-90) section
with many regular, semipostal & airmails issues, plus General
Government fresh section, Romania (1866-1960) section with
used XIX Century and attractive semipostal sets, plus some airmails & postal tax examples, viewing recommended to
appreciate the value offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

692

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Accumulation of
Collections. In seven Minkus albums, including Croatia
1941-45 issues; Hungary 1871-72 (7-11, used), followed by
Crown of St. Stephen issues and “Turul” and Crown of St. Stephen perforated issues in used condition, plus many 20th century sets, including regulars, semipostals, airmails and some
occupations; Czechoslovakia album with most sets in the modest range, including Bohemia-Moravia sets and part sets, plus
some Slovakia examples; Poland modest sets and part sets,
plus many topical issues; Romania useful collection with many
desirable singles and sets issued in the 19th & 20th Centuries,
including souvenir sheets and topical issues; Yugoslavia
well-filled section with sets and souvenir sheets, including
Istria-Slovene Coast & Trieste examples. We also noted
Slovenia-Ljubljana section with 1944 overprints and surcharges, plus some Montenegro & Serbia stamps. Super lot for
resale, many topicals, and well worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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693

H/m
Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Collection. In a
Minkus album, including Albania section including 1920 overprints and surcharges (125-28), followed by many better mint
sets such as 1924 (164-70), 1925 (171-77), 1925 (178-85),
1925 First Airmail (C1-7), 1925 (186-96), 1927 (C8-14), 1938
(289 x2, mint & used), 1940 (C47-53), 1944 (B17-23), 1945
(345-53), 1945 (B24-27) & 1946 (373-78, unused, no gum). We
also noted many topical issues and some imperforates; Bulgaria with 19th Century, followed by a well-filled section with
most sets, part sets and singles in the modest range, including
regulars, semipostals, airmails, plus some Thrace occupation
examples. A genuine collector’s collection useful for expansion,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

694

H/m
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collections. In
seven albums, including Portugal & Colonies album with some
earlies and value concentrated in the 20th century, including
several souvenir sheets (602a, 637a, 649a x2 & 661a), plus Angola, Azores, Cape Verde, Funchal, Inhambane, Macao, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Portuguese India,
St. Thomas & Prince Islands, Timor & Zambesia; France album
with 1930s-60s fresh sets, including regulars and semipostals;
Germany album with German Empire & Federal Republic sections, including airmails, officials and occupation stamps, plus
additional album with DDR collection; Belgium & Colonies in
two Minkus albums with imperforate and perforated earlies and
value concentrated in the sets, part sets and singles issued in
the 1910s-50s period, plus Belgian Congo, Burundi & Rwanda.
A wonderful lot for resale with many pickings throughout,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

695

HH/H/m Europe (Western), Collection, 1860-2000. Thousands and thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted
in 96 albums, includes France with offices abroad and colonies,
Germany with states and colonies, Italy with states and colonies, Portugal and colonies, Spain and colonies, Scandinavia
and Switzerland, moderate duplication and some condition issues, most of the material is modestly valued, but overall a
clean group of collections that will keep you busy for a few
weekends, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

696

H/m
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Accumulation of
Collections. In eleven Minkus albums, including Austria with
19th Century used material, and showing readable postmarks;
Belgium in two albums, including several used earlies, regulars,
semipostals and railroad parcel post stamps; Greece 1860s
Hermes used examples & 1926 (C1-4, mint); Liechtenstein
1927 (B4-6), 1928 (B7-10), 1929 (90-93), 1934-36 (C9-13) &
1936 (C15-16); Luxembourg 20th century regulars and
semipostals; Netherlands with 19th Century 1852 (1 x2, used),
followed by several sets in the modest range with some better
such as 1928-29 (B25-32), plus Netherlands Colonies, including Suriname mint sets; Monaco with some earlies mostly in
used condition and many colorful 20th century issues; Spain album with some classics but value concentrated in the 20th century, including 1930 Lindbergh 1pta imperforate with double
head impression, one inverted, plus many never hinged sets issued in the 1967-78 period and some Spanish Colonies examples; Switzerland in two albums with unchecked earlies and
several used semipostal sets issued in the 1913-27 period. We
also noted French Andorra & Vatican sections. A useful lot to
pick from or resell as country lots, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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697

H/m
Latin America, Aerogrammes & Air Mail Letter
Sheets Collection. Mostly unused, presented in five Lighthouse albums, and many stock sheets, including Bolivia; Cuba;
Colombia 1923 (Kessler 1); Costa Rica; Chile; Haiti; Honduras
interesting and scarce examples with handstamped (essays of
color) surcharges; Mexico (Kessler 1 x5, 2 x4 & 3 x4, plus letter
cards and early airmail envelopes); Nicaragua; Peru; El Salvador; Uruguay & Venezuela. We also noted Brazil colorful letter
picture cards issued by the post office and used during Christmas & New Year’s celebrations. Great opportunity for a dealer,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

698

H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Collections. In
eleven albums, including Argentina section unchecked in detail
but including 1892 “Santa Maria,” “Niña” & “Pinta” imperforate
trial color proofs; Central America album with El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras & Panama sections with some useful pickings; Costa Rica album with value in the 20th century, including
some Guanacaste overprints; Chile with several used earlies,
followed by Columbus issues; Cuba we noted some earlies, including one with pre-printing fold; Brazil with 1843 (2, used),
plus Dom Pedro stamps depicting fancy cancels and a fair number of sets issued in the 1920s-70s period; Ecuador section with
sets in the modest range; Paraguay with 1900s-30s issues, including airmail sets; Peru with many sets, including a couple of
stamps with Specimen overprints. We also noted Dominican
Republic, Haiti & Venezuela issues, and as a bonus British
Honduras section with some better such as 1938 KGVI
(115-26). Please take time with this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

699

H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Collection. Have a
look and check for yourself the innumerable amount of
three-ring binders with sets, part sets and singles. We didn’t see
anything expensive but we are sure that your patience viewing
will be rewarded, better countries noted include Argentina,
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Nicaragua,
Paraguay, Peru, Guatemala, Mexico & Uruguay. Truly a no
brainer at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

700

HH/H/m Latin
America,
Luxurious
Collection,
1860-2000, thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted
in forty five volumes, includes Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala, Ecuador, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru,
Uruguay,
Venezuela,
with
revenues
and
back-of-the-book, heavy duplication, a chance to acquire good
stock at a good price, some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

701

HH/H/m Middle East, Marvelous Mint & Used Stock,
1880-2000. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, with
mint unless noted, with hundreds and hundreds of Afghanistan
up through the 1960’s, Dubai 97-100 (x4), thousands of mint &
used Iran, Iraq 463-46 (x3), 491-494 (x3), C22-C26 (x2),
C27-C31 (x2), Jordan 531-531M (x3), 552-558, 570-572, Kuwait, Syria, Turkey, Trucial States, Yemen, an area gaining in
popularity, this is a golden opportunity to acquire stock inexpensively, don’t lose out on this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

702

HH
Middle East, Emirates & Sultanates, Never
Hinged Assortment. In glassines, stock sheets and mounted
on album pages, including Ajman, Dubai, Fujeira, Mahra, Ras
al Khaima, Sharjah & Yemen. We noted imperforate sets, overprint varieties, regular sets & souvenir sheets. We also noted
Iraq souvenir sheets (335a), and a fair number of topical
stamps: Kennedy, Olympics, Scouts & Space. Viewing advised
for full appreciation of this clean and attractive grouping, Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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703

HH
Middle East, Never Hinged Accumulation,
1960s-70s. Small box filled with hundreds of sets and many
souvenir sheets in glassines, and bought as new issues, including Ajman, Dubai, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, Ras Al
Khaima, Sharjah, Turkey, Umm Alqiwain & Yemen. We also
noted Kennedy topical stamps and several imperforate sets in
pairs. A lovely clean lot with plenty saleable sets, and ideal for
the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

704

HH/H
Middle East, Assortment. Mostly mint and much
is never hinged, includes better items such as Egypt N20-N38,
Saudi Arabia 645-647, Turkey 1059-1074 imperf (x2), Yemen
98-102 imperf, and dozens more in the $25 to $50 range, nice
way to restock at a terrific price, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Scott $3,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

705

706

H/m
Middle East, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections. Ten Minkus albums with plenty of useful pickings, including Lebanon sets, part sets and singles issued in the
1924-73 period; Saudi Arabia Hejaz & Nejdi Administration examples; Egypt collection with many mint or used sets, including
souvenir sheets and some occupation stamps for Palestine examples; Iran unchecked in detail section; Syria album with
French era, plus several modern sets; Turkey collection in two
albums with some earlies but value concentrated in the 20th
century, including 1916-18 (430-39), 1938 (789-98), 1939
(829-32) & 1940 (855-58). We also noted Afghanistan, Iraq,
Transjordan, Trucial States (Ajman, Fujeira), Yemen & Yemen
Arab Republic issues in the modest range. As a bonus there is
an album with Ethiopia & Liberia collections with plenty of sets.
At first sight it doesn’t look too appealing, but on further examination there are many saleable sets and singles throughout,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
HH/H/m Middle East, Balances & Topicals, 1860-1980.
Several thousand stamps residing in thirty four volumes, besides UAR, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Israel & Turkey there are volumes of Space and Hitler, and volumes with too many countries
to split up, a nice array of material, moderate duplication, some
condition issues, mostly moderately valued material, be sure to
get a chance to peruse this lot, may be a few surprises!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

707

HH
Middle East, Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1960s.
Housed in several counter books with duplication. Better including Iraq 1967 (443-49 & 452-56, blocks of four), 1968 (463-69,
blocks of four), 1969 (506-509, blocks of four), 1969 (C27-31,
blocks of four); Kuwait 1973 Birds (583-90, blocks of four), plus
Afghanistan, Dubai, Fujeira, Iraq, Lebanon, Ras Al Khamina,
Sharjah, Seiyun & Syrian Arab Republics. We noted several imperforate blocks of four. A lot that will break down well, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

708

H/m
Scandinavia, Mostly Used Accumulation of Collections. Better noted include Sweden three albums with
1858-62 Coat of Arms stamps, plus 19th Century, followed by
sets, part sets and singles in the modest range and many modern booklets; Denmark two albums, including 4s Royal Emblems stamps with numeral cancels and issued in the 1858-62
period, followed by 1870s issues with duplication and much
20th century material, including some blocks of four. We also
noted Finland & Norway collections. Possible cancel finds and
offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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709

m
Scandinavia, Used Denmark, Faroe Islands &
Greenland Assortment. In several stock books with duplication, including Denmark 1851 (2 x4), 1857 (5 x2); 1864-68 (11
x8, 12 x4, 13 x21, 14 x2 & 15 x5), followed by a fair number of
bicolored stamps with numeral cancels. The 20th century contains 1904-05 (65-69 x3, plus 100o horizontal pair) and King
Christian X examples issued in the 1913-28 period, 1924
(164-75 x10), 1930 (210-19 x7), plus some officials and newspaper stamps; Greenland 1956 (40, two blocks of four),
1956-60 (28-38 x5), plus Faroe Islands sets in the modest
range. Nice lot for the postmark collector. Please take a look
and bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

710

m/)
Scandinavia, Used Collection with Postal History. Mounted on pages, including Sweden 1858-62 Coat of
Arms (10 x4, 11 x5 & 12 x2), 1862-69 Lion & Arms (16 x2) &
1872-77 (26), plus uprated postal envelope to Bremerhaven
and several unused postal cards; Denmark 1851 (2 x4),
1854-57 (4 x4, 5 x2 & 6) & 1858-62 (7 x5), followed by many
other issued in the 19th Century with numeral cancels, plus four
covers with Royal Emblems stamps, uprated postal card and
several used postal envelopes and cards. This is a collector’s
collection with emphasis in Denmark numeral cancellations,
and a nice holding that can be easily integrated into a bigger
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

711

H/m
Scandinavia & Baltics, Mint & Used Collection.
In Minkus album with Iceland 1911 (86-91, including 4a to 25a
used), 1921-25 (137-38, mint), 1930 (C4-8, mint) & 1931
(C9-11, mint), plus Denmark, Danish West Indies, Finland, Norway & Sweden. We also noted Lithuania with many fresh sets
and value concentrated in the 1920s-30s period, plus Estonia,
Latvia & Memel (Klaipeda) sections. A good lot at our estimate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

712

H/m/)
Scandinavia, Nice Mixed Lot. Mounted in a stock
book and cover album, including many booklets from old to new
including better, also stampless, mint & used postal stationery,
picture postcards and commercial covers, diverse collection
that should tantalize any dealer or collector, F.-V.F. Estimate
$200 - 300

713

H/m/)
South America, Mint & Used Collection. In three
well-filled Scott specialty albums with better noted including
Brazil 1843 (1, used), 1850 (21-28, used), 1876 (61-67, used),
1878-79 (68-77, used) & 1931 (342-55, mint); Chile classics,
followed by many sets issued in the 20th century such as 1910
(83-97), plus airmails and postage dues; Ecuador section contains many sets and singles in the modest range with some
better: 1930 (C32-34), 1935 (C35-38) & 1936 (C43-48); French
Guiana & Inini with colorful regular, semipostal and airmail sets;
Paraguay desirable airmail sets. We also noted Argentina, Colombia, Peru, Surinam, Uruguay & Venezuela, plus several first
day / commemorative covers. A collector’s collection which
must retail several thousands of dollars, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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lection to serve as a foundation for expansion, you won’t find
another like it anytime soon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide
Topical Collections
714

715

716

HH/H
Worldwide, Unbelievable Thematically Related
Collection. In thirty two binders. Definitely not what you might
be thinking. This lot is absolutely brimming with value, including
extraordinary Australia which includes 2 examples of #95a,
plus an abundance of Ash, etc., imprint pairs and blocks, better
sets and singles etc., outstanding British Empire with amazing
Canada which includes approximately $2,000.00 in modern
face value, plus very premium quality singles, varieties, ect., a
very limited sampling of other premium items shows Israel #25,
two tab singles, Austria C54-C60 plus imperf pair of the 20s, excellent Libya, Tripolitania C27-C28 never hinged blocks of four,
San Marino C75 two never hinged sheets, good Indian States,
Norway 218, New Zealand B59-B60 never hinged imperf pairs,
PRC 1973 Panda set, Sierra Leone 163 and tons more.
Throughout you can expect to find proofs, part perfs, imperfs,
imperf betweens, fan tails, missing colors, souvenir sheets,
FDCs, etc., just a great lot, don’t miss this one!!! o.g., hinged or
never hinged, mostly Very Fine or better.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
H/m/)
Worldwide, The Ultimate Horse on Stamp Topical Collection. Breath taking in scope, mounted in ten albums
and some loose, with dozens of imperf varieties, the owner paid
particular attention to China, PRC, Russia, Hong Kong and
Japan, includes over 4,000 stamps, over 1,100 souvenir
sheets with the total also includes booklets and blocks, and
over 250 covers, some first days with horses featured in the cachet, and four bills including a CSA, and three bank notes, many
racing related items, enormous catalog/retail/replacement
value, a lot that must truly be seen to be appreciated, the owner
spent a great deal of time assembling this treasure and could
easily be formulated into an award winning collection or broken
down for excellent sales potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
HH/H/m Worldwide, Flowers, Butterflies, Birds & Fish
Topicals. A truly distinctive collection of some popular subjects, better includes Bermuda 255-271, China 1386-1389
pairs, PRC 661-680, 767-781, used 542-559, Thailand
501-508, loads of complete sets, a well rounded collection with
many easy sellers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

717

)
Worldwide, Space Topical First Day Covers,
1960s-1980s. Approximately 500 covers in a shoe box, including Australia, France, Germany, Japan, Russia & Vatican examples. Outstanding opportunity for the topical collector or
dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

718

HH
Worldwide, Disney Topical Assortment,
1999-2009. Innumerable amount of glassines in small box with
modern sets and souvenir sheets. Very colorful, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

719

H/m/)
Worldwide, Balance Lot of Topicals. An intriguing balance, with Bhutan 3D stamps, mainly in complete sets,
PRC, Disney topicals, paintings, antiquities, famous people, a
nifty little lot with great potential, please view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

720

HH/H
Worldwide, Nudes on Stamps. Over 250 nudes
on stamps and souvenir sheets, includes stamps from the
Trucial States, Paraguay, Romania, and Hungary, a great col-
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721

H
Worldwide, Olympic Topicals & Air Mail
Cinderellas Assortment. In one binder and a stock book. Latter holds a group of mostly Olympic themed souvenir sheets
from the 1970s to 1980s along with a few other items such as a
set of three se-tenant sheets of 25 Flora & Fauna from Chile
(#254-55 & C124). The binder is filled with dozens of Airmail related Cinderellas including Air Meet labels from France and
other European countries starting in the early part of the 20th
century. An interesting selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Cover Collections and Accumulations
722

)
Worldwide, Censored Cover Collection,
1938-45. 500+ censored covers, includes U.S., Palestine, Australia, India, Netherlands, “No Service Available”, Canada, Portugal, Belgium, Jamaica, Spain, Mexico, Monaco, with many
better frankings, a fun lot to go through, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

723

)
Worldwide, Picture Postcard Super Bowl.
Thousands of postcards, mostly chromes and foreign, a quick
handful revealed Gambia, Russia, France, Thailand, Turkey,
Norway, Hong Kong, Germany, Kenya, Belgium, with an additional album of older European art cards, sure to be a winner, offered intact as received, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

724

)
Worldwide, Postal History Accumulation. A lot
recommended for the internet seller with plenty of commercial
mail. We noted many picture postcards depicting steamships,
used in 1910s-30s period and desirable. We also noted 1915
“On Active Service” envelopes sent from Field Post to London;
1929 First Flight Mexico-Matamoros; 1931 Newfoundland St.
Pierre-St. Johns first flight covers; Latin America mail sent to
New Jersey in the 1940s; Bavaria used picture postcards and
innumerable amount of first day covers and some censored
mail. Nothing really thrilling spotted in our quick examination,
but who knows! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

725

)
Worldwide, Trans Atlantic Stampless Cover
Collection. Selection of over 65 covers to Europe and the
U.S., with many bold strikes and many ship cancels, with a
manuscript “Canton Packet” on a outer letter sheet addressed
to Cuba, includes a few forwarders markings including J.C. im
Thurn & Co., Reanauld & Francois, Nye & Co, nice range of
“Ship”, “Steam Boat” and “Steamship” markings, a great opportunity to obtain a solid group of this popular and interesting area,
please review this exciting lot, owner’s retail $2,750, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

726

)
Worldwide, Cover Compendium, 1851-1990.
Several hundred covers, postal cards and picture postcards,
with ads, first days, first flights, fancy cancels, registered, foreign, with a great selection of 3¢ 1851-1857, a few better includes #65 on a Soldier’s Aid Society cover, nice 1861 Civil War
patriotic, 1861 stampless from Richmond VA to Ayletts VA,
#210 cancelled by Colton CA c.d.s. with illustrated ad for
Starke’s Hotel on reverse, post office seal on a 1900 cover, and
a 1911 Rambler cover with contents, some great potential present, there should be a few more hidden jewels in the dross,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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727

728

)
Worldwide, Postal Stationery Avalanche,
1870-1950. Couple of hundred cards, paid reply cards, envelopes and aerogramms, mostly mint, includes items from Ceylon, Gold Coast, Senegal, Tobago, Sudan, Trinidad, German
New Guinea, Samoa, Northern Rhodesia, Uruguay, Russia, St.
Christopher, mixed condition, an excellent selection from
around the globe, please visit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Worldwide, Mint & Used New Issues Accumulation. The Heritage Collection of Worldwide Americana worldwide stamps and souvenir sheets; United States unused
envelopes (U218-19, U221, U348-51, U522, U522a, U523,
U524-548, 549-57, U561-69 & U571-89), plus Constitution Bicentennial Covers Collection in album; Canada 1982 Exposition picture postcards. We also noted a large amount of
glassines with unchecked stamps; abundant Liechtenstein &
Sweden maximum cards. A last minute arrival, viewing recommended for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

729

)
Worldwide, Better Postal History Collection.
100 covers, includes Argentina, Australia and States, Great
Britain with a Lundy first day cover, Iceland, India, Italy, Liechtenstein, Malta, Mexico, Netherlands, Nigeria, with censored,
first days and first flights, picture postcards, some choice material that is sure to please any dealer or collector, owner’s retail
$1,700, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

730

)
Worldwide, Oversize Postal History Grouping.
Over 35 covers, many with excellent frankings, includes Japan,
Russia, Jamaica-Bahamas duel franking, Grenada with U.S.
postage due, Germany, Trans Polar flight card, and French colonies few condition issues, this is a lot sure to draw serious attention, be the first to view then bid, bid, bid!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

731

)
Worldwide, Cover Selection, 1860-1960. A couple of hundred covers, includes Russia, WW2 era Philippines,
Germany, Denmark, Israel, some mixed condition, worth
checking out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

732

)
Worldwide, Postal History & Literature Lot, covers include RPOs, ads, event cacheted, WWII patriotics, first
days, first flights, group of early Utah picture postcards, Colorado posted postal cards, used U.S. postal stationery, then a
nice lot of China philatelic literature, lot of Brazil philatelic literature, a group to dig through and enjoy, and well worth your time
invested, some mixed condition, but overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

733

)
Worldwide, Accumulation of First Day Covers,
1950s-1990s. A desirable lot at our estimate, including Somalia group of 25 covers issued in the 1950s, and that can be offered individually on the Internet, plus some Korean & British
Commonwealth examples. We also noted United States group
of twenty paquebot covers sent in 1957 to California, and depicting Naha Paquebot Mark I handstamps, plus several
U.S.1968 first flight covers to the islands. We are sure that you
will like the lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

734

)
Worldwide, Photo Post Cards Collection.
Ninety black & white picture post cards in album, issued in the
1900s-1950s period, and depicting kids, babies, couples,
groups of friends and families from different corners of the
world. We noted two U.S. picture postcards franked individually
with 1¢ stamps. Recommended for the eBay seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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General Collections
735

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In 27 Scott
International albums with “A” to “Z” countries, better sets concentrated in People’s Republic of China 1968 (1005-1006),
1970 (1047-52), 1971 (1054-57), 1971 (1076-79), 1971
(1067-75, including 1074a strip of three), 1971 (1080-83), 1972
(1084-89), 1972 (1090-94), 1972 (1095-98), 1972 (1104-07),
1973 (1122-25), 1973 (1108-13), 1973 (1114-16), 1973
(1126-29), 1973 (1131-42) & 1974 (1143-48). We also noted a
good number of British Commonwealth sets issued in the 20th
century and that deserve your awareness. A useful property
with pickings throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

736

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Colossal
property presented in 45 albums, and loaded with useful and
saleable sets and souvenir sheets. Better countries noted include Taiwan sets issued in the 1960s-70s period; Portugal
1945 Castles souvenir sheet; Angola 1952-53 Animals set; Mozambique 1951 Fish set; Ryukyu Islands collection in a White
Ace album with regular and airmail desirable sets; Independent
Africa Nations collection in two albums with Congo, Dahomey,
Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Malawi, Mauritania,
Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Upper Volta, Zambia & Zanzibar fresh sets issued in the 1960s; Albania 1960s sets and souvenir sheets, including some
imperforates. East Europe (Czechoslovakia, Romania & Yugoslavia); Japan collection in White Ace album with 1960s-70s
sets. The French Colonies collection in two albums contains
Comoro Islands, French Equatorial Africa, French Polynesia,
French West Africa, New Caledonia, Reunion, St. Pierre &
Miquelon, Somali Coast, Togo & Wallis-Futuna sets. Spain
1920s-30s & 1950s-70s colorful sets that deserve your attention, plus Asia (Bhutan three-dimensional stamps and souvenir
sheets, Korea & Sabah), and Middle East. Viewing should
reveal the true value and potential of the lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

737

H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation of Mint & Used Collections. Massive holding with a large amount of three-ring
binders charged with thousands of stamps mostly in the modest
range, and quiet frankly unchecked in detail, strength of the lot
in European countries but also including Latin America, Asia,
British Commonwealth, China, French Colonies, Korea, Middle
East & Trucial States, plus United Nations collection in Minkus
album, Palau 1983-94 collection in White Ace album. A useful
holding with pickings here and there, don’t miss this one!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

738

H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. In
four albums and binder, including Czechoslovakia collection in
a Minkus album with 1918-75 issues, plus Bohemia-Moravia &
Slovakia; Canada collection in Scott album with some earlies
and many sets, part set & singles issued in the 20th century,
plus Newfoundland, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Islands;
Austria collection in Scott album with 19th Century, followed by
many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range; Mexico collection in Scott album with 1860s-1970s issues, including regulars, airmails and postal tax stamps; plus some Switzerland
stamps in a Minkus binder. A very useful lot for resale or for
filling gaps in one’s collection, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

739

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections, 1970s-80s. In four Harris albums with value concentrated in People’s Republic of China sets such as 1975
(1215-17 & 1218-21), 1975 (1222-27, 1228-31, 1232-38,
1245-49 & 1250-54), 1975 (1242-44 & 1271-74), 1976
(1255-1270, 1275-77, 1278-80, 1281-85, 1286-89, 1293-98),
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1977 (1307-09, 1312-14, 1333-36, 1349-53, 1354-56,
1357-62, 1376-78), 1978 (1389-98), 1979 (1487-91 &
1530-39), plus many topical issues (animals, arts, sports and
transportation). Nothing very powerful but many desirable pickings throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
740

H/m
Worldwide, “A” to “Z” Mostly Used Collection.
In three Global albums with singles, part sets & sets in alphabetical order but starting with a U.S. section. We noted useful Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy
plus some British Commonwealth & Latin America., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

741

H/m/)
Worldwide, Tremendous Collection of Diverse
and Intriguing Material. Includes mint North Viet Nam, mint
Zambia collection, mint UN collection, binder of coin stamps,
binder of souvenir sheets, foreign covers, a couple of hundred
dollars in US face 29¢ and up, first day covers, and a set of
Franklin Mint silver coins, and a set of gold plated silver stamps,
a little bit of everything includes, few if any condition issues,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

742

743

744

745

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In thirty
binders with thousands of stamps (sets, part sets & singles) in
the modest range that are highly recommended for the internet
seller. Better include Eastern & Western European countries,
plus Russia and some British Commonwealth. We also noted
Egypt, Laos, Latin America, Malaysia, Tannu-Tuva, Thailand &
United Nations. A last minute arrival that will pay to inspect
closely, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collections. In two
old-time albums, volume I with value concentrated in Europe
19th Century (Austria, Baden, Belgium, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Thurn & Taxis, Wurttemberg); volume II also with
value in European countries, plus some Latin America. Worth a
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m Worldwide, Not Your Grandpa’s Collection,
1860-1960. A couple of thousand stamp in two Supreme
Global albums and a stock book, he collected unusual countries
like Angola, Australia, Belgian Congo, Bulgaria, German Colonies, Hawaii, Iran, Manchukuo, Mauritania, Turkey, with many
complete sets, there are also some better such as mint Italy
Aegean Islands C8-C13, Bangkok 14, Burma 51-65, used Germany 664a, some mixed condition, a wonderful opportunity to
land some scarcer countries, take a few minutes to check this
one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In six Harris
albums with sets, part sets and singles issued in the 20th century. Better countries include Antigua, Ascension, Austria, Belgium, Bhutan, Burundi, Germany, Greece, Grenada, Italy,
Laos, Liberia, Malta, Mexico, Netherlands, Paraguay, Pitcairn
Islands, Romania, Russia, St. Vincent, Spain, Turks & Caicos,
Vatican. A lot with many topical issues, recommended for the
internet seller and estimated reasonably so please try your best
to buy it! F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

746

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Eight International albums with most sets, part sets and singles in the
modest range. We also noted a Minkus three-ring binder with
some attractive Cambodia, Laos & Viet Nam colorful sets. Have
a look and check for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

747

HH
Worldwide, Mint Sets and Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1950-2000. Includes souvenir sheets from Afghanistan, Barbuda, Central Africa, Korea, Mongolia, Saint Vincent,
sets from Chile, Germany, Korea, Liechtenstein, Maldives, Nic-
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aragua, Poland, Romania, San Marino, great stock for the new
issue or worldwide dealer, don’t snooze, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
748

HH
Worldwide, Mint Sets and Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1950-2000. Includes souvenir sheets from Barbuda,
Central Africa, Gilbert Islands, Mongolia, Saint Vincent, sets
from Libya, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands, San Marino,
Tuvalu, Vatican, great stock for the new issue or worldwide
dealer, this opportunity won’t knock again, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

749

HH
Worldwide, Mint Sets and Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1950-2000. Includes souvenir sheets from Afghanistan, Bahamas, sets from Australia, Gilbert Islands, Libya,
Liechtenstein, New Zealand, San Marino, Tuvalu, Vatican, Virgin Islands, great stock for the new issue or worldwide dealer,
get going while the going is good, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

750

HH
Worldwide, Mint Sets and Souvenir Sheet Collection, 1950-2000. Includes souvenir sheets from Barbuda,
Mongolia, sets from Gilbert Islands, Nicaragua, Poland, San
Marino, Tuvalu, Vatican, Yemen, great stock for the new issue
or worldwide dealer, grab onto this winner, F.-V.F. Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

751

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections, 1900s-50s. In three “A” to “Z” Scott International albums with better countries including China, Greece, Iceland,
Indonesia, Italy, Montserrat, Mozambique Company, New Caledonia, Romania, Spain, Switzerland & Virgin Islands, plus
Latin America. No big sets or singles but lot of useful material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

752

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections, 1950s-70s. Four albums with value concentrated in
People’s Republic of China used sets: such as 828-32. We
also noted Romania & Russia sets & part sets issued in the
1950s-60s; U.S. collection with 1920s-80s stamps in the modest range, including many modern examples that can be used
as postage, plus United Nations mostly mint and unchecked in
detail glassines with worldwide stamps and souvenir sheets. A
useful property for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

753

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections. In four albums with abundant amount of modern sets
in the modest range, including Taiwan & People’s Republic of
China sets issued in the 1980s, plus British Commonwealth &
Latin Americas. We also noted many topical issues (art, animals, Disney and sports). At first sight it doesn’t look very useful, but on further inspection there are many saleable sets
throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

754

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation of Collections. Poland in a Minkus album with sets and part set in the
modest range, and issued in the 1918-69 period, plus General
Government examples; Czechoslovakia in a Minkus album with
some sets issued in the 1950s-60s, plus some Bohemia-Moravia examples; Netherlands in a Minkus album with
regular and semipostal sets issued in the 20th century, plus
Netherlands Indies. We also noted Romania collection in a
three-ring binder with many topical issues; Liechtenstein on
Minkus pages to 1984, plus a couple of stock pages with 160
different modern stamps and souvenir sheets. Inspection
suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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755

H/m
Worldwide, Large Collection, 1957-70. Housed
in ten Scott International albums, mostly modestly priced material with British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe, Latin America, and Asia, we did espy a mint U.S. 240 so there may well be
other better items, we leave it to you to sort out, this lot will make
the winner bidder very happy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

756

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collections. In two
old-time German albums; Volume I with better countries including Austria, Germany, Great Britain & Sweden, plus Latin America; Volume II with Austria, Poland, Romania and some United
States material. Unchecked in detail and waiting for a keen eye,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

757

762

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint, Never Hinged & Used Assortment. In presentation cards and glassines, including many
better (mint unless denoted) such as Argentina 1930 (C23 &
C25-27); Australia 1913 (10); Czechoslovakia 1925 (B137-39);
Egypt 1933 (172-76); French India 1942-43 (157//176, NH);
Greece 1933 (C8-14); Iceland 1931 (C9-11); Liechtenstein
1936 (C15-16); Madagascar 1935 (C11-12, NH); Mauritania
1906-07 (15-16); Newfoundland 1932 $1 unissued airmail
stamp in block of four; Netherlands 1932 (B54-57); New Zealand 1931 (C1-3), plus 3sh booklet with QEII stamps; Russia
1933 (C37-39) & Tunisia 1916-18 (B10 & B17), plus many others that deserve your attention. A useful lot, and viewing is
advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. In old-time
Scott International album with stamps issued in the 19th Century. Better countries noted include France 1849-50 (3, used),
1863-70 (36, used) & 1877 (96, used); Great Britain QV examples, including 1840 (1, used with red Maltese Cross cancel),
plus Austria, Germany, Italy & Latin Americas. Please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

763

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Thousands of stamps nicely arranged in stock pages and several
stock books, organized alphabetically and housed in four
boxes. Value concentrated in British Commonwealth, Europe &
Latin American countries. Sets, part sets and singles range
from earlies to 1970s. A good lot to hunt through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

758

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. Thousands
of stamps arranged alphabetically in seven three-ring binders
with most of the value in the 20th century issues, plus some covers. We didn’t note anything really outstanding but plenty of sets
or part sets, singles & topicals. Worth a look at our estimate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

764

759

m
Worldwide, Used Collection, 1850s-1920s.
Mounted on old-time album pages, better countries include
United States, Canada, Russia and Latin America. Offered as
received from consignor, and unchecked in detail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. In
glassines and presentation cards, including Belgium 1952
(444-45, NH); Cambodia 1951-52 (16 x10, including two blocks
of 4); Malacca 1954-55 (43-44, NH); Solomon Islands 1959
booklet (SG SB2); Spain 1938 (B108E & B108Ej, NH), plus
many other in the $5 to $30 range. Ideal lot for the audacious
dealer, and well worth examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

765

H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Accumulation. Three
cartons filled with stock books and three-ring binders with thousands of stamps, including France 20th century issues. We also
noted Austria; Greece; Iceland; Italy, Japan; Luxembourg; Norway; Poland assortment in stock book; Spain, Switzerland &
Sweden. We didn’t see anything expensive but maybe a keen
eye will be able to do it. Happy hunting! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

766

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment,
1940s-1970s. In 20 binders and several stock books with duplication, better noted include Iraq blocks of four (443-49 &
C19-21, 452-56 & C22-26, 463-69, 491-94, 506-509, 512-16,
C27-31);. We also noted French Andorra, Bangladesh souvenir
sheets, Burundi, Dubai miniature sheets, Ghana, Guyana, Italy,
Monaco colorful blocks of four, strips and miniature sheets, Qatar, San Marino, Switzerland, Syrian Arab Republic, Ras Al
Khaima miniature sheets, Tunisia & Vatican. We also noted
British Commonwealth (Anguilla, Ascension, Barbados, British
Honduras, Jersey, Nauru, Solomon Islands, Tanzania-Kenya-Uganda, Tristan Da Cunha & Virgin Islands). Very
useful for internet sale, and definitely worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

767

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. Heterogeneous property in glassines, presentation
pages and loose album pages, better noted including Falkland
Islands Dependencies, Manchukuo sets, Worldwide souvenir
sheets and miniature sheets. We also noted 1958 Brussels
World’s Fair issues in a three-ring binder and North Korea modern souvenir sheets and sets. Covers in the modest range, and
mostly addressed to U.S., Deserves a good look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

768

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Twenty
three-ring binders and several stock books with thousands of
stamps that require to be seen, including British Commonwealth, Latin America, Europe, Scandinavia & Thailand. We

760

HH/H
Worldwide, Collection, 1920-2000. Box of glassines with mint 20th century stock including souvenir sheets, majority British Commonwealth, unpicked and should provide a
few hidden gems, load up while the prices are good, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Assortments
761

H/m
Worldwide, Powerful Mostly Mint Assortment.
In four stock books loaded with desirable and saleable British
Commonwealth sets and singles, including many 1948 Silver
Wedding high values. Better (mint unless denoted) including
Aden 1939-48 (16-27), 1949 (31 x2) & 1951 (16-27); Antigua
1935 (77-80) & 1949 (99); Ascension 1935 (33-36) & 1948 (53);
Australia 1913 (45), 1932 (122 x4, including pair), 1932 (127,
used), 1934 (144) & 1938 (178-79, used); Queensland 1882
(75); Bahamas 1912 (55 x3), 1924 (83 x2, including one used),
1931 (90-91 x6), 1938 KGVI (113 x3, including one used), 1942
(128 x2 & 129) & (132-47); Barbados 1920 (140-50) & 1948
(211 x2); Belgium 1849 (2, used); British Honduras 1891 (56) &
1938 (115-26), plus similar of Bermuda, Bechuanaland, Brunei,
Canada, Cayman Islands, Cyprus, Dominica, Falkland Islands,
Gambia, Gibraltar, Great Britain, Hong Kong, Jamaica,
Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika, Leeward Islands, Malta, Malaysia
States (Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri Sembilan,
Pahang, Penang, Perak, Perlis, Selangor & Trengganu), Mauritius, Rhodesia, Sarawak, Sierra Leone, Singapore-Malaya, St.
Helena, St. Lucia, Swaziland, Trinidad-Tobago, United States,
Virgin Islands & Zanzibar. We also noted France, German
States, Italy & Latin America useful sections for your
consideration. A lot that will break down well, F.-V.F. Estimate
$5,000 - 7,500
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also noted India interesting safety matchbook labels, worldwide
dealer stock in small binder loaded with desirable stamps, stock
book with worldwide Christmas topical issues, and United Nations. A messy lot that needs careful viewing, who knows what
you’ll find, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
769

770

HH/)
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Assortment. In
presentation cards, including Belgium B863 x14; Q335-37;
Q338-40 NH, Q343-61B; Q388-406 NH; Q409; Q438-59;
Greece 117-28; 549-55; Sweden 268-74. We also noted a fair
amount of United Nations souvenir cards issued in the
1960s-80s period, plus 78 worldwide covers sent to the U.S. in
the 1950s-60s. A useful lot that needs to be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment.
In mint sheet book, including Cyprus 226a; Greenland 1-9; San
Marino 490 sheet of six; South Africa O33e blocks of 4 & 6, plus
O41 pairs. We also noted United States National Parks & Famous Americans in blocks of four, plus 1943 Overrun Countries
issue in sheets. Ideal for the intrepid Internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

771

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In two
stock books with emphasis in German Area, including German
Empire, German States, Federal Republic and some occupation examples. We also noted Latin America & British Commonwealths. Unchecked in detail and waiting for a keen eye, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

772

H
Worldwide, Eclectic Assortment. Eclectic small
holding, including Colombia 1925 Provisional (383var, shifted
overprint); Senegal 1993 Sea Industry sunken die proofs; Switzerland Standing Helvetia imperforates (25¢ & 40¢); Uruguay
center plate proof in block of four, plus some unchecked earlies.
Recommended for the Internet seller, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations
773

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. Many complete sets in glassines, including singles, pairs
and blocks of four such as Chile 460 x56; Dubai 18-21 x76;
Indochina 203-04 x80; Laos 48-51 x74; Lebanon 810 x77;
Netherlands 245-61 x75; St. Pierre & Miquelon 389-92 x27 &
400-403 x23, plus French Colonies. A highly desirable property, and an ideal lot for the retail or eBay seller, Very Fine. Scott
$12,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

774

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation. Stock book with New Zealand fresh stamps: 132 x2,
133 x3, 134 x2, 135 x2, 136 x2, 137 x3, 138 x3 & 139 x2; Austria
1935 (B128-31); Belgium 1952 (435-45 & B514), 1960 (B662a,
NH); Bushire 1915 (N1-14); France 1925 (226b, used),
1949-50 (C22, mint); Great Britain 1902-11 (140, used); Hong
Kong 1891 (64, mint) & 1898 (70, mint); Hungary 1938 (B97); Italy C5-7 & C9; Liechtenstein 1938 (152, used); Syria 1924
(166-69, used), plus French Area mint examples in several presentation cards. We also noted tons of sets and singles around
$10 in catalogue value. Great holding with many saleable
stamps, and recommended for the dedicated dealer., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

775

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. A large carton with thousands of stamps and hundreds of
souvenir sheets in glassines or Dealer’s presentation pages.
We noted Belgium sets and singles issued in the 1966-83 pe-
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riod, and arranged in small plastic box; Germany 1920s Inflation issues in glassines and housed in small plastic box; Austria
never hinged and used stamps issued in the 1960s-70s. We
also noted worldwide modern sets and souvenir sheets, including plenty of topical issues such as butterflies, marine life,
sports, flowers or fruits. All in all, a useful lot for the internet
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
776

H/m/)
Worldwide, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Accumulation. Giant loaded carton with many desirable stamps.
Better noted including Falkland Islands Dependencies Graham
Land, South Georgia, South Orkneys & South Shetlands; Lebanon 1946 Victory of the Allied Nations imperforate sheet; Germany 1936 Olympic souvenir sheets; Switzerland 1953 Insects
miniature sheet, plus British Commonwealth modern and some
Latin American countries such as Dominican Republic. We also
noted first day covers and some booklets. Hundreds of saleable
items., and a dealer’s dream come true, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

777

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Mint or Never Hinged Accumulation. In glassines and some presentation sheets, including sets, souvenir sheets & miniature sheets in the $5 to $10
range with several better such as Cape Juby B1-7; Grenada
132-42, plus extra 10s example; Guinea 663-71 & C127-29;
Iran 933-34; Lebanon C149a; Macao 372-81; Qatar 494-98;
Singapore 43-48; Syria C141a. We also noted Aitutaki, New
Zealand & Penrhyn miniature sheets. Take a look, as this represents an opportunity not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

778

HH
Worldwide, Never Hinged Accumulation,
1967-1972. Thousands of stamps, including singles, sets, souvenir sheets and multiples in glassines and mint sheet books.
Better noted countries or areas are Austria, Belgium, Germany,
Greece, Italy, Monaco, Nicaragua, Portugal, Ryukyu Islands &
Scandinavia. A useful holding that needs to be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

779

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. In presentation cards and glassine envelopes, including many better
mint items such as Australia 1935 (125, block of 4 with Ash imprint); Czechoslovakia C4 & C6; Germany C27-34 & CL1-3; Japan 1921 (165); Liechtenstein 1930 (107); Madagascar 1902
(52-54); New Zealand 1936 (SG SB16); Rouad, Ile 1916 (4-16);
Senegal 53-56 & Tannu Tuva 1934 (45-52, NH). A real mixed
bag that takes time to view, but is loaded with pockets of value
that may be easily removed and sold as units, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

780

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Heterogeneous mixture in several cartons, including St. Pierre &
Miquelon 374-76 x2, 377, 378-81, 385-88, 389-92, 397-98,
399, 423-28, 431, 432-33, C37-38, C39, C54, C55 & C56; Great
Britain collection in Schaubek album with value concentrated in
the 1952-80 period; Isle of Man 1973-83 collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album; Canada collection in Minkus album;
Iran sets in the modest range such as 1951 (941-46), 1966
(1415-18, se-tenant blocks of four & singles), plus three-ring
binder with interesting mint and used stamps that deserve your
attention, including 1911-13 (481-500, blocks of four). We also
noted a good number of Bhutan three-dimensional souvenir
sheets, British Commonwealth modern first day covers and
many unchecked in detail stamps housed in a couple of fancy
cigar boxes. Excellent for the internet seller and a good chance
for some possible finds. Must be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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781

782

783

784

785

786

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used 20th Century Accumulation. Four stock books with modern Bangladesh, Hungary,
India, Pakistan, Romania & Thailand, plus innumerable album
pages and presentation pages with worldwide material, including sets, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets in the modest
range but that can be offered individually on the internet. We
also noted several booklets and Disney topical issues. Mexico
collection in Scott album with value concentrated in the
1940s-60s period, plus many colorful Fleetwood panels suitable for framing. A useful lot that is loaded with saleable
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/)
Worldwide, Mostly Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation. Mish-mash style lot in a large carton wit thousands
of stamps, including Cuba 1930s-60s collection on Minkus album pages; Iran 1971-79 collection on album pages, and virtually complete for the period; Liberia 1950 group of eight
imperforate proof sheets in excellent state of preservation
(332-37 & C68-69). We also noted saleable covers such as
Newfoundland 1937 cover with KGVI complete set, and addressed NY; 1868 folded letter from Silves to Lisbon; 1931 Special Air Mail Flight Australia-England; plus innumerable
worldwide new issues (stamps and souvenir sheets) in a plastic
box and U.S. first day covers. Good lot for the bargain hunter,
must be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Safari, 1850-1960, a few
hundred stamps of stock pages, runs the gamut from faulty to
on life support, however there is an enormous amount of catalog value and mostly in the classic period, includes German
States, Italian States, France classics, South America, British
Commonwealth, U.S. officials, Newfoundland, even a Great
Britain #90 that needs some TLC, a great pick up for some energetic bidder, be sure to check it out, V.G.-Fine. Scott $50,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Airmail
Collection 1920s-50s approximately. 150 stamps and several
covers, including Australia 1931 official overprints; Canal Zone
C15-20 & CO1-7; Ethiopia C21-22 used; India 1929-30 (C1-6);
Iran 1930 (C34-50, used); New Zealand 1931 (C4-5, used);
South Africa C1-4; South West Africa C1-4; Liberia collection
on album pages with regulars, airmails and officials; Prince Edward Island 9 sheet of thirty. We also noted old-time stock book
with several useful sets such as Switzerland C3-12; U.S. 550
plate block & 1930 Gordon Bennett Balloon Race cover, plus a
good number of Whale topical covers issued in the 1960s-90s
period, including some with hand-painted cachets. Don’t underestimate this lot, be sure to take a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment.
In presentation cards, and including a large amount of modern
art topical souvenir sheets, plus sets & blocks of four mostly issued in the 1960s-2000s. We also noted several booklets. A
holding with plenty useful material and presenting a tremendous opportunity for an internet seller. You will be rewarded by
not passing on viewing this lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
H/m/)
Worldwide, One Man’s Vast & Diverse Accumulation. Offered intact as it arrived, thousands and thousands of
stamps and covers, presented in every way imaginable including 16 albums, a lot of modestly priced material but with better
mint like Brazil 172-173, 189, 260-262, 293-297, 300, 342-355,
446-449, C1-C6, C7-C16, Ecuador C176-C180, C182-C187,
Haiti CB8-CB9, Hong Kong 168-173, Uruguay 394-409,
430-440, C14-C25, better covers like US baseball FDC, real
photo postcard of Blue Hill Inn, Blue Hill ME, Official St Louis
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World’s Fair postcard, several Nazi or Hitler commemorative
cards, and this barely scratches the surface, a lot that will require lots of elbow grease, but should repay it exponentially, pull
up a chair and go to it!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
787

HH/H
Worldwide, Philatelic Avalanche. Thousand of
stamps in seven cartons, a gas of an accumulation, messy in
presentation but it should yield some better, while thumbing
through we found a decent Iceland collection, Romania with
some better complete sets and souvenir sheets, six volumes of
Presidential First Day covers, and tons of used worldwide material, a pleasant way to while away a few evenings, come on
down, grab a chair and dig in, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000

788

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Great
Britain in two albums with 20th century; Canada stock book with
stamps such as 1898 (85, mint), 1927 (141-45, mostly NH),
1929 (158 & 159, mint); Central Lithuania duplicates in stock
book; Luxembourg 20th century; Denmark bundles ideal for
postmark collectors. We also noted France modern sets and
singles; U.S. home-made album loaded with stamps tied on
cover fragments in the 1910s; Norfolk sheets (181-84), plus an
accumulation of European collections mounted on pages and
unchecked-in-detail, including Austria, Belgium, Monaco and
some British Commonwealth examples. Great for dealer, take a
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

789

H/m/)
Worldwide, Never Hinged, Mint & Used
Mish-Mash. In several cartons with diverse material, including
a good number of U.S. first day covers issued in the 1930s; Bavaria large multiples of 1920 (237); Vatican collection in a
Minkus album. Worldwide covers commemorating the 50th Anniversary of WWII, and housed in four albums made by the
Postal Commemorative Society in the 1980s-90s period. There
are also loose album pages, plus several stock books and
three-ring binders with duplicated examples and unchecked-in-detail material, including never hinged sets. We
didn’t see anything powerful, but take a look, perhaps you can
find something, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

790

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Thousands of stamps in 33 binders/ stock books, and housed in
three cartons. The lot comprises general ranges with few to no
highlights, although we did note Portugal 1940 sheet, Germany
(Federal Republic) 1970s-80s issues, Germany (Berlin)
1950s-70s issues, Czechoslovakia first day covers issued in
the 1960s-70s period; Isle of Man sets in Lindner album; Japan
1950s-70s issues in a three-ring binder; Romania souvenir
sheets; Syrian Arab Republic 1961-70 collection; Vatican
blocks of four plus Railroad topical collection in Scott album.
Have a look and check for yourself, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

791

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint, Never Hinged & Used Accumulation. A mysterious man appeared in our office with a box
full of heterogeneous material, and he confessed to us that it
belonged to his deceased uncle. He decided to consign the box,
and we offered to run it as a unit in our next large lot sale. Better
noted include Switzerland “Pro-Juventute” booklets (Zumstein
W1/2, W1/3, W1/4, W1/5 & W1/6), plus several issued in the
1957-67 period; United States modern stamps in blocks of four,
accompanied with electroplates in larger format, and probably
used to print promotional material, plus many first day covers;
British Commonwealth several modern sets with “specimen”
overprints and some modern booklets. We also noted Hong
Kong souvenir sheets, stamps and first day covers issued in the
1990s; plus three-ring binder with worldwide modern souvenir
sheets. Have a pleasant day viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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WORLDWIDE: Accumulations
792

HH/H
Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Accumulation. In countless glassines with Scott numbers, and including
sets up to $10. We noted Aland, Finland, Gibraltar, Hungary,
Monaco, Norway and some British Commonwealth countries,
plus a fair number of modern booklets (Scandinavia & British
Commonwealth) and small stock book with Philippines material. Ideal for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

793

H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Mostly arranged by country and housed in folders. We noted Danish
West Indies 19th century stamps and 1977 “KPK 90" bicolor reproductions in sheets of 100 issued to celebrate the 90th anniversary of the Kobenhavn Philatelic Club; Cuba section with
some stamps issued under U.S. Administration and 1951 souvenir sheets; British Commonwealth 1937 Coronation &
1945-46 Peace issues, plus Belgium, Brazil, Brunei, Cyrenaica,
Dominica, Eritrea, Falkland Islands, Fiji, Gambia, German
Area, Gibraltar, India, Ireland, Nigeria, Puerto Rico (Spanish
Dominion), Somalia Italiana, Tripolitania and butterflies topical
stamps. A useful holding needing careful viewing to see its full
potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

794

795

796

62

H/m/)
Worldwide,
Philatelic
Master
Disaster,
1860-2000, thousands of stamps and covers in seven cartons,
presented in every way imaginable, there is too much to go
through but a few highlights include British Commonwealth with
back-of-the-book, 1953 Coronation issue, France collection,
Korea collection with souvenir sheets, four Canada Official Millennium Keepsakes, South America, U.S. plate blocks, first day
covers, and everything else that fits, this will take days to plow
through but the potential is there, mixed condition as to be expected, you won’t want to miss this one., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint, Never Hinged & Used Accumulation. Several stock books and binders, including Russia
1990s never hinged sets; Belgium semipostal sets; United Nations 1980-87 Flag Series in sheets, plus 1990s-2000s miniature sheets and first day covers issued in 1957-65 period; Togo
perforated & imperforate blocks (B12a, B13a & B14a). We also
noted France air labels & covers in a Safe album, starting with
1910 picture postcard issued in connection with the airmail
week; 1920 Guynemer labels, plus several other colorful examples that deserve your attention. We also noted three covers
with semi-official & regular French stamps sent in the 1923-24
period, Air France old-time booklet with postal rates printed on
back cover. Croatia sets and souvenir sheets issued in the
1940s, Disney stamps, plus some British Commonwealth modern issues and United States first day covers issued in the
1948-65 period. Truly recommended for the internet dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Diverse
lot with stamps and first day covers, including stock book with
British Commonwealth sets, part sets and singles, plus U.S.
that deserves your attention. We also noted a three-ring binder
with British Omnibus sets and part sets, including Falkland Islands Dependencies 1948 Silver Wedding set. German Area
binder with Empire, Third Reich, Federal Republic, DDR, Bohemia-Moravia & Saar unchecked-in-details. There is a fair
amount of New Zealand first day covers issued in the
1940s-70s period, and Quitclaim Deed with 50¢ revenue
stamp. A lot that needs some time to be examined. Make sure
you don’t miss this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

797

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation.
Countless glassines with sets, part sets, singles and souvenir
sheets, including British Commonwealth modern issues
(Aitutaki, Bahamas, Cook Islands, Dominica, Gibraltar, Gilbert
& Ellice Islands, Grenada, Pitcairn Islands, New Zealand, St.
Lucia & Trinidad-Tobago), plus some Latin America & European stamps. We noted many sets (singles or blocks of four) in
the $4 to $10 range that can be offered on the internet. Recommended for a dealer looking to acquire material in the modest
range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

798

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mishmash, 1860-2000. Interesting
lot that includes a great deal of Japan, two stock books of mint
and used with forgeries, imitations and official reprints of the
dragons and 1872-1873 issues, with six souvenir pages of Japan stamps, folder of mint & used New Zealand, Yugoslavia
185-196, first flight covers, enough present to encourage the
treasure hunter in all of us, inspection is encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

799

HH/H/m Worldwide, Large Accumulation, 1880-1990.
Thousands of stamps in seven albums and eleven stock books,
the owner never met a stamp he didn’t love but he paid attention
to Belgium, China, Germany, Lebanon, Manchukuo,
Montenegro, Poland, although there is plenty of coverage in the
other countries, you’ll need time and patience to plow through
this, but who knows what will turn up, happy hunting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

800

HH/H/m Worldwide, Cinderella Stock, 1899-1960. A
choice lot of several hundred cinderella items in a binder and
two small boxes, includes set of ten Croatia UPU train blocks of
four, set of sixty Coronation stamps for George VI., twenty four
German city ad labels, revenues, cut squares, Exposition labels, philatelic labels, telegraph stamps, religious, tuberculosis
stamps, space, mixed condition, a recommended viewing, truly
an opportunity not to be passed up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

801

H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Conflagration, 1880-1960.
Thousands and thousands of stamps crammed into two large
cartons, packed in boxes, glassines, envelopes and loose,
there is no way to describe this morass, so we’ll present just a
sampling, shoebox of Germany, large glassine of French Colonies imperfs, shoebox of Cuba, envelope alphabetically by
country (sort of), with Asia, British Commonwealth, South
America, Eastern Europe, and Europe, you may even find a
kitchen sink lurking about, for the collector/dealer with plenty of
time on his hands, mixed condition, inspection strongly urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

802

H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1857-1970.
Thousands of stamps and covers in two large cartons, with mint
U.S. face, first day and special event covers, mint 1953 Coronation Omnibus issue, mint United Nations collection, 1955 Rotary Omnibus issue, Irish presentation books, old albums,
Statehood Quarter collection, plenty to pick through and discover, some mixed condition, set up a visitation with this one,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

803

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mish-Mash Accumulation. A diverse lot with United Nations sheets, worldwide sets, part sets
and singles in the modest range, plus a fair number of
home-made approval books with unchecked stamps. We also
noted some U.S. & Canada first day covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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WORLDWIDE: Dealers Stocks
804

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Big
holding with innumerable amount of glassines with over $2,000
catalogue value in complete sets. We also noted United Nations 1980 souvenir booklet with first day covers (flag stamps);
India 1950s-60s first day covers; St. Vincent baseball topical
first day covers; France first day covers from 1960s; U.S. American Revolution Bicentennial album with commemorative covers, Christmas Seals in sheets, plus many first day covers,
including birds and flowers topicals of our fifty states. A good
property to break into smaller lots and offered on the internet,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

805

H/m/)
Worldwide, Ephemera Lot, 1840-1960, includes
U.S. revenues on documents, tobacco tax paids, complete
sheets Ryukyus Christmas seals, auto ad card, group of currency trade cards, cancelled sheet Hamburg American Packet
Company stamps, sheet Penn $2 tax stamps, and several internal revenue sheets, great lot to research and explore, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

806

H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Topsy Turvy, 1880-1980.
Thousands of mint & used stamps in one large carton, the perfect lot for the treasure hunter in us all, we just don’t have the
time to plow through it, so we leave that pleasure to the winning
bidder, we can tell you of a group of 3¢ #11 and #26, and reference examples of Newfoundland C1, Switzerland C1-C2, Poland 77a & 78a, but there is so much more, make this delightful
lot your delight, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

807

811

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Never Hinged Dealer Stock,
1900s-2000s. Organized by country in small presentation
cards with many sets and singles in the $5 to $10 range, which
are housed in five small boxes. Each set or single identified with
Scott numbers, better noted including Chile, Colombia, Cuba,
Ecuador, Mexico, Hungary, plus some British Commonwealth
& Europe. Have a nice view, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

812

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock,
1850-1990, thousand of stamps and souvenir sheets in five
counter books and three stock books, counter books includes
mint unless noted Canada unused 17, 96-103, 176, various
other mint including blocks, E1 China 15 block of four, PRC
1303-1306, 1345-1348, 1357-1362, Hong Kong 61, 212 (x2),
231-233, 234-235, 237-238, 239-244, 249-250, Italy 413-418,
Kenya Uganda Tanzania 120-135, Netherlands B271-B275,
B276-B280, B286-B290, B291-B295, B321-B325, Newfoundland 226-229, Russia 559-568, stock books are loaded with
mint and used British Commonwealth with emphasis on Ireland, Germany & Korea, worth many times our low estimate,
this is one opportunity surely not to be missed, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

813

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Dealer Stock Balance,
1888-2000. In three small boxes, includes a few hundred U. S.
stamps with better including 550, C4, RW30 NH, a few hundred
post war Germany, plus Russia, Burundi 355-360 (x2), Viet
Nam 364-367, UPU worldwide issue, a nice little lot with lots of
potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH/H
Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1960-2000. Mostly Great
Britain, Canada and British Commonwealth, includes singles,
sets, presentation packs, sheets, Iraq covers, generally new issue material, it’s anybody’s guess what in here, but it should be
more than our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Supplies
814

Dealers Stocks
808

809

810

HH/H/m Worldwide, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Dealer
Stock. Huge property assembled by an approval dealer in the
1960s, housed in glassines with Scott numbers and filling forty
plastic boxes, each glassine envelope contains from 10 to 100
stamps of each. We noted a tremendous amount of never
hinged material and many used sets. Strength of the lot concentrated in Europe, Russia, Latin America and African Independent countries. A lot with great possibilities, and offered at a small
fraction of the catalogue value, F.-V.F. Scott $90,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In
counterbook and identified with Scott numbers, including Newfoundland 47, 59 & J1-6; Canada 27, 46 & 58 used; New South
Wales 15 used; Australia 142-44 mint; Bahamas 18, 21 & 25
used, 55, 65-69 mint; Barbados 79 mint & 108 used; Belgium
B480-84 & B482a mint; Cape of Good Hope 2 used; France
258-62, 291-93, 296-97, 299, 300a, 397-414 & 700-705 mint;
Germany 6 & 14 used, plus C27-34 mint; Hong Kong 249-50,
253-54 & 275-88; St. Pierre & Miquelon 408-11 mint, F.-V.F.
2012 Scott $9,263.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In 21
small three-ring binders and identified by Scott numbers, including Austria, China, France, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Poland,
Ryukyu Islands, Spain, Turkey & Vatican. We also noted many
Hungary modern souvenir sheets. A great lot for the internet
seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Worldwide, Stamp Supplies, Useful Accumulation.
Including three brand-new Lindner albums with
dustcases (retail $270), four new Lindner small stock books,
abundant number of Hawid mounts for individual stamps, Royal
Wedding album, Greece Sitarenios hingeless album with
dustcase, plus a good number of Lindner blank pages for the
18-ring mechanism albums and several red boxes with presentation cards, and recommended for the dealer. We also noted
several old stamp catalogs and handbooks, including Lion
Stamps of Iran (Dr. Mohammed Dadkham, 1960) and The Philatelic History of Armenia (Dr. Zarch Hovanesian). A diverse lot
at a reasonable estimate.
Estimate $300 - 400

Philatelic Literature
815

The China Clipper, over 120 issues of this scholarly magazine, 1972-1995, editions have articles, reviews of
philatelic books, new issue bulletins, and ads, for those collectors and dealers who wish to learn more than what’s in Scott, an
important literature lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

816

Bohne, Dr Werner M, Germany Philatelic Society
Reference Manual of Forgeries, fourteen volumes, loose leaf
format, with many articles on German states, the bible of German forgeries, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

817

Bohne, Dr. Werner M., Reference Manual of Forgeries (Germany Philatelic Society), in fifteen volumes, and
highly recommended for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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WORLDWIDE: Philatelic Literature
818

Japanese Philately Magazine, over 200 issues of
this magazine, 1969-2000, with bound volumes 1946-1968,
with information on stamps, postal history and picture postcards, also includes accumulative index 1946-1990, a library
that will help guide you through the world of Japan philately,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

819

Mexico, Philately & Postal History Literature
Lot. Group of eleven books and several pamphlets, including
The Postmarks of Mexico 1874-1900 (Karl Schimmer, 1977);
The Cancellations of Mexico 1856-74 (Schatzkes, 1983); The
Pre-Stamp Postal Markings of Mexico (Yag & Bash, 1965); The
Revenue Stamps of Mexico (Byron Stevens, 1979); The
Yucatan Affair (APS, 1980); Sellos Postales de Mexico (Celis,
1965); Handbook of Mexican Philately, 1856 Issue (Liera &
Backal); Porte de Mar (Schimer, 1987); Proofs, Essays, Sample, Specimen & Test Stamps of Mexico (Ingham, 1979). Ideal
holding for collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

820

Tannu Tuva Auction Results, in five large binders, includes catalog, information on the country and inhabitants, a philatelic tour of the country, then copies of all the eBay
and auction house invoices he won Tannu Tuva stamps and
postal history from, with stamps and covers in color, a wealth of
information on this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

821

Library of Auction Catalogs, massive library of
over 900 catalogs, includes Siegel with many name sales such
as D Golden Collection of Hawaii, P. Hansen U.S. Stamps, C S
Stamps and Covers, Frelinghuysen Collection Parts 1 & 2, also
Apfelbaum, Hugh Barr, J Kaufmann, Ted Conway, Harmer’s,
Roger Koerber, Greg Manning, Mandarin Trading & Hung’s
Stamp Co., a unique opportunity to acquire research material at
a very inexpensive price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

822

Worldwide Philatelic Library, over thirty catalogs,
includes 2011 Scott Classic Specialized, American Airmail Catalog volume 1, 5 and price supplement, Edifil, Stanley Gibbons
Middle East, Great Britain Pre-Decimal and South Africa, Yvert
& Teller, Sassone, Bale Israel, Michel Scandinavia, China, Germany Specialized, Russia, Caribbean, Africa & West Africa,
and the German Philatelic Society Reference Manual of Forgeries Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, a group that will assist
you in identifying those found gems, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

823

Michel Worldwide Catalogs, a nice array of over
twenty of these invaluable catalogs, includes 2008 South Europe, East Europe, South Eastern Europe and Central America,
2007 Germany & South West Europe, 2005 South America and
Switzerland-Liechtenstein Specialty, 2004 North & Northwestern Europe, West & Central Europe, Germany, North & Central
America, South Europe and Germany Specialized, a inexpensive easy option to acquire this many volume at the same time,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

824

Michel Worldwide Catalogs, thirty two catalogs,
includes 1971 German Specialized, 1983 Feldpost Handbook,
1977 German Specialized, 1986 Asia II, 1994 German Specialized, 1998 West Europe, 2000 North & Central America, 2001
Germany Band 1 and 2, 2003 East Europe, 2004 South America, Central America, South Europe, Central Europe, North &
Northwestern Europe, 2007 Southwestern Europe, South Europe and Central Europe, and 2008 Eastern Europe, South Europe and Southeastern Europe, plenty of help in identifying
those non listed Scott sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Many lots are photographed on our site. Also, you
can bid on our site, and the site is fully searchable.
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